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CHAIRMAN’S NOTES
We have had two pieces of excellent news since Newsletter 31 came out
in January. Firstly, the Delius Trust has generously given us a guarantee
of £25,000 against the cost of our 2012 celebrations. The Committee had
already decided to spend £30,000 of our capital on this almost once-in-alifetime project, so we can now budget on a figure of £55,000. That may
sound a lot, but, as we all know, doing anything these days is expensive!
It is all getting very exciting!
Secondly, there is to be a Delius Birthday concert on the afternoon
of the day – 29th January – in the Royal Festival Hall, with Julian Lloyd
Webber playing the ’Cello Concerto, Brigg Fair and the Enigma Variations
with The Philharmonia under Sir Andrew Davis. We are planning other
activities for the same day, either in the morning or after the concert,
and in the evening the Fitzwilliam Quartet will be giving a recital at the
Conway Hall (not far away on the other side of the river) which will
include Late Swallows. Needless to say, all Members will be circulated with
the details nearer the time and soon a regularly updated list of all known
performances of Delius’s music being given up to the end of 2012 will be
on the website.
Our 2012 Sub-Committee is meeting regularly, and we make progress
every time! Nevertheless, apart from the Trust’s guarantee, not a great deal
has actually been finalised since Michael Green reported in Newsletter 31
– and it therefore seems sensible to leave a detailed report until Newsletter
32. In the meanwhile, however, the 2012 page on the website will soon
have a lot of information about future concerts which include a Delius
work.
Notwithstanding all the work that is going into the plans for 2012,
‘normal’ life has continued – and we have had five excellent London
Branch meetings across the winter months, with one more, the Steinway
Hall recital by last year’s Prize winners, still to come at the end of March
(at the time of writing). Those five meetings will be reported in detail in
this issue and the next. The Midlands Branch, under the indefatigable
Richard Kitching, has also been active, with Paul Guinery giving a
fascinating illustrated talk on the music of York Bowen, and a recital this
April by the brilliant young pianist Mark Bebbington.
I fear that I must finish on a somewhat despondent note, by saying that
neither Michael Green nor I have had any responses to the pleas in the last
Newsletter for Members to offer themselves for co-option on to the 2012
6
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Sub-Committee or for appointment as our Membership Secretary. Without
wanting to appear defeatist, if we are not be able to recruit additional help,
the Committee will (if only on account of increasing anno domini!) become
less and less able to carry out all the tasks we feel are necessary to maintain
both the Society’s high standing in the world of English music and our
efforts to continue to achieve its aims. If, on reflection, you think that you
might be able to help, please do contact either Michael Green or me.
Martin Lee-Browne
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EDITORIAL
Whilst this has been a long hard winter it is heartening to see how much
activity there is around the work of Delius and his circle of friends. The tide
of preparation for 2012 is flowing onwards with exciting prospects in the
field of live concerts, recordings, and interesting reissues. Also a number
of concerts have livened up the long winter months. Not least the BBC
Symphony Orchestra and Sir Andrew Davis’s performance of The Song
of the High Hills reviewed elsewhere in these pages by Neil Fisher of The
Times. It was very encouraging to see that a number of other prominent
critics were very positive about this beautiful Delius score.
Just two examples of their views will give you a flavour of the critical
response: firstly, Bob Briggs writing on www.musicweb-international.com
who, apart from complaining that the chorus stood before its first entry
in contradiction to Delius’s express wishes, felt that Sir Andrew Davis’s
concept of the work was excellent. He thought Sir Andrew allowed the
music to breathe. The second critic whose opinion pleased me was Colin
Anderson writing on www.classicalsource.com who said he thought the
Delius piece was something altogether special. He felt that the performance
had a splendour and eloquence of passion that illuminated every note.
This was a compelling and revelatory account of The Song of the High Hills
for Colin Anderson.
Last autumn Gauguin drew in record crowds to Tate Modern for its
big show Gauguin: Maker of Myth which I have reviewed in this edition,
and which sent me off trying to find details of the wooden sculptures
by Gauguin which Delius owned at one time. I also hunted for details of
sculpture by Gauguin owned by Alden Brooks. In my review I have told
of my research and its results. This was a wonderful exhibition which my
wife Liz and I enjoyed with some old friends after a very good lunch.
I was very lucky in the beginning of January, to secure an interview
with Mark Stone; a busy man. It was superb to hear his enthusiasm, when
I spoke to him recently about his recording project – he plans to record all
the songs of Delius. I hope the interview encourages people to investigate
his new Delius CD.
Now turning to 2012, I want to make sure that the two editions of the
Journal which appear in this important year for us are memorable and a
tangible celebration of this important anniversary. I am considering how
we might do this, I have submitted proposals to the 2012 Sub-Committee
with which they are happy, and now I would welcome your ideas.
8
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Lyndon Jenkins has introduced me to three articles by Reid Stewart
on the string music of Delius which appeared in The Strad in the 1930s.
They were part of a series of articles in which Reid Stewart intended to
survey all of Delius’s string music, but this series was never completed.
I believe Julian Lloyd Webber added to them in editions of The Strad which
appeared in the 1970s. Reid Stewart and his articles are totally unknown
by me and once I had read them I thought we must include them in the
Journal, and I hope you enjoy them.
We have another treat this time, a clutch of interesting books including
two concerning Percy Grainger, and one including the writings of Ronald
Stevenson; as well as a French view of Grez and its artists. I hope you
enjoy them as much as I have. Boydell & Brewer have generously offered
Delius Society Members a reduction on the price of the two books we are
reviewing this time which are published by them.
As ever we have a rather stimulating set of reviews of concerts
contributed by members and one from The Times. Paul Guinery has given
us a fine review of a lovely new CD including music by Delius. I was very
sad to hear of the death of Sir George Shearing whose obituary appears in
these pages. The obituary which appeared in The Independent quotes one
interviewer who many years ago asked: ‘Have you been blind all of your
life?’ to which Sir George replied ‘Not yet.’
Lastly I was very sad to hear of the death of Malcolm Smith, a longtime member of the Delius Society. We will include an Obituary for
Malcolm in the next issue. I am sure that all members of the Society will
want to send the very best wishes for a speedy recovery to Charles Barnard
who has been so very ill this winter: he will be in our thoughts in the
coming months.
My thanks to all those who have contributed to and helped with this
Journal. It is your Journal so please keep the articles, letters and pictures
coming. We are anxious to hear opinions and suggestions from all parts of
the Society in these pages. Please remember the resolution on pictures from
your digital cameras must be at least 300dpi. The next Journal will be our
150th, appearing just before the 150th anniversary of Delius’s birth next
January, and the 50th anniversary of the founding of The Delius Society.
Paul Chennell
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OBITUARY
SIR GEORGE SHEARING
(1919-2011)

George Shearing, who rose from his modest
British background to become one of the
leading international jazz musicians of our
time, and who was a long-standing member
of The Delius Society, has died at the age of 91.
The youngest of the nine children of a
father who was a coal porter (“Not the Cole
Porter”, joked Shearing) and a mother who
cleaned trains at night, Shearing was born
blind but showed musical talent from a tender
age. Despite offers of musical scholarships,
the family’s financial constraints resulted
in his leaving school at 16 and taking
employment as a pub pianist. An appearance
on BBC radio helped him to gain recognition
and such was his talent that he was soon
Sir George Shearing 1919 – 2011
playing with such jazz legends as Stéphane
Grappelli, Harry Parry and Bert Ambrose. For seven years in a row a
Melody Maker poll voted him the top British pianist.
It was with a view to furthering his career that Shearing emigrated
to the USA in 1947, where he soon began appearing with more of the
jazz immortals including Sarah Vaughan and Ella Fitzgerald. In 1949 he
formed the first George Shearing Quintet (piano, bass, drums, guitar and
vibraphone) which went on to record for a number of labels. His many
major successes included September in the Rain (music Harry Warren,
lyrics Al Dubin) – the Quintet sold 900,000 copies – and his own Lullaby
of Birdland to lyrics by George Weiss. Introducing the latter, Shearing
was known to declare: “I have been credited with writing 300 songs. Two
hundred and ninety-nine enjoyed a bumpy ride from relative obscurity
to total oblivion. Here is the other one.” Later line-ups were smaller,
with trios and duos predominating, and in 1979 Shearing began a tenyear collaboration with the singer Mel Tormé. Recognition in the USA
included honorary doctorates in music and other prestigious awards, and
in his native country in an Ivor Novello Award for Lifetime Achievement,
followed in 1998 by an OBE and in 2007 by a knighthood.
10
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‘The Shearing Sound’ of the 1940s was in the new bebop style,
beautifully crafted with a channelled lyricism that demanded attention
but also made it popular as ‘background listening’; the jazz writer Richard
Cook’s description was ‘Bop relaxing in the lounge with an aperitif’.
However, its imagination, wit and frequent classical allusions set it apart,
as did Shearing’s meticulous technique. Significantly, he described himself
not as a jazz pianist but as a pianist who played jazz.
Interviewed by the late Derek Cox for this Journal (DSJ 128, Autumn
2000, pp9-11), Shearing explained his commitment to Delius: “Delius’s music
first hit me while I was still in school and in my mid-teens. … I can’t think of
anyone with whom I agree more when it comes to harmonic progressions.
… It’s the rich moving harmonies and the sumptuous orchestral sound that
get me.” Of his late collaborator he said: “If there is any greater Delius ‘nut’
in this world than I am, it would have been Mel Tormé.”
Shearing would often incorporate a passage of Delius in his
arrangements; witness the Shearing/Tormé version of It might as well be
Spring (Rogers/Hammerstein), recorded in 1982. The piano introduction is
pure Brigg Fair, though with altered harmonies, and there is an interlude
straight out of The Walk to The Paradise Garden.
It seems appropriate to leave the final word to Shearing himself, who
declared when interviewed in 1979: “When I’m home, I’ll listen to Mozart,
Bach, Delius, Ravel, Tatum and Bill Evans. No preferences. Good music is
good music, whatever its original source.”
Roger Buckley
In the autumn of 1962 George Shearing was in London, and on a beautiful
sunny October day he revisited his old school, Linden Lodge, to perform for the
staff and children. Your editor was in that audience as well as a Sunday Times
photographer, and I have a vivid memory of this performance and of George
Shearing’s wife dressed in a vivid brown coat, leading him to the piano. Somewhere
I have a faded cutting from The Sunday Times with a picture marking this visit of
nearly fifty years ago. We heard George Shearing’s most popular music. When he
was interviewed on Desert Island Discs several years ago, Sir George spoke about
that visit and how he was able to speak with his old music teacher Henry George
Newell who was in 1962 still very much in evidence in the school. He reminded Mr.
Newell of his advice that if Shearing wanted to play jazz he must master the classics
first. George Shearing said that Mr. Newell had replied, when asked what his advice
would be now to a young musician, that it would be exactly the same. Ed.
11
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THE STRING MUSIC OF DELIUS
Reid Stewart
The following first appeared as three articles in The Strad in May, September and
October 1935, as well as June 1936. These articles are reproduced here with the
kind permission of the current editor of The Strad. It is hoped that members will
enjoy and appreciate the findings and comments of an unfamiliar commentator
on some of the music of Delius. I have identified one or two errors in the original
article and give corrections in the footnotes. Ed.

1. CONCERTO FOR VIOLIN AND ORCHESTRA
The death of Frederick Delius, following so closely on that of Sir Edward
Elgar, has robbed England of one of the most memorable composers in her
musical history. It is more than a coincidence that both Elgar and Delius
were primarily composers for the orchestra and particularly for strings.
Both were unhappy when writing for piano, and both made considerable
experiments in form, harmony and colouring. Yet it is strange that both
these composers, who gave so lavishly of their genius to the string world,
should be largely unknown to the majority of string players, amateur and
professional.
Some of my readers may protest at my use of the epithet ‘unknown.’
‘What! Elgar unknown?’ they will exclaim, puzzled, in view of the
tremendous popularity of the violin concerto. But my adjective must
remain. A few enthusiasts apart, I make bold to say that, compared with
the numbers of people that know the symphonies, the purely orchestral
music, and the oratorios, the number who are really and honestly familiar
with the ’cello concerto, the violin concerto, the string quartet, the quintet
for piano and strings, and the baroque-like Introduction and Allegro for
strings – those who really know these works are in a minority. Since the
war, with the exception of an isolated performance, the violin concerto was
virtually unknown, and amongst the younger generation of string players,
I personally know many college graduates, who did not even know that the
greatest English composer since Purcell had written a violin concerto. As to
the ’cello concerto, everyone knows that after the ill-fated first performance
by Felix Salmond in 1919, it was put on the shelves as impossible. Beatrice
Harrison took it up, but it was not until Gregor Piatigorsky played it at
a BBC symphony concert last season under Beecham’s electric bâton, that
12
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people realised that here was a ’cello concerto that will oust Dvorak,
Schumann, Lalo and Saint-Saëns.
Yet this neglect of Elgar is as nothing compared with the shameful
neglect of Delius’s string music. Three violin sonatas, a ’cello sonata, two
string quartets, a violin concerto, a ’cello concerto, a double concerto for
violin and ’cello, and a host of smaller works for strings: this is the canon
of Delius‘s string music. Yet how often do we hear it? Not to have heard
Brigg Fair or On hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring is tantamount to admitting
oneself to be a musical ignoramus. To have listened to Sea Drift or Appalachia
under the direction of that prince of conductors, Beecham, is to undergo
a spiritual revelation. Yet although we fill Queen’s Hall on Delius nights,
how many of us can truthfully say we know every note of the string music?
Very few, I suppose.
It is difficult to assign a convincing reason to this undeserved neglect.
But there are two peculiarities about Delius as a writer for strings that call
for comment, and possibly explain much of his lack of popularity. Let me
say at once that there is nothing in the intrinsic worth of his string music
that justifies such neglect. On the contrary, in some respects, this branch
of his artistic activity represents the zenith of his genius, the spontaneous
flower of its perfection. For Delius was himself a violinist, not one of your
showy soloists basking in the glamour of limelight, but a shy reclusive, who
loved the violin and the stringed instruments generally for their superb
emotional qualities. His use of the strings in his orchestral music testifies
to his command of their resources. He knew the string family intimately as
only one can know them who has loved to finger reverently some mellow
production of the luthier’s art. He had probed the chest of viols for their
secret, and he had wrested it.
In the first place his music does not conform to the orthodox form
in which chamber music is largely cast; and in the second place, and this
remark applies with especial force to the concerti, he never panders to the
desire of the virtuoso, the vulgar instinct to parade, to exhibit one’s perfect
powers, in brief to ‘show off.’ In this last respect, I think he is probably the
most English in spirit of all our composers, for if there is one characteristic
that is more eminently English in temperament than any other, it is the
Englishman’s contemptuous aversion for anything in the nature of
‘showing off’, of that loathsome canker of exhibitionism more fitted to the
circus than the concert hall. Whenever English art has been at its greatest it
has depended, not on ‘stars’ and showmen, but on team work, the ensemble
factor being always of considerably more importance than the appeal to the
13
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mere instinct for self-glorification. England has always preferred the noble
team worker, like Joachim, Hallé and Piatti to the ephemeral ‘star’.
So it is with the concerti of Delius. To the nomadic soloist who wishes
to obtain a cheap success by playing to the gallery, there is nothing in
Delius whatever. For Delius’s music is both technically and spiritually
difficult, without seeming to the untutored listener to be very difficult. For
the flashy virtuoso of the get-rich-quick type, such music is anathema. It
does not bring the frenzied applause of unthinking multitudes, it does not
induce mass-hysteria nor an outburst of réclame in the press. But when all
the purely gymnastic music of this and past ages has disappeared into an
oblivion far beyond recall, except by the industrious student of forgotten
epochs, the string music of Delius will still live; with the immortal work
of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven such music as that penned by Delius
can never disappear from the ken of mankind, so long as there live a few
cultured individuals who have learnt to value the music more than its mere
technical dexterity.
The other point that proves something of s stumbling block in the way
of general, universal recognition of Delius’s string music must be counted
his own personal idiom – his style of writing, his melodic line and his
harmonic currents no less than the peculiar and highly individual mode of
formal construction.
Now string players are something of a conservative race. They
always have been, as even Beethoven knew to his anger. (It was a ’cellist,
you remember, who declared the ’cello parts of the later string quartets
unplayable). Even today many string players complain that Delius’s writing
is not like that of Wieniawski’s or Brahms’s, as who should protest that
Whistler’s painting is not like Constable’s, or Aldous Huxley’s novels not
like Hall Caine’s! The fact is that many string players are so preoccupied
with merely technical problems, that they totally lose sight of the music
that lies beyond, and far above, the mere means of playing it. To hear some
string players talk, one would think that Tchaikovsky wrote his inspired
concerto merely to gratify the violinist’s liking for double stopping, or
that César Franck wrote the glorious violin sonata as an exercise in correct
intonation! It is such people that complain that Delius is ungrateful.
If you are anxious to tickle the ear with sweet and showy strains, I
counsel you to leave Delius severely alone, and stick to the ballad-mongers,
heaven knows there are more than enough. But if you would go on a voyage
of discovery in unknown seas; if you are one of those to whom the music’s
the thing, then I can recommend you to explore the string music of Delius.
14
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There you will find a world of exquisite beauty, a forest of exotic flowers all
the more beautiful because of their comparative rarity.

⁓
Perhaps the loveliest of all Delius’s compositions for strings is the
noble concerto for violin and orchestra, written in 1916 for that unrivalled
English soloist, Mr. Albert Sammons. Although written in 1916, the
work was not publicly performed until after the war, when on January
30th, 1919, Mr. Sammons introduced it to the audience at a concert of
the Royal Philharmonic Society, with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra,
under Dr. Adrian Boult. At that time the work fell on unheeding ears: in
those disillusioned, post-war years, men were in no mood for music of an
introspective sort. They did not wish music that would enable them to ‘see
life steadily and see life whole.’ For over four years normal life had come to
a standstill, and Europe was a bloody cock-pit of butchery and savage war.
After those four mad years people wanted something that would ‘take
them out of themselves,’ some anodyne that would drown reality. They
turned from such composers as Delius and Elgar, and obtained the musical
opiates from such composers as Satie, Milhaud, Poulenc and the rest of the
‘Armistice group.’ Such a work as the violin concerto of Delius met with
a lukewarm reception from the crazy, war-frightened audiences, for it did
not offer the ‘kick’ and the ‘bite’ that was in demand at the time.
Although called a concerto, it does not conform to the currently
accepted definition of that much-abused term. It is neither a contest between
soloist and orchestra, nor a showpiece for musical vanity. Nor does it follow
the orthodox three-movement plan of the older concerti: first movement,
slow movement, and Rondo-Finale. On the contrary it is in one extended
movement, and this movement follows a logic of its own. There have not
been wanting critics who have complained that Delius ‘lacks form.’ Such
captious critics really betray their ignorance of all that constitutes good,
sound form. Form is not a rigid mechanism, it is a spontaneous growth that
varies with each new work of a great composer. Among all of the hundreds
of sonatas and symphonies by the classic composers from Haydn to Brahms,
there are no two precisely alike in formal design. It would be absurd to
expect such an identity. The fact is that so long as a composer writes in
perfect accordance with the symmetry of his own thought, it would be idle
to charge him with lack of form simply because his finished product does
not resemble someone else’s.
15
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Delius’s form is subtle, and impossible to explain in words; after all,
if one could evoke in words the charm of Delius’s music would not Delius
have saved himself the trouble and labour of writing in music? His patterns
are not superimposed from without: they are dictated by the evocation of
moods and impressions. A famous critic has thus written of Delius: ‘The
essential character of a work by Delius is that the solo melody is the first
cause and final arbiter of the whole piece. It decrees all shades of dynamic
intensity to the accompaniment which responds by reflecting, and not
conversing freely as with an equal.
‘Such a conception of sonata form is personal to Delius; there seems
to be very little approximation to it among the works of the last century.
Even his musical ancestor, Grieg, wrote sonata-form in which melody and
accompaniment work together to make an interesting texture.’
In this violin concerto both thematic material and development are
thoroughly characteristic of the English master at his finest. The violin soloist
plays almost continuously throughout. Just as in some operas (Madame
Butterfly, for instance) the chief character is on the stage all the time, from
first to last, so in this concerto the solo part is rarely allowed a pause. There
are none of the long orchestral ‘tutti’ passages familiarized by Mendelssohn,
Max Bruch and Lalo in their violin works. In the whole concerto there
are only twenty two bars rest for the soloist, and there are distributed, the
player never having more than three bars rest consecutively at any time.
Hence the necessity for the soloist to sustain interest throughout: he must
carefully avoid anything in the nature of fading or waning interest; and he
must not expect any support merely from orchestral colouring. Everything
depends upon the soloist. Success or failure depends solely on his ability to
knit the diffuse material into a homogenous whole, and to convey a unified
impression.
After two bars for the orchestra, consisting of mezzo-forte chords
(strings only), the soloist enters with a florid motif, typical of Delius. As
this theme permeates the entire work, in its various metamorphoses, it will
be advisable to set it down in music type.

16
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After this the violin continues with a sweeping phrase in 12/8 time:
these two phrases, very different as they both are in style and rhythm,
unite to make the chief theme of the concerto. Virtually the two phrases are
separate themes, and in the subsequent development the composer treats
them as such.
It is quite impossible in a brief article to indicate all the myriad beauties
of Delius’s score. The undulating solo part winds its way through the
score like a limpid stream splashing through the moss covered banks. No
programme note is necessary to assure the listener that here is music that
expresses the ecstasy and the rapture of that English countryside which
has inspired the choicest of the poets from Chaucer to Hardy.
The second subject is not of immense importance. It does not play
the same part in development that the second subject does in most other
orthodox concertos. It will be instantly recognised on its appearance in
the brass: it is a short exclamatory phrase allocated to the brass, and serves
largely as the background for an arabesque for solo violin.
After the second subject comes a slow movement, not a separate
movement actually, but linked to the other sections by cleverly contrived
bridge passages. In atmosphere it is intensely Delian, and is a supreme
example of his lyrical, nostalgic effects. Like the first subject, it is wrought
out of a main theme, and its pendant, a lovely haunting whisp of melody,
out of which the composer makes much later on. In the illustration the
pendant motif is marked (a).

The pendant motif in style is rather reminiscent of the Scots snap,
although its rhythmic peculiarity is by no means the particular virtue of
the Scots folk tunes: it is found in the collections of national Hungarian
folk music, compiled by Béla Bartók and Zoltán Kodály. It is also found
in earlier works of Delius, such as the Hy Brasil part song, and the North
17
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Country Sketches, appropriately enough.
The climax of the slow movement is a cadenza for the soloist, supported
by occasional comments from the ensemble. This cadenza is not so much a
rhetorical showpiece of brazen pyrotechnics, as a contemplative discussion,
almost like the burden of comment in a classical drama. It is improvisatory,
and when played, should sound like an extemporised fantasia rather than
a carefully planned cadenza.
After this cadenza follows the recapitulation. During the course of this
a totally new episode is introduced, a florid, exuberant dancing melody
that taxes the technical ingenuity of the soloist. By and by, reminiscences
of the slow movement swim into consciousness, and after a resounding
emotional crisis, the music sinks into a calm, still twilight of sound, and the
work ends on a note of supernal quietude.
So ends one of the most remarkable offerings to the solo violinist’s
repertoire during the present century. It is not to be expected that such a
difficult work of art will gain immediate popularity. The most enduring
artistic masterpieces rarely meet with instant success. But those violinists
who have at heart the true interests of their instrument will be well advised
to procure the score and make a thorough study of a concerto that, along
with the works of Sibelius and Elgar, in the same genre, represents the
flower of string music since the days of Brahms.

2. THE FIRST VIOLIN SONATA (1917)1
Perhaps it will be best, at the outset of this article to clear up the matter
of the chronology and numbering of Delius’s violin sonatas. A good deal of
confusion exists in the minds of the public: one can never be certain, when
someone speaks of the ‘second’ or ‘third’ Delius violin sonata precisely
which one is meant, so I will clear up the difficulty for once and all. As the
confusion has already gained considerable ground, and as it is hopeless
to overtake it at this late stage, perhaps I may make a suggestion to all
concerned in the playing of Delius. In programmes, I suggest that violinists
and concert promoters should abandon the system of referring to the Delius
violin sonatas by number (the ‘first,’ ‘second,’ ‘third’ etc.) and stick to plain
dates. If you speak of the Sonata (1892), the Sonata (1924) or the Sonata
(1931) there is absolutely no chance of confusion; such an identification
makes error impossible.
Delius actually wrote four sonatas for violin and pianoforte, three
published and one (the earliest in point of time) unpublished. Some people
18
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call the very early violin sonata (still in manuscript) the ‘first sonata’ that
sonata which was (completed in 1892)2. Such people then proceed to refer to
the others in consecutive order, as second, third and fourth. The publishers
on the other hand call the first sonata that sonata which was published
earliest in point of time. As it is possible that the early sonata (which I shall
refer to as the ‘manuscript sonata’) may, some day in the near future, be
published, confusion will be piled on confusion, unless some standard
system of nomenclature is instituted. The best way, now that two of the
later sonatas are published as Sonata No. 2 and No. 3 respectively, and
since Delius has never utilised the device of opus numbers for the purpose
of identification, is to refer to the sonatas by means of dates in brackets.
The four sonatas of Delius for violin and piano are these: 1. A sonata
composed in 1892, and still, so far as I am aware, unperformed3. This sonata
is actually the first that Delius composed for violin and piano, but it is, one
imagines, a thoroughly unrepresentative work. At any rate Delius seems to
have suppressed both publication and performance. It is not to be confused
(although unfortunately many writers continue to do so) with the sonata
known as the ‘first’ sonata, published by Messrs. Forsyth & Co. in 1917.
(Even Grove’s Dictionary, usually a pillar of rectitude in these matters, falls
into error here in the article on Delius.)
At the time of composing this early violin sonata Delius was an obscure
composer, quite unknown to the majority of British listeners. Born in
Bradford, on January 29th, 1862 (and not, as so frequently mis-stated, 1863,
Delius had already spent several years in Florida, and studied music there
under an obscure but inspired musician, one Thomas F. Ward, organist of
a Roman Catholic Church. He had abandoned the orange planting which
it had been his intention to cultivate on his farm at the Solano Grove in
Florida, and had tried for a few brief months to earn a living as a teacher of
the violin in the backwoods of Virginia. His father, a well-known merchant
in Bradford, was a very cultivated amateur and frequently invited to his
house such musicians as Joachim, Piatti and Brodsky.
At a very early age Delius evinced a great aptitude for music, although
it would be absurd to pretend that he was anything in the nature of a
juvenile prodigy. At the age of seven he began to have violin lessons from
Bauerkeller, a violinist of the great Hallé orchestra at a time when that
orchestral institution was laying the foundations of its colossal reputation
under Sir Charles Hallé himself, and when string players like Brodsky,
Willy Hess, Risegari, Ludwig Strauss and Vieuxtemps honoured its desks.
Later young Delius was put under that very excellent teacher well
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known in Leeds and the
northern
counties,
George
Haddock, a pupil of Molique
and Vieuxtemps4, described
by a biographer as for many
years the leading figure in the
musical life of Yorkshire, and
founder of the Leeds College
of Music. Young Delius was
then in very good hands, and
his first teachers could be relied
upon to impart the elements
of that sound technique and
knowledge of potentialities of
the violin which were later to be
evinced in the violin and cello
concertos, the string quartet and
the other chamber works. Later
he continued his violin lessons
in London under Deichmann,
George Haddock (coll. L. Carley)
and joined a local string
orchestra, comprised mainly of
amateurs, directed by a professional London musician, one Sommers. This
was while he was still a schoolboy at Spring Grove (1876 to 1879) where a
fellow schoolboy was the famous novelist, the late Maurice Hewlitt.
After leaving school, he spent several years in various desultory
attempts to master his father’s business as woollen merchant. But all these
attempts ended in failure: Delius was destined to become a musician and
all the well-meant discipline of his father merely served to bring about the
disruption which caused Delius to emigrate in 1884 to Florida, ostensibly
for the purpose of orange planting.
But music was in his bones; he learnt next to nothing about the genetics
of fruit cultivation, but he learnt a good deal about the mystic moods of
sub-tropical nature, moods that were later transfigured into the glorious
music of Appalachia. The period in Florida was invaluable to Delius; there
were no music teachers there, but what was far more important, there
was solitude. Your great genius does not want teachers: all he needs is the
complete independence of everyday fatuities and trifles. Delius seized the
opportunity in Florida, and there can be no doubt that the years spent in the
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seclusion of an old orange grove, surrounded by the iridescent loveliness
of the tropical foliage, meant more to him in forming his later musical style
than years of orthodox conservatoire training.
Not that he did not realise the importance in these early years for some
kind of systematic training and musical regimen. He had set his heart on
going to Leipzig, and it was in order to collect funds for that purpose that
he left Florida to go teaching the violin in Virginia. I do not know whether
any of his pupils are still living, but if they are they can count themselves
exceedingly fortunate. It is not given to everyone to have for a teacher a
master of Delius’s far-reaching genius. Readers of The Strad will be pleased
to know that the Americans in Virginia in 1885 are amongst the few people
who ever heard Delius play in public. For he made his debut as solo
violinist by playing that old war-horse the Mendelssohn violin concerto,
to an admiring audience of young ladies recruited from the local Baptist
Sunday School!
Later that year he managed to secure the means to go to Leipzig, where
he entered the famous old Conservatory, as a violinist under Hans Sitt,
and studying composition under those stern taskmasters Reinecke and
Jadassohn. He was particularly fond, as a student at Leipzig, of listening
to the original Brodsky String Quartet playing, in their matchless style the
canon of the Beethoven string quartets. In Leipzig Delius met Grieg, and
formed an intimacy with the great Norwegian master that coloured not
only Delius’s life but his music also.
His first important composition, an orchestral impression of Florida,
was first performed in Leipzig by an orchestra of ‘scratch’ players conducted
by Hans Sitt. In 1888 Delius spent some months with his favourite uncle in
Paris, and liked the country so much that, in the following year, he settled
in a country village on the banks of the Seine, later moving to the French
capital where he remained until 1895.
It was in Paris then that this early sonata was written. Contemporary
with it were two operas (Irmelin and The Magic Fountain), a string quartet
(still in MS. form, and not to be confused with the later one, published by
Augener Ltd.) and the pretty Legend for violin and orchestra (published by
Forsyth Ltd., and which I shall comment upon later in the present series of
articles).
But the greatest of Delius’s sonatas is that sonata for violin and
pianoforte, composed next in order and published in 1917 by Messrs.
Forsyth & Co.
According to a note on the first edition, the work was composed in
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1914. Actually, it was started in 1905, in the same year as the Mass of Life. No
doubt the tremendous labour expended upon this magnificent undertaking
precluded the close application that was necessary for completing the
sonata. Other works also engrossed the composer’s immediate attention;
such works as the Songs of Sunset, Brigg Fair, A Dance Rhapsody, A Song of the
High Hills and On hearing the first Cuckoo in Spring. Hence the violin sonata
hung fire until Delius took up the threads again in 1914, and completed the
work as it now stands. Prior to publication the pianoforte part was edited
and revised by R. J. Forbes, Principal of the Royal Manchester College of
Music, and the violin part was revised and fingered by Arthur Catterall, at
that time leader of the Hallé orchestra5. It was first performed by these two
players at a concert given in Manchester in 1915.
In the last few months of 1914, and the early part of 1915, Delius had
been staying in England, the guest of Sir Thomas Beecham. His reception
here was not one calculated to impress him. Beecham was the acting
conductor of the Hallé orchestra in Manchester at the time, and he invited
Delius to go to Manchester to hear (on December 3rd, 1914) performances of
excerpts from the Village Romeo. Manchester had, in fact, been signally slow
to appreciate Delius as composer. His Sea Drift was played in Manchester in
December, 1910, to an audience of less than three hundred, the night after
the first performance of Elgar’s first symphony6. The only other works of
Delius that had been played were Appalachia and Brigg Fair. On January
7th, Beecham played the symphonic poem Paris there, and on March 24th
he repeated the Sea Drift, after giving out a challenge that there was not a
singer in Manchester who could sing the leading solo part. This brought
about considerable réclame in the press, with the result that, for the first
time in his life, Delius’s relations with the British public became almost
those of a best seller. The time then was most propitious for the premiere
of the violin sonata, especially as the pianist at the first performance, Mr.
R. J. Forbes, had previously given a most brilliant performance of the
Delius pianoforte concerto at a concert of the Hallé Pension Fund. The first
public performance by Catterall and Forbes took place on February 24th
at a concert in aid of the Students Sustentation Fund, given at the Royal
Manchester College of Music. The players played from manuscript, and
curiously enough, Delius had omitted to mark the parts with directions of
expression, tempo etc. But for all this, Delius who was present, expressed
his gratitude to the players, who played the new work through twice, an
admirable custom that ought to be universal in the case of new works.
A critic, writing of that performance, anticipated something of the
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general criticism which has been levelled at the work since. ‘On technical
grounds,’ he declared, ‘the sonata might challenge surface criticism,
there being little of the common interchange of ideas between the two
instruments. Standing out from a richly-treated pianistic harmonic
background, the melodic contour of the violin is traced with ever-growing
grace and beauty, as though a wondrous embroideress were at work before
our eyes. Perhaps the most characteristic movement of all was the slow
movement, with it its gently undulating movement gradually rising to a
climax and then mysteriously melting away’.
I do not propose to discuss in any great detail the formal construction
of this fine sonata, one of the greatest contributions to the literature of
the violin since the A major sonata of Brahms. Delius is not one of those
composers who ‘construct’ music as a builder constructs an edifice. For
Delius music was the vehicle par excellence for the communication of
emotion. He did not regard music, as I suspect some modern composers like
Hindemith and Prokofiev do, as a sort of super-mathematics. He regarded
his own compositions in the light of one who searches passionately for an
ideal. As Heseltine, the first English biographer of Delius, wrote at the time
of the great Festival in 1929, ‘there never was a composer whom it was less
profitable to discuss in terms of technique than Delius. For him, technique
has never had the smallest interest save as the means of expressing himself
in music; and we cannot do better than to approach this wonderful music
from a similar angle, and open our hearts to its spirit with the reverence
and gratitude that is due to one of the supremely great masters of music.’
Taking this hint, I will therefore eschew detailed analysis. Like
most of Delius’s string works, it is really in one long movement, with an
interpolated slow movement. It is not written in the conventional ‘first and
second subject – development – recapitulation – and coda’ form, but in
essence is really a rhapsodic improvisation around this chief motto:
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It is essentially a soaring song. Not the boorish mock-pleasantry of the
rustic folk song, but the winged music of a first-rate intellect sensitive to the
beauties of nature. Havergal Brian, himself a fine composer and critic, said
of this sonata, ‘It is distinguished by an aloofness found only in the choicest
works of Delius. It moves with exquisite grace, a comingling of bright with
sad moments, and the construction is a quite original design, yet brimful
of ever rich and changing hues and lusciousness. One is conscious of a
powerful mind searching, concentrating and striving to render articulate
thoughts which remain unresolved in language, but that resolve themselves
in music. The expressions of a soul intimate, retrospective and passionate,
struggling against a remorseless fate. If one could imagine Goethe, Shelley,
Wilde and Pater, with their almost tropical luxuriance of styles, thinking
and expressing their thoughts in music, we should get something like the
music of Delius!’

3. SONATA FOR VIOLIN AND PIANO (1924)
The next Sonata for pianoforte and violin to be composed was that of 1924
(publication date); almost ten years had intervened between the earlier
violin sonata already discussed in The Strad in the present series of articles.
Much had happened in those ten years.
The war had been fought; audiences were in a very different frame of
mind in 1924 from what they had been in 1914. Delius himself had changed.
All his orchestral and operatic masterpieces had long ago been written. If
we examine the output of Frederick Delius, in chronological order prior to
1924, we shall see that it falls into this form:
1897 – Koanga (opera); Piano concerto, (1st edition, no longer played).
1899 – Paris (symphonic poem for large orchestra).
1900 – A Village Romeo & Juliet (opera).
1902 – Appalachia.7
1903 – Sea Drift.8
1904 – Mass of Life.
1906 – Songs of Sunset.9
1907 – Brigg Fair.
1908 – Dance Rhapsody (No. 1).
1910-11 – Fennimore and Gerda (opera).
1912 – On hearing the first Cuckoo in Spring.
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1913 – Requiem.10
1914 – North Country Sketches.
1915 – Violin sonata.11
1916 – String Quartet.12
1917 – Eventyr and ’Cello Sonata.13
1918 – A Song Before Sunrise.
1919 – Violin Concerto.14
1920 – Hassan15 (Incidental music to Flecker’s play).
1921 – Cello Concerto.
1923 – Composition of new violin sonata.
It was in London in 1922 (after the composition of the ’cello concerto)
that Delius was first seized with the symptoms of that terrible paralysis
which was to sap his energies and render him an invalid for the twilight
of his years. In 1922, after the onset of the paralytic symptoms he went to
Germany in order to have expert medical treatment. For a time the treatment
benefited him; indeed he was able to return to London in 1923 feeling much
better than before. It was generally thought in 1923, at any rate up to July
or August of that year, that he was recovering. It was not to be, however.
Meanwhile he had not been idle; the year had been a happy one, apart from
the illness, which now seemed definitely to be cured. He had celebrated
his sixtieth birthday. (Parenthetically I should explain that Delius had
always imagined himself to have been born in 1863, thus making the
year 1923 the anniversary of his sixtieth birthday. As a matter of historical
fact, he was wrong; he was actually born in 1862, a fact which was only
discovered in 1929, when a search through the registers of Somerset House
proved that he was a year older than he had invariably reckoned himself
to be). Festival concerts of his works had been given by the great German
conductor, Paul Klenau at Frankfurt-am-Main, and in particular there had
been a performance of the Violoncello Concerto, and the symphonic poem
A Song of the High Hills that had gladdened the master. At Crefeld, a place
for which Delius had always a warm place in his heart, Dr. Rudolf Siegel
the ‘Generalmusik-direktor’, had given an all-Delius concert in honour of
the composer’s birthday celebrations. Also in that year Delius had been
very gratified to hear the excellent production of Hassan at His Majesty’s
Theatre. Hassan was the play written by that poor genius Flecker, whose
wonderful career, so full of promise and hope was cut short by phthisis.
It had always been Flecker’s wish that Delius would write the incidental
music for his poetic drama; unhappily he never lived to see the wonderful
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performance. But the play proved to be one of the greatest ‘draws’ in
London. No one can explain exactly why, but it sometimes happens that a
work which is to all intents and purposes a very ‘high brow’ masterpiece of
very limited appeal, should prove a tremendous attraction for all types of
people. That is what Hassan did; the exquisite production, with the ineffably
beautiful music of Delius, captivated the metropolis. Naturally Delius was
pleased; the success of the work, coming as it did on top of the birthday
celebrations, and the apparent recovery from a grave illness, brought a
feeling of happiness that inspired him to write one of the loveliest of all his
masterpieces of chamber music, the Sonata (1924) for violin and pianoforte.
The work is published by Boosey & Hawkes, Ltd., and is edited by
Albert Sammons and Evelyn Howard-Jones. There is also an arrangement
published for viola and pianoforte, made by Lionel Tertis. Usually all
arrangements are to be condemned on purely musical grounds; but in
this case the arrangement is really good. Further, as Delius’s works in
sonata form, do not depend for any of their appeal on ‘colour’ or timbrevalue, it can be allowed that the transcription from violin to viola is less
reprehensible than would be the transcription of a work whose appeal was
mainly in respect of colour.
Also the sonata itself is more immediately attractive to the ear than
either the earlier or the later ones; that is not to say, of course, that it is
a better work on that account. But for those who are making their first
approach to Delius’s chamber music it may well be that this sonata will
provide the royal road.
It is considerably shorter as to length than the sonata discussed in the
previous article. In form it is equally free, and those pedants who insist
upon the four square rules of formal construction will have no difficulty in
proving that because the work under consideration does not fulfil the preordained laws of sonata form, therefore it is not a sonata.
To those people who set rules and regulations above inspiration and
beauty, there is of course no reply. We all know of the French critic who
refused to admit César Franck to be a symphonic composer on the grounds
that the composer in his famous Symphony had used a cor anglais. To this
critic it was clear that a symphony which used a cor anglais was not entitled
to be called a symphony, because no classical composer previously had
used a cor anglais!
To this type of critic, Delius will be outside the pale, for it is quite
impossible to say that in any way his ‘form’ approaches, even remotely, he
form of Beethoven or Brahms or even, for that matter, his mentor Grieg.
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Cecil Gray observes of Delius’s form:
‘It is not generally speaking, easy to grasp on a first hearing or scrutiny the
formal structure of Delius’s chamber compositions. The clearly contrasted
themes which, in the classic tradition generate dramatic juxtapositions,
are not exactly abandoned altogether, but instead are made definitely
subservient to a manner of expression in which the dramatic implications
are to be found in the underlying mood rather than in the actual structure
of the music itself.
		
‘The idea of dramatic contrast which thus came into existence
ultimately determined the composer’s conception of form.
		
‘The first and second subjects of a sonata movement came to represent
two strongly contrasted moods, and the development presented the
victory, after a struggle, of one mood, one faith, one desire over another. In
the chamber works of Delius, this convention is to a great extent retained,
but the spirit underlying it is profoundly modified.
		
‘The elasticity of his musical sentences and the smooth gradual
manner in which the themes alternate or replace one another by subtle
metamorphosis, lead us so gently from one mood to the other, that we
are more struck by the emotional range through which the movement has
conducted us than by any sudden conflict or unexpected transition.’

In this work Delius departs even more than was his wont from
customary convention.The sonata is in a single movement, played
throughout without a break. The solo violin is occupied all the time. In the
course of the entire sonata there are only eighteen whole bars rest for the
string player. As many critics have often noticed, it is this stream of melody
that is one of the most outstanding features of Delius. As long ago as 1922
Aldous Huxley (who was at that time the musical critic of the now defunct
Liberal Weekly, The Saturday Westminster Gazette) remarked of Delius that
he was the greatest melodist among contemporary composers.
That is quite true; but Delius’s melody does not fall easily into
symmetrical four-bar phrases, eight-bar sentences, thirty-bar verses, etc.
His music for strings, and especially in the present sonata, is not of this
type. It is more lyrical, more eloquent, and does not aim at evolving mere
patterns in sound.
Primarily the sonata is an evocation of eloquent moods. This is borne
out by the many changes of tempo. In the course of the sonata the composer
moves from the initial Con Moto (crotchet = 120) through the whole gamut
of the swift changing moods: Poco Più Mosso (crotchet = 144), Poco Più
Tranquilo, Stringendo, Poco Meno Mosso, Stringendo, Più tranquillo, Più Lento,
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Lento, Vivace, Poco Più Lento, Lento, Molto Vivace, Meno Mosso, Più Lento, Poco
Più Vivo, Molto Vivace.
It is therefore useless to search for the usual ‘first’ and ‘second’
subjects. For in structure the work is rhapsodical, and the sonata follows no
formal logic but that of its own emotions. It does not represent a dramatic
struggle, a conflict of opposites; as Philip Heseltine has pointed out, and
many other students have noticed, Delius uses a style of writing that closely
approximates to the ‘Fancy’ of the Tudor and Elizabethan composers.
In this sonata the composer utilises two melodies, and his creation is
ultimately a rhapsody around them. The first theme is one that starts off
with a simple diatonic harmony, quickly involving itself in the complexities
of chromatics. This melody starts as follows:

The accompaniment in the piano is very simple, a running, suave, harmonic
line; it should be mentioned that Delius never thickens his piano parts.
Consequently the string tone comes through unimpaired, without the
necessity for straining the production which is unfortunately one of the
defects of some composers who write the pianoforte part far too heavily
and ornate in decoration. At no time in this sonata is the violin overborne
by the keyboard instrument.
The twenty-one bars this theme is continued, after which the tempo
changes to Poco Più Mosso, and this new motif emerges in the violin, upon a
background of triplet arpeggiando work in the piano:

The music works along its impassioned course, eventually tranquilising
itself into a comparatively brief ‘Lento’ passage (3/2 time signature, page 6
of the piano part). Here the violinist has opportunities for lavishing some
lovely string tone on the melody. The piano part is confined to supporting
chords – but what lovely iridescent chords they are. All the magic glamour
of Delius’s harmonic art was brought to bear on this haunting passage, and
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when, after twenty-eight bars a further change of mood is evinced (vivace),
the listener feels how brief the loveliness was, how like the kaleidoscopic
changing of colours at twilight on a summer’s evening.
The vivace suction that follows, however is only momentary. After
twenty-one bars it subsides once more to the Lento previously heard.
When this slow passage has been concluded, in typically Delian
fashion by two slow chords that seem to melt into one another, the mood
changes to a rather militant and brusque theme, opened on the piano and
soon followed up on the stringed instrument. It consists of this subsidiary
theme:

This movement might be termed the ‘finale,’ for it rounds off the whole
work.
The edition for viola and piano (by Lionel Tertis) was published in
1932. It is interesting to compare the different styles of Mr. Sammons (who
edits the original violin part) and Mr. Tertis. Their methods often vary.
For example, at the very outset of the sonata, Mr. Sammons takes the
opening note, which is a crochet immediately before the bar line, with an
up bow. Tertis uses a down bow. Very often his bowing indications differ
considerably from those of Sammons. Tertis is particularly fond of taking a
note immediately before the bar line with a down bow, contrary to accepted
usage. I observe too that Tertis uses the mute for the second Lento passage
(3/2 time signature, page 8 of piano score). This is a departure from the
composer’s original directions.
© The Strad
Whilst carrying out a search in the archives of The Strad I have been unable to
find any more articles by Reid Stewart which we might expect to exist in order to
complete this survey of Delius’s string music. If anyone knows of the existence of
the rest of these articles please let me know and we will endeavour to publish them
here. Ed.
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PORTRAIT OF FENBY
Some time ago I emailed a photograph of a portrait of Eric Fenby by the
artist P. K. C. Jackson for publication in The Delius Society Journal, subject to
research of its origins and subsequent history. The portrait in oils, owned
by Roehampton University, is on display in a glass fronted case in a large
assembly room used among other activities for occasional concerts, one of
which hosted Tasmin Little some years ago, though on this occasion she
played no Delius.
The painting was donated to the university by the retiring Rector,
Stephen Holt who has since died. Realising that there would be considerable
interest from the Society and the Delius Trust, I endeavoured to discover
the provenance of the portrait, information in respect of the artist and the
relationship between Eric Fenby, P. K. C. Jackson and Stephen Holt. I was
advised somewhat diffidently by the university archivist that the artist
lived and worked in the Leeds and West Yorkshire area. Provided with
this information I contacted the curator of the Leeds Art Gallery who was
unable to provide any information.
However, through the good offices of my sister-in-law, who researched
on the net, the following has come to light: Peter Kenneth Cowley Jackson
was born on 8th September 1930, in Shipley, West Yorkshire. He visited
Shipley Art College before he obtained a scholarship to study at Leeds
College of Art & Design. Then he received a scholarship to study at The
Royal College of Art in London. He painted many well-known people
along with university chancellors and professors, and was awarded the
prestigious Grand Prix International at the annual International Exhibition
at the Pastel Society in France. Ken also held private art classes in Haworth,
Cononley and Shipley. I have also sought help from Stephen Holt’s family,
by letter, via the university. In response Prof. Peter Briggs, Principal, replied
‘I regret that I have been unable to find any contact with Stephen Holt’s
family. Apparently his widow has asked the university not to contact her,
and, therefore, her address cannot be released.’
And there the case rests − for the time being anyway. Perhaps Eric
Fenby’s family could shed some light on this mystery.
Rob Sabine
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Portrait of Eric Fenby by P. K. C. Jackson
photograph © Rob Sabine
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HALFDAN JEBE IN ATLANTA
In the most recent Grove Music Online, Professor John Bergsagel outlines the
life of Halfdan Jebe (1868 - 1937), Delius’s closest colleague during his early
Paris years with whom he remained in touch for decades. As described by
Bergsagel, the Norwegian Jebe was a “violinist, composer, world-traveller
and libertine, whose personality seems to have fascinated all with whom
he came into contact.”1 His erotic adventures and restless wanderings
prompted Delius’s description of him as “the only man I have loved in all
my life.”2 Jebe’s letters to Delius from various parts of the world were, in
Beecham’s words, “among the most outrageously Rabelaisian I have ever
read.”3 He is perhaps best known as Delius’s companion during the latter’s
second trip to Solano Grove in 1897. While concertizing their way to
Jacksonville, Fritz Delius, Halfdan Jebe (pseudonym ‘Mr. Lemmonoff’) and
Delius’s probable Parisian mistress, the Princesse de Cystria (pseudonym
‘Madame Donodossola’) performed for the astonished citizens of Danville,
Virginia, where Delius had been employed as a music ‘professor’ eleven
years earlier.
When investigating the early career of my University of Georgia
piano teacher Hugh Hodgson (the dedicatee of my biography of Thomas
F. Ward), I was astonished to find that Jebe had lived in Atlanta in 1915-16,
making his living as a freelance violinist in the southern metropolis, whose
population was just under 185,000 in 1915.
Jebe’s name first appears in a flurry of concerts in October 1915.
The Atlanta Constitution of 9th October 1915 lists him as a performer in
a concert at the Atlanta Athletic Club that afternoon. Described as “the
noted Norwegian violinist, whose appearance has delighted music lovers
elsewhere in America for several years past,” Jebe was to perform two
[unnamed] numbers with a ten-piece orchestra conducted by Karl von
Lawrenz, a local concert agent and promoter. The following week the
Constitution advertised Jebe’s appearance at the Hotel Ansley’s ‘Sunday
evening dollar Table d’Hote dinner’, with the assurance that ‘The proof of
the pudding is in the eating’ (see attached advertisement of 17th October).
And on 24th October, at the East Lake Country Club for “a large number
of society people… Herr von Halfdan Jebe, concert maestro, who recently
came to Atlanta to live, rendered a most striking violin solo, accompanied
by Karl von Lawrenz”: Massenet’s Meditation from the opera Thais
(Constitution, 25th October).
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Atlanta’s musical scene suddenly became
more enlivened with the arrival there “for a
short stay” of the Belgian contralto Emma Van
De Zande, who, according to the Constitution
of 21st October, “has had artistic experience of
operatic and concert work before some of the
most musical and critical audiences in Europe.”
The German army had recently released her
husband on parole after its recent capture of
Brussels, and the couple had found refuge
in England from the Great War. The Atlanta
newspaper (24th October) lavishly credited her
with pre-eminence at Convent Garden and La
Scala, and hailed her as the possessor of “a rich
contralto voice, interesting in temperament,
and the ‘grand manner’, which comes only
through the highest type of training and the
best artistic experience, built on the innate
authority of the born musical spirit.“ Her
Atlanta debut, at the Georgian Terrace on 27th
October, featured arias of Gluck, Massenet, and
Puccini (in addition to salon crowd-pleasers).
The newspaper’s reviewer (28th October)
pronounced her voice “rich and liquid sweet,
every vibration of tone ringing true, and in
response to a temperament of genuine Gallic
fervor.” The delighted concert audience was
“large (for Atlanta).”
Halfdan Jebe in America,
By December Mme De Zande had teamed
advertisement
up with Halfdan Jebe for a benefit concert Collection of Don Gillespie
at Cable Hall for the Atlanta Child’s Home
on 21st December. The Constitution’s Society
column of 14th December noted that “Mme De Zande… brings with her
words of high praise from the eminent European music critics. Halfdan
Jebe is a violinist and composer of note. He is a pupil of Joseph Joachim at
Berlin and Massenet at Paris and was connected for a number of years with
the Paris Symphony orchestra under the direction of Edouard Colonne. He
achieved fame on his frequent concert tours through France, Belgium and
Norway.”4 The newspaper expounded further on 19th December: “Under
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the direction of Karl von Lawrenz, Madame Van De Zande and Herr Jebe
have become widely known since their arrival in the south... The season
1915-1916 marks [Jebe’s] first appearance on the southern concert stage.
An impressive program, including selections from Wieniawski, Haendel,
Viotti, Grieg, Saint-Saëns, Masssenet, Needham, Leroux and Sarasate has
been arranged.” The photograph of De Zande reveals her to be a very
beautiful woman. Two recitals featuring De Zande and Jebe followed in
January 1916. On 9th January, at the East Lake Country Club, the two
performers were accompanied by Karl von Lawrenz at the piano in the
following works:
Andante

Viotti

Melodie

Gluck

Serenade

Jebe

Capricio (sic)

Jebe

‘Mon coeur s’ouvre à ta voix’
from Samson et Delijah (sic)

Saint-Saëns

Rondo Capriccioso

Saint-Saëns

La chère maison

Dalcroze

La vivandière

Godard

Good Bye

Tosti

In a concert on 18th January at Andrews College, the Constitution (23rd
January) reported effusively on the performances of Jebe and De Zande,
describing their recital as “a great musical treat, which was enjoyed by
a large and appreciative audience. Herr Jebe’s playing is simple, but his
execution is masterful. His tones were full and pure and his technique
excellent. Herr Jebe reached the height of his genius when he rendered
Rondo Capriccios’, by Saint-Saëns. He was recalled a number of times,
and the last response was Schubert’s Serenade, which was beautifully and
expressively rendered.” De Zande elicited similar praise for the “power of
her voice,” especially in Dalcroze’s La chère maison, where “she produced
the finest and sweetest shades of her voice… She was recalled a number of
times and very graciously gave several encore numbers.”
More than a year before the U.S. entry into World War I in April
1917, anti-German sentiment had grown alarmingly, especially in the
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Halfdan Jebe

South. In early 1916 De Zande came under intense criticism because of
her contract with von Lawrenz, who, despite his education in Heidelberg
and his residence in America since his early youth, was viewed as “a
German nobleman by rank,” and was suspected of harboring strong
German sympathies. The Constitution reported on 9th February that Dr.
F. E. May, the French consul in Atlanta, had “barred Madame Van De
Zande from his office and is keeping the Belgian minister in Washington in
constant touch with her actions.” Stating (naively) that she had not known
that von Lawrenz was German, she nevertheless asserted that she was
morally obliged to fulfill the terms of her contract. According to the paper,
foreign agents have “charged that the operatic singer is aligned with the
orchestra leader for purposes of espionage.” The paper noted that she is
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“booked with Herr Halfdan Jebe, the
Norwegian violinist-composer, under
Von Lawrenz’s direction” and the two
“have made a number of appearances
in Atlanta.” Dr. May “told reporters
that he frankly was suspicious,”
and that “he would advise Madame
Van De Zande to immediately break
with the German baron, otherwise
suffer
long-life
complications
with her country [Belgium]. He is
awaiting instructions from the
Belgian embassy in Washington.”
The paper observed that “she is a
strikingly handsome woman of 40,
who speaks only broken English.”
Von Lawrenz’s nationality
problems soon affected Jebe. When
Jebe was booked by von Lawrenz to
perform in Cornelia, Georgia (about
75 miles northeast of Atlanta), the
Cornelia booking agent, C. Cornway,
“a patriotic Englishman,” announced
that he “resents the very sound of a
German word,” and refused to accept
von Lawrenz’s promotional material
for Jebe’s concert. Referring to von
Emma Van De Zande from
Constitution, 9th February 1916
Lawrenz, he added that “’vons’ are
Collection of Don Gillespie
not popular here, and I would not
care to associate with a ‘von’.” (“Woes
Galore Worry Karl Von Lawrenz,” Constitution, 16th February.) Surely
Atlantans noted that in the musical community Jebe was also a “Herr”
with a “von” occasionally attached to his name. Fear of association with
von Lawrenz spread rapidly throughout Atlanta and the pressure soon
caused De Zande to announce that “I am seeking to sever my connection
with Mr. von Lawrenz...and bring an end to the disagreeable matter,” even
though von Lawrenz had booked her for many of the South’s important
cities. Things moved swiftly thereafter. On 11th February, the Constitution
reported that De Zande “had no further interest in the contract [with von
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Lorenz]. I expect very soon to join my husband, Emil Van De Zande, in
Syracuse, N.Y., where he is now in business.”
Mme de Zande’s last Atlanta concert with Halfdan Jebe (a “high class
concert”) was given at the Georgian Terrace Hotel on 15th March and
featured works of Mendelssohn, Massenet, Cadman, Grieg, Sarasate and
Jebe himself, among other more obscure names. The Constitution of 19th
March covered their final concert together: “Mme. Van de Zande gave
beautiful expression in the special songs of her own country’s composers.
Of special dramatic interest was her rendition of Clouds and Sun by
Alex George, and she translated the full significance of Bemberg’s Chant
Hindou. Herr Jebe’s program was one to bring out his broad capability
as a musician and the fervid character of his temperament. Especially
enthusiastic was the reception given his performance of the Mendelssohn
concerto, a Sarasate Spanish Dance and a Capriccioso of the player’s own.”
The Constitution’s Society news of 17th March announced that De
Zande “left yesterday for Syracuse, N.Y., where she will join her husband
and they will make their home.” The entire Jebe/De Zande relationship
is shrouded in mystery. One can only speculate about her precipitous
departure from Atlanta, occurring even before the laudatory review of
their concert appeared. There is no further mention of either De Zande or
Jebe in the Atlanta newspaper after 19th March.
It is probable that Jebe soon wandered on in the South before finally
settling down in Mexico, where he lived and taught in Mérida on the
Yucatan peninsula and died in Mexico City in 1937.5
On 7th March 1916, Hugh Hodgson performed music of the following
composers in Athens, Georgia: Mendelssohn (Variations Sérieuses), Chopin,
Goldmark, Debussy, Glinka-Balakirev, etc. The Constitution reported that
“Mr. Hodgson, whose ability is well known in Atlanta” [my italics], “had
played with success this winter in recital in New York and on tour…”
I cannot resist the temptation to believe that ‘Mr. Hugh’ (as his students
called him) might have encountered Jebe in Atlanta. Did Jebe tell ‘Mr.
Hugh’ about Frederick Delius and the mysterious disappearance of
Thomas F. Ward in Florida?6
Delius’s affection for Jebe is best revealed by his dedication to the
Norwegian of one of his greatest and most personal compositions, An
Arabesk (1911), set to the poetry of Jens Peter Jacobsen and intensely
evoking the pleasures and penalties of transient love. Like Professor
Bergsagel, I too believe the work is not a portrait of Delius but of Jebe, who
certainly knew the God Pan well. Jebe’s lifelong pursuit of erotic pleasure
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and exotic experiences had taken him to remote parts of the world and to
his obscure end in Mexico. He was the ultimate cosmopolitan, the ‘Dark
Fiddler’ of Delius’s own life.
Don Gillespie
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THAT BOY’S NO GOOD
A radio programme made in 1984 to mark the 50th anniversary of Delius’s death
was significant for the extensive contribution made to it by Eric Fenby. Lyndon
Jenkins recalls how the programme came to be made.
In the 1980s, as well as presenting programmes for BBC Radio 3, I became
involved with two of the Midlands local radio stations which had sprung up
under the umbrella of the Independent Radio Network. At the Birmingham
station BRMB I met Brian Savin, a man of wide musical interests, and together
we began a series of documentary programmes, all of which ultimately
reached the airwaves. Subjects included local artists such as the pianist
Edna Iles, the CBSO, and then widened to embrace local connections with
Beecham and the singer Maggie Teyte before culminating in a dramatisation
of the events leading up to the disastrous Birmingham première of Elgar’s
The Dream of Gerontius which was a runner-up in the annual Sony awards.
As 1984 approached my thoughts turned to doing something to
commemorate the 50th anniversary of Delius’s death. When Brian and I began
to discuss this we rejected the idea of a programme about his life as being not
really suited to a popular network; in any case we had always tried to find
an ’angle’ which would shed a different light on the subjects we chose. We
began to look at the story of Eric Fenby’s remarkable pilgrimage to help the
ailing composer, which obviously held more exciting possibilities as a piece of
dramatisation for radio. We recognised at once, of course, that the absolutely
essential ingredient would be the participation of Eric himself, and so an
approach was made to see whether he might be at all receptive to the idea. I
was somewhat diffident, because we had had relatively little to do with each
other up to that point, and I felt he might be wary of the intentions of someone
whom he knew as little more than a member of the Delius Society. Eric was
a person of the highest sensitivity, and I had already witnessed how an illconceived or out-of-place remark could easily upset him.
In these circumstances his agreement to take part not only cleared the
way to proceed to the first stage, but I took it as a vote of confidence in what
we were aiming to achieve. I didn’t expect him to know anything about the
Independent Radio Network (nor did he) and it is a tribute to his lifelong
enthusiasm for spreading the gospel about Delius and his music that he
trusted us as far as agreeing to be interviewed. Not that Brian Savin or I
believed we were out of the wood just by achieving that: by no means, but
we felt it would give us the opportunity to evaluate whatever he might
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come up with and make a judgement as to whether it could be adapted into
a programme aimed at a general, not a specialist listening audience, many
of whom would be hearing about Delius (let alone Fenby) for the first time.
A date was arranged in London and we met to record at the studio in
Wigmore Hall that Eric was using at that time. It was a beautiful summer’s
day, and I shall always believe that that circumstance contributed to his sunny
mood. He laid down no pre-conditions and was helpfulness personified,
answering my carefully calculated questions at length and in such a frank
and genuine manner that soon the programme’s shape began to emerge
almost as we had envisaged it. Brian and I came away from Wigmore Hall
hardly believing our good fortune: somewhat to our relief Eric declined our
offer of lunch (which may seem a strange thing to say, but experience shows
that as soon as a tape-recorder is switched off people invariably come out
with material that you would have given your eye-teeth to have captured
while it was still running: we didn’t need to run that risk as we already had
a wealth of top-class material).
Back in Birmingham we began to sketch the layout of the programme,
establishing the parameters and working out the ratio of Eric’s speech to
mine as presenter. Our intention had never been just to get an interview;
our plan was always for a documentary; to that end we needed to decide
what of Delius’s music would be appropriate for inclusion, and where it
would fit into the overall scheme. To meet the broadcasting format the hourlong programme had to be in four sections, so we were relieved when it
seemed to fall quite naturally and easily into these sub-divisions: (1) Eric’s
momentous decision to go to Grez; (2) his first experiences there up to and
including the initial disastrous attempt at dictation; (3) how he and the
composer eventually worked together; (4) his reflections on the experience
after 50 years.
And that is how it worked out. The little harp arpeggio from the Hassan
Serenade made a perfect curtain-raiser to each of the four sections, while
the other music came mostly from the pieces that had resulted from those
six momentous years of Fenby’s amanuensis (Songs of Farewell, A Song of
Summer, Fantastic Dance, Cynara, Violin Sonata No.3). Excerpts from A Mass
of Life and On hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring proved ideal to illustrate
earlier periods and, when Eric was discussing Delius’s attitude to religion, a
brief passage from the Requiem became self-recommending. In Part 3 it will
be noticed how by breaking up Eric’s continuous narrative with music we
managed to shine a little more light on his and Delius’s method of working.
Brian did some quite remarkable technical work in achieving that, and we
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Eric Fenby photographed by his son Roger Fenby
© Roger Fenby

were rewarded when Eric expressed himself ‘mystified‘ as to how we had
done it. I was also glad that I had thought to ask him about Ken Russell’s
film A Song of Summer, because we were able to use his (highly interesting)
reply to direct the listener on beyond our programme, hopefully to find out
more about this unique experiment in music, as well as about Delius the
composer himself.
As often in such cases, a suitable title for the programme hardly
presented itself immediately: in the end we decided on That Boy’s No Good,
Delius’s dramatic verdict to his wife delivered straight after that initial
attempt at dictation. The programme was ready by November 1984 and
I see from DSJ 85 that it was played to a Society meeting in London that
month. Programmes made for the IR network of those days were offered
around to other stations in the UK; several took it up and it was heard quite
widely at the time. In preparing it now for issue on CD Brian Savin and I
have resisted the temptation to tinker with its spoken content, though we
have taken the opportunity to replace the musical excerpts, taken at the time
from long-playing discs, with their CD equivalents. Listening to it again 27
years later it seems as valid now as it was then and, if new listeners feel that
it has dated little, Brian and I will be pleased. Eric’s contributions, of course,
will never date.
Lyndon Jenkins
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MARK STONE,
AN ENGLISH SONG ENTHUSIAST
I recently spent a very pleasant afternoon with Mark Stone who is, as
readers of The Delius Society Journal will know, recording all the songs of
Delius. This seems a very good time to learn a little more about Mark and
his approach to this exciting project. Before we started the interview, Mark
was in philosophical mood as his beloved Chelsea Football Club had just
drawn at Stamford Bridge.
Mark Stone studied at King’s College, Cambridge and at the Guildhall
School of Music and Drama, London. In the UK he has sung for The Royal
Opera House, English National Opera, Welsh National Opera, Opera
North, Glyndebourne, Opera Holland Park, Buxton Festival, Garsington
Opera and Grange Park Opera and abroad he has sung for Santa Fe,
Philadelphia, Opera Atelier Toronto, Liceu Barcelona, Leipzig, Stockholm,
Montpellier, Netherlands Reisopera, Israeli Opera and New Zealand Opera.
His operatic roles include Marcello, Belcore, Sonora, Gianni Schicchi,
Ashton, Ford, Germont, Don Carlo (Forza), Silvio, Rossini’s Figaro, Don
Giovanni, Almaviva, Guglielmo, Onegin, Yeletsky, Danilo, Chou En-lai,
Hector, Junius, Sid and Demetrius.
He has sung at all the major UK concert halls with the London Symphony
Orchestra, the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, the London Philharmonic
Orchestra, the City of London Sinfonia, the BBC Concert Orchestra, the BBC
National Orchestra of Wales, the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra,
the Hallé Orchestra, the City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, the
Gabrieli Players and the Hanover Band. He is also in demand as a song
recitalist, in which capacity he has sung at London’s Wigmore Hall and New
York’s Carnegie Hall.
He is a director of the CD label Stone Records. Their most recent release,
Requiem for an Angel, which features Stone together with the Bath Philharmonia,
was recently released to critical acclaim. In addition to this, he has also recorded
for Sony BMG, EMI, Virgin, Opera Rara, Dutton and LSO Live.
Future plans include the title role in Mozart’s Don Giovanni (Deutsche
Oper, Berlin), Mountjoy in Britten’s Gloriana (Royal Opera House),
Eisenstein in Strauss’s Die Fledermaus (Welsh National Opera), Prosdocimo
in Rossini’s Il Turco in Italia (Garsington), concerts and recitals around the
UK and abroad, and further CD releases with pianists Stephen Barlow and
Simon Lepper.
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He lives in Sussex, UK with his wife Michelle and their son Thomas
and in his spare time he enjoys playing the piano and long-distance
running.
I began by asking him; as a singer, what first attracted him to the
music of Delius? He told me that the first music by Delius he sang was Sea
Drift. The first thing Mark noticed about this music was how tricky it was
to learn the piece and secondly he noticed how bizarre it was that it had
been hard to learn. It sounded so obvious once Mark had learnt Delius’s
harmonies. He decided to learn more of the Delius songs and found that,
for example the Four Old English Lyrics look peculiar on paper and difficult
to understand. ‘Unusually for a singer’, he said, ‘you have to understand
the piano part and harmony in order to understand where the melody
goes. Delius is a harmonic composer, a vertical rather than a horizontal
composer.’ Mark said that: ‘Delius pulls me in the opposite direction to
where I am used to going.’
I then wanted to know did he include Delius’s songs in many concert
programmes and what is the audience’s response? Mark said that he did
and the ones he usually includes are Seven Songs from the Norwegian, and
they are probably some of the most well-known Delius songs. This is
a good way into Delius for the audience. These songs are easier for the
listener than for the performer Mark suggests.
I then asked, is the audience response to Delius’s songs different here
in Britain from that of audiences overseas? Mark told me that; ‘I haven’t
sung Delius overseas. In Britain Delius is fairly mainstream but is still a
niche composer in Europe and America.’ Mark is very keen to record the
songs, as they are one part of Delius’s output which is not so well known,
and this will help singers to be more familiar with the compositions, as
well as giving pleasure to the public. Hopefully this will encourage more
performances of all the songs.
Members will remember Mark’s fascinating article in the last Journal
(Delius Society Journal No. 148, p47), so I wanted to ask him, as he has
researched the background to some of Delius’s songs, is there more to find
out? He told me: ‘Yes I have just started to prepare the notes for the second
disc which is to include the Danish, Swedish, French and German songs
and I have just, a couple of days ago, found out some interesting things. He
wrote an early song called Traum Rosen, Dream Roses, and I have discovered
the dates of the poems, which haven’t previously been discovered. It is an
important and interesting part of what I do. I like to write the notes before
I go into the recording studio as I think it is important to make proper
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preparation before I sing the songs, so that I am well informed. I learnt
the value of this when working with Opera Rara, where the practice is to
send the cast members translations of the work before performance and
to prepare notes before the performance so that the cast is well informed.
It is interesting because although Delius has been researched and written
about quite extensively, there is not so much written on the songs. There
is still much to discover about the songs and about how to perform them.
It is most interesting to find out who these poets were.’
I then wanted to know a little more about the project, and asked
Mark if he could tell us why he decided to sing all the songs by Delius?
He said; ‘As singers go I am a bit of a train spotter. The first complete set
which Stephen Barlow and I did was the Quilter songs, which started
to be released on the Sony label. They became reluctant because of the
slowness of sales and so I set up my own label and the Quilter songs
will be completed soon. Quilter was one of the first composers I studied.
I knew at first of about a dozen Quilter songs, and thought that it would be
straightforward to bring them altogether. Eventually I learnt that there are
about 140 songs by Roger Quilter. I want to record as much of the English
song repertoire as possible, rather as Fischer-Dieskau has recorded the
German lieder, though I don’t aspire to his complete achievement, which
is surely unique. Singers tend to cherry-pick English songs, so I want just
to get them all down on record and let people see what there is. So Quilter
was the first port of a call. Stephen and I were going through these songs
and we said “that is quite Delian, those harmonies”. Quilter dips his toe in
the water and quickly pulls it out again. So that’s what drew me to Delius
and I saw that there are only 61 songs and that looks quite manageable.
That looks like a good place to go next. Next we did Butterworth, and
there are not many of them because sadly he was killed in the First World
War. It is wonderful to be able to thoroughly examine all of these songs for
performance and find how successful they are.’
I asked Mark what is his view of the texts Delius sets? Mark said; ‘he
chose good poems, the English poems are excellent and the interesting
thing is that often there is a strange hybrid in Delius’s songs. He would
take a Norwegian poem and then maybe set it in German, and then the
English translation would be often from the German rather than the
Norwegian. So often you get a circuitous route to the words being sung.
We had to plan how we would present the poems, so that the French
and German poems are in their original languages and the Scandinavian
poems are in English. There are a couple of songs which have not
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been translated before: One I found
translated online and one I translated
myself. The Norwegian and Danish
poems are very interesting and so
different in tone from those in English
and German set by Delius. One
interesting factor is that Delius seems
to have a different compositional
voice for each language that he sets.
The French songs are similar to Fauré
or Debussy and the Norwegian
songs have a folk song element, quite
sparse in character. I think he was
quite influenced by Grieg, and took
on a lot of musical ideas from him.
Again with the English songs I don’t
Mark Stone
know if it is his own voice, but some
© Hayley Madden, Stone Records
of the music is quite angular, but
very distinctive. I think more than any other composer I have sung, Delius
has different modes of composing for different texts; it is very interesting.
You sense his feeling for Norway when he writes Norwegian songs. And
maybe we sense his feeling for France when he composes French songs.
He had visited all the countries whose poetry he set, so maybe he had his
visits in mind as an inspiration to compose the songs.’
We then turned to 2012 and the celebration of Delius’s anniversary:
I asked; ‘Will you be performing any songs by Delius in 2012?’ He told
me; ‘We are trying to get a recital together. Stephen Barlow is taking over
as artistic director of the Buxton Festival. I am hoping to mount a recital
which will go there and get the best combination of songs. We will include
not just Delius but may be C. W. Orr and maybe Warlock; I don’t know yet.’
I thought that after this concentrated preparation for the recordings
it would be good to know what appealed particularly to the singer, so I
asked: ‘Do you have a favourite song or group of songs among Delius’s
songs?’ He said straightaway: ‘I think probably the Four Old English Lyrics,
just because they took a while to learn and they are wonderful songs. They
are so varied. I haven’t really focussed on the second disk yet. I am starting
on the Nietzsche songs which are immense, and I am looking forward to
working on these songs. I think probably the four English songs are my
favourite ones. I wouldn’t necessary say they are the best, they are the
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ones which appeal to me. As a group of songs the Delius repertoire is
unparalleled, there is a great variety and a good number.’
Turning to the subject of live performances of Delius, I enquired: ‘We
are often told that Delius does not put bums on seats in the concert hall;
do you agree?’ He replied; ‘I think it is difficult to get people to go to
any classical music at the moment. It seems to me there are two types of
concert: there is the one that you are desperate to get people along to and
there are just a handful and there are those you do for select groups that
are really enthusiastic; like the Finzi Friends and other similar groups and
societies. They always have this very enthusiastic core. I think it is with
these groups that you will always get an audience because there is so much
enthusiasm within their own membership. I think classical music is in a
strange time. Promoters want safe concerts but will put on ultra-modern
concerts on some occasions. Maybe Delius is falling between two stools at
the moment. The ink is now dry but not dry enough.’
I asked Mark if he ever has doubts about programming songs by
Delius and if he is careful about such programming. With no hesitation
he said: ‘I am never careful: I programme Brahms and Schubert, but being
an English song enthusiast most of my repertoire comes from the 20th
century. And within that there is lots of gentle or genteel repertoire like
the Butterworths: But equally there is more interesting material. I think
the ideal is to try and slip in some Delius when people aren’t looking as it
were. Come for Quilter and stay for Delius I suppose.’
I then turned to a longstanding question for Delians, the question of
whether Delius is an English or a cosmopolitan composer, and put this to
Mark. He responded as follows: ‘In a way we have answered that already
because we were talking about how his style changes dramatically when
setting different nationalities of poetry. I am not entirely sure. I guess
some of his orchestral pieces, Brigg Fair for example is about as close as he
got to being an English composer. I think he was rarely English actually.
It is hard to decide particularly what Delius’s voice was. It is very easy
to understand what Elgar’s voice was. I don’t know whether that makes
him more or less of an artist, whether he was always trying to be someone
else or responding very individually to the poetry and than just doing
something that was on autopilot. He was a very singular composer and he
said something very interesting to C. W. Orr when Orr sent him a couple
of songs at about the time he was thinking about becoming a song writer,
and Delius wrote back to him very complimentarily, and said: they are
very good songs in fact they have the most important element that any
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composition should have, and that is emotion. He said, don’t worry if your
work sounds like someone else, sounds like Elgar or anyone. Just write and
you will get it out of yourself and then you should just write to express
yourself and that should be the main motivation. I think that is very clearly
the case in Delius’s music. He was always writing to get it out of him.’
Mark then had some interesting things to say about Delius’s style.
‘I think his style changed.’ I said I thought some of the work with Fenby
was better than some of the earlier scores. To which Mark responded: ‘His
audience was there as it was being composed I guess. You get the feeling
that songs are something he did, not quite as a hobby, but they were; because
they are sprinkled so throughout his career, they were something he did
when he was feeling in the mood to write a song. I am not sure; I think by
the time Eric Fenby came along there was just this determination to get out
the big works there. I think even if there was an element of whimsy about
the songs I think that was for a different time. The last solo song he did was
A Late Lark of course, but that isn’t in our remit: that was for orchestra.’ I said
I think there is a version of this work for solo piano and tenor. Mark replied;
‘Yes, but I think Robert Threlfall did it, however we drew the line under
things that were arranged for piano in his lifetime. I think there is a song
for baritone, Cynara? Which I don’t know actually.’ I said: ‘It is wonderful,
it’s an orchestral song. It was going to be included in Songs of Sunset and he
decided against. Cynara is one of the finest Delius works.’
And so our interview came to an end. I thanked Mark Stone for an
enjoyable, fascinating and revealing conversation. By the time you receive
this Journal, the first CD of The Delius Songbook will be available. It is
good to know that the Delius Society has been able to make a donation
towards the cost of this excellent project. Various people and organisations
have helped back this project, and one very supportive backer who Mark
was particularly keen to recognise was Michael Maglaras, who runs a
CD company called 217 Records, based in the U.S.A and who used to
be a singer. The first CD of Delius songs sung by Mark Stone should be
available in March 2011. We look forward to reviewing this in these pages
in the autumn. Further details can be obtained from:
www.stonerecords.co.uk, or:
Stone Records Ltd.
27 Woodlands Road, Haywards Heath
West Sussex RH16 3JU
Paul Chennell
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NEWS FROM MEMBER SOCIETIES
Michael Green

RECIPROCAL MEMBERSHIP
Links with all of our Member Societies are now provided on our website
at www.delius.org.uk where there is a section dedicated to our Reciprocal
Member Societies Scheme. As we approach 2012, the 150th anniversary of
the birth of Frederick Delius, we will highlight joint meetings, activities
and other relevant links with Member Societies. 2012 will be a very exciting
year for Delians and one in which we will be particularly keen to focus on
Delius’s relationship with his fellow composers and musicians.
Delius Society Members are reminded that if they wish to join any
of our Member Societies they can enjoy the benefit of a concessionary
50% reduction in the first year membership fee (£10 in the case of Finzi
Friends) by contacting Michael Green by telephone: 01299 400883 or
email: ViceChairman@TheDeliusSociety.org.uk and your details will then
be passed on to the appropriate Treasurer/Membership Secretary. Our
Member Societies are likewise offering their Members a similar concession
if they wish to join The Delius Society (£14 in the first year instead of £28)
and telling them about our meetings and events in their Newsletters and
Journals.

THE BERLIOZ SOCIETY
Forthcoming UK events:
Commencing Friday 6th May 2011 English National Opera
10 performances of the stage version of The Damnation of Faust
Director: Terry Gilliam, Conductor: Edward Gardner
Wednesday 11th May 2011
A one-day Society walking tour of sites of London associated with Berlioz
commencing at 11.00 a.m. from outside Queen Anne Street, London W1
18th-28th August 2011
Berlioz Festival in his native village of La Côte-Saint-André on the theme
“Berlioz, Liszt and the Devil”.
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18th February 2012, Royal Festival Hall
Romeo et Juliette, The Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment
Annual Membership is £15.00 and the Society is very active with
publications, conferences, weekends and meetings.
Website: www.theberliozsociety.org.uk.

THE ARTHUR BLISS SOCIETY
Forthcoming events:
Sunday 10th April 2011 at 3.00 p.m. at Holywell Music Room, Oxford
Programme includes Bliss: Clarinet Quintet.
The Berkeley Ensemble
Saturday 30th April 2011 at 6.30 p.m. at Kings College Chapel, Cambridge
Programme includes Ceremonial Prelude.
Prime Brass
Sunday 8th May 2011 at 7.30 p.m. at Assembly Hall, Stoke Abbott Road,
Worthing, Sussex
Programme includes Things to Come
Worthing Symphony Orchestra/John Gibbons
Saturday 14th May 2011 at St Andrew’s Church, Churchdown, Gloucester
Spring Weekend Event in association with the Ivor Gurney Society
(see Ivor Gurney Society)
Sunday 2nd October 2011 at 6.30 p.m. at Conway Hall, Red Lion Square,
London
Programme includes Quartet No. 2
The Barbirolli Quartet
Friday 17th October 2011 at 8.00 p.m. at Artrix, Slideslow Drive,
Bromsgrove, Worcs
Programme includes Quartet No.2
The Barbirolli Quartet
Membership of the Society is of three kinds: single membership at £15
per year, double membership (two at the same address) at £20 per year
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and life membership at £250. New members will receive the latest issue
of the Newsletter; where still available, back numbers may be purchased.
Members receive two substantial Newsletters per year (in Spring and
Autumn) and there are occasional gatherings of Members and friends for
informal lunches or pre-concert suppers where the music of Bliss is being
featured. Website: www.arthurbliss.org.

THE HAVERGAL BRIAN SOCIETY
The Society reports that the performance, in Brisbane, of Symphony
No. 1 The Gothic on 22nd December 2010 was “A triumph…beyond all
expectations”.
Annual membership is £12.00 (£150.00 Life). Members receive a
bi-monthly Newsletter, discounts on a wide range of Brian books and
memorabilia. Website: www.havergalbrian.org.

THE ELGAR SOCIETY
Some forthcoming concerts:
Thursday 5th May 2011 at 7.30 p.m. at Bridgwater Hall, Manchester
Elgar: Enigma Variations
Programme includes: Sibelius En Saga, Prokofiev Piano Concerto No.2
Hallé Orchestra/Sir Mark Elder with Sunwook Kim (piano)
Friday 6th May 2011 at 8.00 p.m. at
Bloomington Centre for the Performing Arts, USA
Elgar: Sea Pictures
Programme includes: Hovhaness And God Created Great Whales and
Debussy La Mer
Illinois Symphony Orchestra/Karen Deal
with Marietta Simpson, mezzo-soprano
Saturday 7th May 2011 at 7.30 p.m. at Albert Hall, Nottingham
Elgar: Symphony No.1
Programme includes: May Flight to the Iolite, Gotch Fantasia
and Britten Serenade
Nottingham Philharmonic Orchestra/Philip Ellis
with Andrew Yeats tenor and Elspeth Dutch horn
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Sunday 8th May 2011 at 7.30 p.m. at The Sage, Gateshead
Elgar: The Dream of Gerontius
Newcastle University Symphony Orchestra, Newcastle upon Tyne Bach
Choir, Singers from Newcastle University/Eric Cross
with Njabulo Madlala, baritone, Kitty Whateley, mezzo-soprano, and
Robert Murray, tenor
Saturday 14th May 2011 at 7.30 p.m. at All Saints Church, Leyton Buzzard
Elgar: The Music Makers
Programme includes Vaughan Williams Toward the Unknown Region,
Dyson Hierusalem, McDowell Laudate and Stopford (a specially
commissioned work)
Eurelian Ensemble, Leighton Buzzard Festival Singers/Alan Childs
Saturday 21st May 2011 at 7.30 p.m. at St James’ Church, Chipping
Camden, Gloucestershire
Elgar: ’Cello Concerto
Chipping Campden Orchestra/Thomas Hull
with Julian Lloyd Webber (cello)
Saturday 21st May 2011 at 7.30 p.m. at De Montford Hall, Leicester
Elgar: ’Cello Concerto and Polonia
With Saint-Saens: Symphony No.3
Leicester Symphony Orchestra/Jaques Cohen with David Cohen, cello
Friday 3rd at 11.15 a.m. and Saturday 4th June 2011 at 8.00 p.m.
at Uihlein Hall, Marcus Centre for the Performing Arts,
Milwaukee, WI, USA
Elgar: ’Cello Concerto
With Dvorak: Symphony No.7
Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra/Edo de Waart with Truls Mørk, cello
Saturday 4th June 2011 at 7.30 p.m. in Peterborough Cathedral
Elgar: The Spirit of England
Stamford Choral Society
Membership is £30 Single; £17.50 Joint UK and Europe. Members receive
three copies per year of the Elgar Society Journal, discounts on CDs and
free entry to the Elgar Birthplace. The Elgar Society has nine UK branches
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and a Canadian branch. Each branch has its own programme of meetings,
usually in the form of a lecture, and these are open to members of the
public. The lectures are given by eminent Elgarians and members of the
Society. Further details can be found on the Society website: www.elgar.
org. which also lists a wide range of performances of Elgar’s music both in
the UK and abroad.
The Elgar Birthplace Museum is located at Broadheath, Worcestershire
and is open daily from 1st February 2011 to 23rd December 2011 (inclusive),
11.00 a.m. – 5.00 p.m. The Museum stages a variety of exhibitions and
events throughout the year. Details will be found on the website: www.
elgarmuseum.org.

FINZI FRIENDS
Forthcoming events:
Saturday 2nd July 2011
Finzi Friends’ Day at Ashmansworth, home of Gerald and Joy Finzi
Music with Ian Burnside and lunch at this very evocative place in rural
Hampshire
Friday 13th August 2011 at 3.15 p.m. in the Festival Marquee, Gloucester
AGM followed by tea and Stephen Varcoe on The Interaction between
Intimations of Immortality and Finzi’s Songs
Friday 13th August at 7.45 p.m. in Gloucester Cathedral
Finzi: Intimations of Immortality
Programme also includes: Gurney The Trumpet and Elgar Sea Pictures
Philharmonia Orchestra, Three Choirs Festival Chorus/Adrian Lucas
with Sarah Connolly and James Gilchrist
Saturday 14th August 2011 at 11.00 a.m. in St Mary de Lode, Gloucester
Finzi: To a Poet
With songs by Gurney, Butterworth, Moeran and Ian Venables (new
commission)
Roderick Williams, baritone with Susie Allen, piano
Saturday 14th August at 12.30 p.m. in the Festival Marquee, Gloucester
Finzi Friends Lunch
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Saturday 14th August at 3.00 p.m. at Cheltenham Ladies College
Finzi: Romance
With works by Warlock Capriol Suite, Ireland Minuet,
Joubert Temps Perdu, Elgar Serenade, Britten Simple Symphony and
Grainger Molly on the Shore
English String Orchestra/Bochmann
November 2011
Finzi Friends’ Evening in Chester (more information to come)
Annual membership £15.00. The Friends produce a Journal twice a year,
hold occasional workshops and study days, organise a lunch and lecture
at the Three Choirs Festival and a Triennial Weekend of English Song in
Ludlow. Website: www.finzifriends.org.uk.

THE PERCY GRAINGER SOCIETY
Annual Membership: £14.00.
Further details via www.bardic-music.com.

THE GRIEG SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN
Forthcoming events:
Tuesday 19th April 2011 at 7.00 p.m.,
Royal Norwegian Embassy, 25 Belgrave Sqare SW1X 8QD
Society Meeting
Barry Peter Ould, Grainger’s publisher and Chairman of the Grainger
Society talks about and illustrates a newly discovered recording of
Grainger performing the Grieg Concerto in Albuquerque, USA in 1947
11th to 14th August 2011
International Grieg Society Conference at Schæffergården,
outside Copenhagen
Wednesday 29th June to Sunday 10th July 2011,
Cheltenham Music Festival
It is anticipated that there will be two concerts featuring Grieg’s music
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Annual subscription is £12.50 (Individual), £18 (Joint) and £7 (Student).
Life membership is £100. Members receive a Journal and meetings are held
which are open to non-Members. Website: www.griegsociety.co.uk

THE IVOR GURNEY SOCIETY
Forthcoming events:
Saturday 14th and Sunday 15th May 2011, Churchdown, Gloucestershire
IGS Spring Weekend Event in association with the Arthur Bliss Society
Saturday:
12.00 noon
Annual General Meeting
12.30 p.m.
Lunch
2.00 p.m.
Talk by Eleanor Rawling:
			
“Ivor Gurney’s Gloucestershire”
2.30 p.m.
Talk by Peter Ainsworth:
			
“The Composers of the Great War”
3.15 p.m.
An Instrumental Recital
4.30 p.m.
Tea
Sunday:
A Gurney poetry walk with Graham Middleton
Annual membership is £14 (individual) £18 (Joint).
Website: www.ivorgurney.org.uk.
The Society produces a substantial annual Journal and Newsletters
throughout the year, has undertaken substantial work in cataloguing and
conserving the Gurney archive and has organised and facilitated a number
of recordings on the Somm and Naxos labels. Society events are normally
held each Spring.

HOLST BIRTHPLACE TRUST AND MUSEUM
Forthcoming events:
Friday April 15th at 7.30 p.m. in the Thirlestaine gallery, Cheltenham
An Evening of English Song
Peter Wilman, tenor, with Philip Collin, piano
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Friday 20th May 2011 at 7.00 p.m. at Bacon Theatre,
Dean Close School, Cheltenham
Tony Palmer on Holst followed by the first large screen showing of his new
documentary film for BBC4
Sunday 22nd May 2011 at 3.00 p.m. in Leamington Town Hall
Holst: Egdon Heath
Programme includes Britten Serenade for Tenor Horn and Strings and
Vaughan Williams Symphony No.2, London
Leamington Chamber Orchestra/Andrew Mongrelia
Sunday 5th June 2011 at 3.00 p.m. at St James the Great Church, Cranham
Holst: Four Songs for Voice and Violin
and music by Frank Bridge
The Parry Ensemble with Frances Copp, mezzo-soprano
Annual Membership rates are £15 (Single), £20 (Joint) £25 (Family), £50
(Corporate), £60 (Benefactor), £100 (Joint Benefactor), £300 (Corporate
Benefactor).
Website: www.holstmuseum.org.uk.

RALPH VAUGHAN WILLIAMS SOCIETY
Forthcoming events:
Friday 6th May 2011 at 7.45 p.m. at Ulster Hall, Belfast
Vaughan Williams: Symphony No.5
Programme includes Nielsen Helios Overture and Walton Viola Concerto
Ulster Orchestra/Paul Watkins with Maxim Rysanov (viola)
Wednesday 11th May 2011 at 2.00 p.m. at BBC Hoddinott Hall, Cardiff
Vaughan Williams: Symphony No.4
With Britten: Nocturne
BBC National Orchestra of Wales/David Atherton
with Andrew Kennedy, tenor
27th to 30th May 2011: English Music Festival, Dorchester-on-Thames
Vaughan Williams: The Garden of Proserpine (World premier performance)
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Three Choirs Festival, Worcester, 2011
Friday 12th August at 11.00 a.m. in the Huntingdon Hall, Worcester
English Music and Song will feature Vaughan Williams, Howells
and Gurney
Friday 12th August 2011 at 7.45 p.m.
Vaughan Williams: An Oxford Elegy will be included in a concert
by the Philharmonia Orchestra
Saturday 13th August 2011 at 11.00 a.m. in St George’s Church, Worcester
Vaughan Williams secular part-songs will be featured in a concert
by Musica Beata
Benefits of membership include a regular Journal which contains scholarly
articles as well as interesting news, events and reviews of the latest
concerts and CD releases together with a select discography. There are
opportunities to meet socially, with invitations to special events and
advance information on future concerts, as well as concert ticket discounts
and discount purchasing of RVW-related materials. Upon joining, new
members receive a £5.00 voucher towards any Albion CD or publication.
Annual Membership is £20 (£12 concessionary)
Website: www.rvwsociety.com

SIR ARTHUR SULLIVAN SOCIETY
Forthcoming performances:
18th–24th July 2011 at the Winter Gardens, Weston-Super-Mare
G&S Holiday Workshop presented by Music Amici
Studying and performing Trial by Jury and H.M.S. Pinafore
Friday 16th –Sunday 18th September 2011
Nineteenth Sullivan Festival, Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester
(Full details on Society website)
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Friday 30th September – Thursday 27th October at 7.00pm,
Grand Theatre, Leeds
Ruddigore performed by Opera North
Wednesday 19th – Saturday 22nd October 2011
The Grand Duke
Generally G&S Directed by Martin Yates
UK Membership is £15 (Adult), £10 (unwaged student, OAP) £20 (two
people at the same address). Overseas $US50/£25; Couples $60/£30. The
Society publishes a Magazine twice yearly.
Website: www.sullivansociety.org.uk .

THE PETER WARLOCK SOCIETY
Membership £15 (full), £5 (Students), £180 (life). A Society Newsletter is
published twice yearly and the Society arranges various events, partly
for the benefit of the membership and partly with an element of outreach. The Society is pleased to help members gain access to Warlockian
material. Further information will be found on the Society’s website,
www.peterwarlock.org
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100 YEARS AGO
The beginning of 1911 must have been a depressing time for Delius
because of the continuing health problems he experienced. From Dresden
he travelled to Wiesbaden where his condition slowly improved. He was
not well enough to attend the Berlin performance of Brigg Fair by Artur
Nikisch. This work had also recently been performed in Cologne by
Fritz Steinbach, who had been a member of Brahms’s immediate circle of
friends. Unfortunately Delius was also unable to attend two performances
of A Mass of Life given in Vienna at this time. Delius wrote to Gerhard
Tischer in February to inform him that he was thinking of returning to Grez
and in fact arrived there in March. That spring the Deliuses were visited
by Beecham and Lady Cunard. Another visitor as at this time was Fritz
Cassirer.
Béla Bartók reviewed one performance of A Mass Of Life given in
Vienna in February 1911.1
Bartók reacted positively
to the work and was
particularly interested in
Delius’s novel use of a
wordless chorus in this
piece. He thought these
wordless choruses made
the greatest and most
vivid impression. He
particularly admired the
last three numbers of
the Mass, as well as the
wordless choruses. Bartók
was to use a wordless
chorus in his theatre piece
The Miraculous Mandarin
eight years later. In a
letter dated 18th February
1911, Bartók and Kodály
wrote jointly to Delius
to tell him that: ‘we are
about to return home
Béla Bartók
to Budapest from the
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performance of the Lebensmesse which made a deep impression on us. We
all send you most sincere greetings.’ Late in March a further letter arrived
from Bartók, elaborating on his reactions to A Mass of Life, and hoping to
meet Delius to discuss this further.
On 7th April 1911 the first performance in Chicago of Brigg Fair was
given, conducted by Frederick Stock and the Theodore Thomas Orchestra.
The critical response was unanimous, according to Don Gillespie and
Robert Beckhard in On Hearing the First Delius in America: Critical Reaction
to Frederick Delius’s Music in the United States, 1909 – 1920.2 We can imagine
that once he heard of the success of this performance he would have
been greatly pleased. This work had been performed by Max Fielder and
the Boston Symphony Orchestra in December 1910, to a mixed critical
response.
In April 1911 Delius was completing Fennimore and Gerda. Also in
1911 Delius completed Summer Night on the River and An Arabesk, and
began the composition of The Song of The High Hills. Now that he was
in a period of recuperation, he must have been further cheered by a
number of performances of his works: Paris was performed in London
and Birmingham, whilst Sea Drift was also performed in London at this
time. And so Delius’s major works were beginning to be heard regularly
in Europe. Beecham visited the Deliuses again in June 1911 and he drove
back to London with Beecham, who conducted a concert of his works on
16th June 1911 in London. Delius met Philip Heseltine for the first time at
this concert.
At the beginning of this year, several of Delius’s friends had become
concerned about his continuing ill-health; one of whom was Percy Grainger,
who wrote in January wishing him a speedy recovery and thanking him
for the dedication of Brigg Fair. He told Delius he was ‘...proud to see my
name above that glorious poetic work’.
Paul Chennell
References
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LETTERS
From David Tall
I have received a detailed letter from a long-standing Society member, David Tall,
highlighting a number of ways in which we can look to the future in a positive and
creative way. For reasons of space, we are printing the key elements of his letter
with responses from our Chairman, Martin Lee-Browne. Ed.
DT: The Delius Society has two major jewels in its crown: the Journal and
the meetings that occur in London and the Midlands. Several years ago
at the AGM it transpired that the whole back catalogue of copies of the
Journal was in a garage and about to be destroyed. I proposed that the best
way to maintain the archive is electronically on the web. I offered to give
my support to the Committee for a period of three years to help with tasks
such as these and spent several months at 20 or 30 hours a week scanning
back Journals. I completed the task in the Spring of 2008 and offered the
complete set of files to the Society to place on its website. The Society
placed a link on its website to the temporary site I had placed on the web.
This link will shortly be broken by Apple … I hope that the files will soon
be available direct from the Society’s pages.
ML-B: We are hugely grateful to David for his commitment to the
task of scanning our back Journals and many Members greatly appreciate
this. We are glad to announce that all the Journals up to No. 147 are now
available direct on our new website.
DT: I suggest to the Committee the idea of making digital recordings
of the Society meetings and placing them on the internet where they could
automatically be downloaded by members using the ‘podcast’ facility that
is used by the BBC.
ML-B: The suggestion of recording our London meetings is a good
one and something we might try in the future. It could be a benefit to the
very large majority of our Members who are unable to get to the meetings –
provided that they have the ‘know-how’ to listen to podcasts – but perhaps
we should poll all our Members first, to find out how popular this would
actually be. There are however some technical considerations – it would
need to be of professional quality, there may be copyright issues over
musical examples, there would need to be a roving microphone to pick up
audience comments and of course – and crucially – someone to take on this
task. David has kindly offered to loan us his small digital recorder and his
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expertise to edit and transfer the recordings to the internet for which we
are grateful, but we do need someone who is prepared to come to all the
meetings actually to make the recordings.
DT: Multi-media is the way of the future … I look forward to a time
when the Journals are available and searchable on the DSJ webpage. I look
forward to the time when my computer pings to tell me I have the latest
podcast of a meeting of the Delius Society.
ML-B: The Committee recognises that multi-media is indeed the way
forward. As mentioned above, all the past Journals, up to No. 147, can
be accessed directly on the website, which we have recently completely
revamped – and just this month we have enlisted additional help in
updating the sections on events and 2012. One of the plans in the pipeline
is in conjunction with the planned issue by EMI of a 17-CD Delius set – to
include an audiovisual documentary with narration, music and interview
commentary, accessible to Members on EMI’s website. We also send email
alerts to Members in advance of our meetings.
We certainly feel that new initiatives should be explored – but it must
be recognised that, as an amateur society, our Committee members are
very busy people, donating their free time and expertise, and that we have
limited resources to implement all these excellent ideas at once. We are a
small team and entreaties to our Members to come forward with any form
of support have largely fallen on deaf ears! We will, however, endeavour
to progress these initiatives over the next year as we launch our exciting
plans for 2012.


From Tony Summers
Delius - The Forgotten Musical Pioneer’ (DSJ 147)
Tony Augarde’s comments (Letters, DSJ 148) on my article in DSJ 147 are
well received. When I wrote: “.....the fact that Delius was the only composer
to have combined musical sources from the Old and New Worlds……..”
I was perhaps a bit too economical in my use of words because, as Tony
pointed out, Louis Moreau Gottschalk’s music also fits this description.
Perhaps what I should have written was: “....Delius was the only European
composer to have formed his style using musical sources from the Old and
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New Worlds......” In this respect he was different from a composer such
as Dvořák whose visit to America was late in life and whose ‘American’
musical devices were grafted on to a mature style which had originated in
Europe.
Gottschalk was an American composer, born in the Deep South but
musically trained in Paris so not surprisingly, as Tony Augarde says, his
music often combines European classical and Afro-American elements.
Delius’s exposure to Afro-American music at a crucial stage in forming
his musical language may well be unique: I am unaware of any other
European composer whose style was created in this way but I would be
interested to hear of any other examples.


From Tony Noakes
I was intrigued to read in DSJ 148, Martin Pullbrook’s comments on the
late Wyn Morris, and his approval of Morris’s interpretation of Sea Drift.
I think it must have been the same performance in which I took part. I am
very glad that Dr. Pulbrook found the performance a good one, in spite of
the choir being endearingly under rehearsed. I did not find Wyn Morris
congenial as a conductor. Malcolm Sargent was a hard act to follow.
This concert in 1967 was one of a number in which various conductors
were ‘tried out’ during Sargent’s last illness, and after his death. Another
was Meredith Davies, of whom I approved strongly.
When Morris was appointed to be, like Sargent, permanent choirmaster
as well as conductor of The Royal Choral Society, I left, and joined the
London Philharmonic Choir. (I think this must have been in 1968 not 1967,
as I wrote in my reprinted letter).
These are my personal opinions. Others may have reacted quite
differently to Wyn Morris, and I hope I have not given any offence to any
of his friends or family.
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We are including below a letter Tony Noakes wrote to the Australian
Broadcasting Company Classic FM magazine Limelight concerning our late vice
President Sir Charles Mackerras. This was published in October 2010. Ed.
‘As a long-time Mackerras fan, I was very pleased to read the Limelight
tribute in the September issue. It mentioned a number of composers,
notably Janáĉek, whose work he had championed. Another was Delius;
Sir Charles was Vice-President of the UK Delius Society. His many
performances and recordings have helped to keep alive interest in this
neglected composer. Notable are his recordings of the ’Cello Concerto and
Double Concerto (with Raphael Wallfisch and Tasmin Little). In the case
of Delius’s finest opera, A Village Romeo and Juliet, Mackerras’s recording
was used in Peter Weigl’s film version starring Thomas Hampson as the
Dark Fiddler. Sir Charles was to have conducted this opera in England next
year. The recent deaths of Richard Hickox and Vernon Handley, also fine
conductors of Delius’s music, have left a void which I hope may be filled
by a new generation of conductors.’
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BOOK REVIEWS
LES COLONIES ARTISTIQUES DE GREZ-SUR-LOING
1860-1914
Various authors; Editor Claire Leray

Artistes du Bout du Monde, 2010, softback, 104pp, 130 illus,
incl 30 photographs
This book can be ordered from:
Artistes du Bout du Monde
14, rue de Larchant
77880 Grez-sur-Loing, France
The price is £30 or €35,
inclusive of postage
The organization that has produced
this handsome book takes its name
from a certain wild place on the
River Loing, upstream of the 12th
century stone bridge and accessible
only by boat, that the locals know
as ‘le Bout du Monde’ (‘the World’s
End’). Some believe that the name
was coined in the late nineteenth
century by boating-parties of artists
who had gravitated to Grez-surLoing. This seems entirely feasible
for, from around 1860 onwards, this small village near Fontainebleau
became the focus of what amounted to an invasion of artists from all over
the world.
In his introduction, Matthias Hamman reminds us that the Grez
phenomenon was far from unique. In the second half of the nineteenth
century and up to the outbreak of the First World War, artists’ colonies
sprang up in many other parts of Europe, for example in Oosterbeek
(the Netherlands), Worpswede (Germany), St. Ives (Cornwall), Tsuusula
(Finland), Monte Verità (Switzerland) and Skagen (Denmark). The
movement, which was apparently spontaneous and truly international,
embraced nostalgia for the simple life of the countryside in the face of
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spreading urbanisation. Dr Hamman cautions against too simplistic an
interpretation: ‘It would be a mistake to interpret the advent of artists’
colonies as a rejection of progress in modern life, like an escape to an
earthly paradise. It would be equally wrong to consider this return to
mother earth as a reactionary step. The search for simple things often hid
a reforming zeal that did not correspond solely to anti-academicism.’
As the title of this book (The Artistic Colonies of Grez-sur-Loing) is set
in the plural, we can appreciate that the village was unusual in having
attracted not one but several waves of artists: French in the 1860s, British
and American in the 1870s, Scandinavian in the 1880s and Japanese in
the 1890s. In an extended and richly illustrated chapter, the book’s editor
Claire Leray (who is President of the ‘Artistes du Bout du Monde’ and
a good friend of The Delius Society) traces these benign invasions from
Corot (whose sublime depiction of the bridge and church at Grez straddles
two pages), via the Goncourt and Palizzi brothers to Arthur Heseltine,
the first of the Anglo-Saxon ‘invaders’ in the 1870s. Dr Roger Brown
interpolates a section on Robert Louis Stevenson and his bohemian circle.
Claire Leray than completes the story with accounts of the Scandinavian
and the Japanese artists who followed.
The next and largest section of the book is given over to essays largely
on individual schools and artists, the latter including Sir John Lavery,
William Stott of Oldham, Frank O’Meara, Frederick Delius and Jelka
Rosen, John Singer Sargent, William Blair Bruce, Carl Larsson, Francis
Chadwick and Emma Löwstädt, Kuroda Seïki, Asai Chû, Léon Delachaux,
Abel Mignon and Fernande Sadler. There are shorter entries on many other
artists, each illustrated with an example of his or her work.
Of the 300 or more artists who were attracted to Grez-sur-Loing in
the heyday of the village, many of the most notable (and some of the less
distinguished) have found their way into these pages.
As is almost inevitable in a compilation of such complexity, a few
errors have crept in. For example, the exquisite painting reproduced on
page 19 is attributed to William H. Hawkins (1853-1910) and labelled Dans
les jardins de la pension Laurent, whereas it is actually La gardeuse d’oies by
Louis Welden Hawkins (1849-1910).
Most of the text is in French but even if this is a problem for some
readers it should not detract from the great pleasure to be gained from
looking at this attractive book.
Roger Buckley
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COMRADES IN ART
THE CORRESPONDENCE OF RONALD STEVENSON
AND PERCY GRAINGER 1957 – 1961
Edited by Teresa R. Balough

Toccata Press, 2010, 278pp and CD (Ronald Stevenson’s An Evening With
Percy Grainger)
ISBN 978–0–907689–67–6. £35
It was a delight to learn that this
correspondence alongside a selection
of Stevenson’s writings on Grainger
are available to us now. This is a
welcome addition to the Grainger
literature in this fiftieth anniversary
of his death. Ronald Stevenson has
had an interest in and has studied
Grainger and his music for over fifty
years: he is a convincing advocate
for the music.
I always think that books which
contain transcribed interviews need to
be approached with caution. Having
spent many hours transcribing
recorded interviews, I know that so
much depends on the expression in
the voice of the interrogator and the
person interviewed. There are so
many hurdles to overcome such as long-winded questions or complacent
lazy questioning. In these two interviews included in this book, I think
Teresa Balough very largely avoids the problem of over long questions.
Sometimes she seems a little too much in agreement with the person she is
interviewing. It is not that we want conflict; however, just a little scepticism
here and there adds a touch of life to the proceedings. Nevertheless, I must
say Ronald Stevenson’s contributions are lively, and as written on the page,
are not at all ambiguous.
The correspondence with Grainger covers a period of only four years
– 1957-1961 – and consists of just 33 letters. Grainger’s health at this time
was not good, and Stevenson contacted him initially to request Grainger’s
memories of Busoni. This was sought for inclusion in a proposed book
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on Busoni. Sadly the initial letter from Stevenson does not seem to have
survived. A vast number of topics are covered in this correspondence. In
a letter of July 1959 Grainger says how he disagrees with a conclusion of
Stevenson in one of his articles suggesting that; ‘Bach was a beginning of
things, while Wagner was the end of things.’ Grainger cites Delius’s On
hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring as one of ‘Wagner’s copied-ness by his
successors...’ Other such works include Grieg’s Norwegian Folksongs op. 66
and Grieg’s Evening in the High Hills from the Lyric Pieces. In a letter of July
1960 Grainger has an interesting answer for Stevenson’s question about
the older composer’s attitude to opera. Grainger says: ’I don’t think I can
improve on Cyril Scott’s statement “Oratorio and opera seem to me highly
unsuitable mediums for musical expression, but I must admit that most of
the world’s best music appears in them”’. Grainger goes on to say that his
view is that music should be as abstract as possible and that for example
Delius’s Song of the High Hills as a piece of nature music, is not abstract
enough.
The third part of this book consists of Stevenson’s writings on Percy
Grainger. We are given twelve items including a piece on Grainger and
the piano; Grainger and his circle; Grainger’s transcriptions and Whitman
and Grainger. One interesting article in this section, Music’s Mowgli is a
review of John Bird’s masterly biography of Percy Grainger, first published
in 1976. Stevenson whilst approving of the book in general, has some
criticisms. He says for example: ‘This book is to be read for what it tells us
of Grainger’s life, rather than for enlightenment about his music. Indeed
some of its comments on the music are gauche.’ However, it must be
admitted that overall Stevenson regards this book as ‘real biography’ not
hagiography.
Also in this part of the book we find the transcripts of two radio
programmes recorded in 1980 for the Australian Broadcasting Corporation.
The first of these programmes includes a performance by Ronald Stevenson
of Delius’s Three Preludes of 1922-23. Stevenson suggests that possibly
these piano pieces by Delius were suggested by his hearing Grainger
play the piano daily at that time. Grainger was living with the Deliuses in
Frankfurt, shortly after the death of his mother. Ronald Stevenson suggests
that these pieces are reminiscent of water-music and birdsong.
In his brief piece Notes On Whitman and Grainger Ronald Stevenson
observes that: ‘Grainger, who always discussed his enthusiasms, was
surely influential in encouraging his friends Delius and Vaughan Williams
and the Dane Herman Sandby to compose works in tribute to Whitman.’
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As Songs of Farewell was begun and abandoned in the early 1920s, it is
intriguing to think that it might have been inspired in part by Grainger’s
enthusiasm. Eric Fenby tells us in Delius As I Knew Him (p247) that parts
of the score of Songs of Farewell were begun at the same time that Delius
composed the music for Hassan, when he was also helped by Grainger with
work on Hassan.
There are in this book several very interesting references to Grieg; one
of which shows the depth of Ronald Stevenson’s musical perception. The
fascinating transcript of a lecture given by Ronald Stevenson in 1980 to
the University of Western Australia concerned Grainger and the Interaction
of Australian and Scottish Cultures. In this lecture Stevenson draws our
attention to the influence of Scottish music on that of Grieg, citing and
performing two intriguing examples: Bonnie Buckhaven – a Scots folk song
and In the Hall of the Mountain King by Grieg; and Whaur Hae Ye Been All the
Day – a Scots folk song and Solveig’s Song by Grieg.
In conclusion, my estimate of this book is that there is much to enjoy
and think about from the pen and voice of a very fine composer, happily
still with us, reflecting and illuminating our understanding of Grainger.
I just missed the challenge of a wee portion of scepticism on the part of
Teresa Balough which might have made her exchanges with the subject
more probing in the two interviews which began and end this book.
I would also say that the book is beautifully produced, with many
attractive and revealing illustrations.
Paul Chennell
The publisher Boydell & Brewer has kindly offered Delius Society Members a
special offer price: £26.25. To order from Boydell & Brewer, choose:
• Securely online at: www.boydellandbrewer.com
• By post at: Boydell & Brewer Ltd, PO Box 9, Woodbridge, Suffolk, IP12 3DF
• By telephone: 01394 610 600
• Or via e-mail: trading@boydell.co.uk
Postage: add £3.00 for the UK, for Europe £6.50 per book (up to a maximum of
£26.00), international £10.00 per book. In all instances please be sure to quote
reference 11001. Offer ends 31st July 2011.
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THE NEW PERCY GRAINGER COMPANION
Edited by Penelope Thwaites
Boydell Press 2010, 310pp
ISBN 978-1-84383-601-8. £45.

Twenty nine years after the first Percy Grainger Companion, edited by Lewis
Foreman to celebrate the centenary of Percy Grainger’s birth comes The
New Percy Grainger Companion edited by Penelope Thwaites. We are forever
in Penny’s debt for her sterling achievements in the realms of Grainger
promotion and performance over the last three decades and more,
including not only her own recordings and live performances, but also her
London Grainger Event in 1998 and the four day Graingerfest Celebrating
Grainger 2011 held from February 17th to 20th at Kings Place, St Pancras.
In this new Companion, she has gathered together a distinguished
group of Grainger experts to build a contemporary vision of his musical
creativity, with a major focus on encouraging live performance of his
works.
The first section of a hundred pages focuses on The Music, with
chapters by specialist performers based on their performing experience
with orchestra, wind band, choral, song, piano solo/ensemble, leading
into chapters on Grainger’s contribution ‘towards a world music’, the
published music that has become available, a guide to building Grainger
programmes and a study of Grainger’s piano recordings.
The second section of ninety pages is on Grainger In Context with a
variety of different aspects relating to his life and character.
The final part of the book consists of nearly a hundred pages of
Appendices, including Grainger’s article To Conductors, his statement on
Free Music, eleven pages of Grainger’s family trees, a bibliography, an
extensive discography, and the most detailed listing of Grainger’s works
ever assembled in one place.
The main portion of the book is written ‘to give information and help
from established musicians for performing and listening to this unique
repertoire’. Each chapter provides a listing of works in the given category,
organised in groups according to the writer’s perceptions of the relative
difficulty of the music.
As editor, Penelope Thwaites has a fine overall plan and a wellchosen list of contributors. She begins, however, with a task of making a
case for Grainger’s longer works having already obtained good material
from Geoffrey Simon and James Judd including The Warriors, The Danish
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Folk-Music Suite, and In a Nutshell which are used later in the chapter. In
her opening two pages, she begins with what is left, starting with the 25
minute Youthful Suite which, while it finishes with a galumphing waltz in
true Grainger style, is hardly the ideal first recommendation for Grainger
as a major composer. Her next recommendation is not even a work by
Grainger, but a collation of Country Gardens (version for Stokowski), Bridal
Lullaby and Handel in the Strand. Then comes a discussion as to whether
Thanksgiving Song (given its première recently by James Judd) is a choral
work or an orchestral work with voices as orchestral sounds. Five other
works are mentioned – English Dance (with a delightful comment by
Fauré), The Power of Rome and the Christian Heart, To a Nordic Princess, Green
Bushes and Spoon River – before the professional experiences of Simon and
Judd reveal more subtle aspects of Grainger’s three master works. The
chapter concludes with a list of Grainger’s orchestral works, longest first,
then in subcategories.
The splendid chapter on Band Music by Tim Reynish reveals a love
of Grainger’s music and an enthusiasm for what is clearly one of the
major success stories of the thirty years since Grainger’s centenary: the
enormous growth of Grainger’s influence on band music in the States
and more recently in Britain. While the inside cover of the book begins
with the sentence ‘Percy Grainger is one of the least understood figures
in musical history’, Reynish declares ‘Percy Grainger is undoubtedly
the greatest composer in the past century to be involved in the wind
band and its development.’ No special pleading here. He begins with
seven ‘Masterpieces’ and works his way through three concert marches,
five ‘easier’ pieces that involve subtle challenges, two Rambles and three
Lollipops.
Paul Jackson shows an equally perceptive insight into the philosophy
and practicalities of Grainger’s choral music, running the whole range
from choral and orchestral music, through the British Folk Music Settings,
the Sea Chanties and the Kipling settings.
Stephen Varcoe grabs his task by the throat in his opening page,
exciting the potential performer with the range and variety of Grainger’s
creativity (a worthy extension of the review of the songs by fellow baritone,
David Wilson-Johnson in the first Companion) before working through the
various categories with perceptive remarks on dialect echoing Grainger’s
desire for ‘authenticity in performance, not sterile mimicry, but inventive
re-creation’.
Penelope Thwaites’s fine chapter entitled At the piano with Grainger
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surveys the whole gamut of Grainger’s piano music, from the virtuoso
works, through a range of pieces for differing levels of student development.
It includes both aesthetic and practical aspects, with perceptive suggestions
as to how the smaller hand may manage some of Grainger’s larger gestures.
It is a worthy complement to Ronald Stevenson’s amazing chapter in
the first Grainger Companion on Grainger’s own highly individualistic
keyboard technique.
Paul Jackson and Barry Peter Ould then move us on Towards A
Universal Language that focuses not on Grainger’s ideas of free music with
free rhythms and free pitch, but his range of sensitivities to music from
different periods in history and differing cultures around the world. Here
we see Grainger’s immense vision for music in a wider form with full
listings of his various editions of early music and of versions of world
music from Africa, the Americas, Bali, China, India, Java, Madagascar and
Raratonga. Grainger is not just a composer or a pianist, he is a phenomenon.
The next chapter suggests possible Grainger programmes with many
examples. Then Barry Ould tells his story of the development of his
publication of Grainger’s music. This, for me, is an amazing and moving
story. In 1976 the two of us met to form a Grainger Society to include a
regular journal but with the major task to get his music into some kind of
performable library in time for the Grainger centenary in 1982. Grainger’s
music was in a mess. At his death in 1961, his will had mandated his wife
to send all his manuscript scores to the Grainger Museum in Melbourne,
but fearful of the weevils she had seen in the building, she decided instead
to send music to appropriate museums around the world, British settings
to the British Library, Danish Setting to Copenhagen, Scottish settings to
the National Library of Scotland, Irish Settings to Dublin, other scores
to the Library of Congress, with a collection already in Melbourne and
much material still at the Grainger house in White Plains. Sometimes sets
of parts of a single piece were inadvertently broken up with some going
to one destination and others going elsewhere, giving the impression of
two different settings of the same title when there was only one. The first
listing of Grainger’s music by Teresa Balough had to rely in part on lists
from various places around the world, with the result that errors occurred
which were repeated in other listings. Barry and I decided to construct
a new list of compositions based only on scores we had seen with our
own eyes or in photocopy from other sources. Over time this built into
a collection that formed the basis for the Grainger Society Archive that
Barry has continued to develop over the years while I produced the first
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list of compositions printed in the original Grainger Companion. This was
accurate but incomplete.
The New Grainger Companion now contains Barry’s fully upgraded
listing, with full details of instrumentation and an approximate timing for
each piece, including a vast number of new publications that he himself
has edited and typeset for the Bardic Edition. This truly magnificent
achievement has occupied him for the last thirty years. Now we can read
the story of this development, including his work with Penelope Thwaites
to mastermind the full Grainger output on CD by Chandos, a project that
has completed 19 of the projected 25 or so discs. Barry’s contribution to the
Grainger cause is truly awesome.
The final chapter in this section is a review by Murray McLachlan of
Grainger’s pianism on record. It takes a verbal journey through Grainger’s
recordings, telling us of felicities in specific bars of specific recordings. It is
a well-thought-through piece of writing that is eminently readable.
As I enjoyed reading it and imagining the sounds in my mind, I began
to think how Grainger, the visionary, might have presented the material.
He took an interest in every aspect of a creation, choosing the colour of
the cover of his publications by dipping paper into various concoctions
until he got a colour he liked, editing his piano rolls note by note to give
a perfect rendition, studying instruments himself to get a sense of what
they could do, manufacturing his own instruments for his vision of music.
What would he do to describe music in the day of the iPad? Logically the
next Graingeresque move would surely be an electronic text on a handheld
device connected to the internet with every reference to a bar of music
linked to play the sound itself and a dynamic visual display of the relevant
part of the score. An idea for the Grainger Companion mark three?
The second part of the book on Grainger in Context is a collection of
items on various aspects of Grainger’s interests. David Walker sets the
scene for the cultural milieu of Melbourne when Percy and Rose lived
there in the 1880s. Penelope Thwaites investigates the family background
in greater detail than has been published before, linking to the detailed
family trees in the Appendix. Roger Covell makes an in-depth analysis of
what it means to be an Australian composer, giving a subtle analysis of the
vigorous democratic human being underlying the Grainger personality.
We learn about the future of the Grainger Museum from Brian Allison,
Astrid Britt Krauschneider and Kay Dreyfus. Its current dedication to
articulating the many threads of Grainger’s life in a refurbished Museum
is a far cry from the situation 30 years ago when the Grainger Society
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encouraged luminaries such as Sir Adrian Boult and Sir Peter Pears to
write to the University of Melbourne to support the preservation of the
Museum when it was likely to be demolished.
Bruce Clunies Ross sympathetically analyses Grainger’s ideas on
Nordic music, clarifying Grainger’s views not as promoting a particular
racial or cultural view, but opposing conventions of civilization that
constrain imaginative freedom.
Stewart Manville, Ella Grainger’s second husband, writes of his
experiences as curator and archivist in the White Plains home where Percy
lived and worked for the last forty years of his life.
Lewis Foreman, editor of the original handbook, discusses Grainger’s
relationships with his contemporaries, including his collection and
preservation of music that they had written and may have destroyed, had
Percy not requested it to place in his museum. For instance, the recent
recordings of Cyril Scott’s symphonies would not have been possible
without the scores of Symphonies 1 and 3 that were only preserved in
Grainger’s collection.
There follows a collection of reminiscences of various lengths culled
from a variety of sources, including Cyril Scott’s son Desmond; Ronald
Stevenson’s extended correspondence with Grainger; Alan Woolgar, who
worked at Schott’s in London and dealt with Grainger on occasion; Cara
Aldridge Ham, a member of his mother’s family; and Peter Sculthorpe,
Australian composer.
The second part of the book closes with a reflection on Percy
Grainger’s philosophy of life and art by Teresa Balough who has a
lifetime’s experience of Grainger and his music.
Having read through the whole book it becomes clear that this is a
must-have for anyone interested in Grainger’s music. Where it covers
a similar task performed earlier in the first Companion, it does so in the
light of thirty years development of knowledge of Grainger’s output. In t
he earlier Companion there were speculations about items that had never
been performed, such as the Grainger Train Music, which was estimated to
last around ten minutes requiring two symphony orchestras. When Simon
Rattle performed it in the centenary year in a reduction for one symphony
orchestra, it turned out to last one and half minutes and Rattle decided to
perform it twice. I remember taking a tape of the performance and playing
it to the ghost of Percy as I entered the Grainger Museum in 1982, only to
be told very loudly by the curator Kay Dreyfus to “Turn that bloody row
off!”
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Now we have recordings of virtually all Grainger’s early works, some
prophetically beautiful and some that we may hear once or twice but are
unlikely to stay the course. Grainger’s profound strength, expressed so
clearly by Timothy Reynish, lies precisely in his wealth of miniatures that
makes him so popular. Grainger’s teacher, Karl Klimsch had advised him
not to compose if he had no melody in his head and, when he had a theme,
to start off with it right away, stopping the piece when inspiration runs
out. Grainger stuck to this method throughout the whole of his life, often
leaving partially completed pieces that he returned to at intervals over the
years as new inspiration came to him. In this way he wrote exquisite music,
some brisk and uplifting, some searingly beautiful.
It is good fortune that The New Percy Grainger Companion has its own
aural companion appearing at the same time, with the re-issue on 31st
January by Chandos of the 19 CDs of the Grainger Edition in a box set at
the cost of just four of the originals. It brings us performances not only
by the late Richard Hickox, but also by several of the contributors to the
Companion, including Timothy Reynish with the band music, Stephen
Varcoe in the baritone songs and Penelope Thwaites as solo pianist,
accompanist to the songs, and participant in multiple piano compositions.
Here we can make our own minds up about Grainger’s music by
listening to it in sympathetic performances. The longer works do indeed
have a place in his sound world, though there is, to me at least, an evident
gulf in quality between some of his earliest works and those of his
maturity. Apart from masterworks such as The Hill Songs or The Warriors,
his major masterpieces are a compilation of pieces written over time, such
as In a Nutshell, Lincolnshire Posy or Danish Folk Music Suite.
Grainger was truly a genius, a phenomenon who was visited by the
spirit of delight on many occasions and gave us creations of uplifting
joy and intense passion. As I listened through the whole collection once
more, I was continually moved by the astonishing qualities of so many
different pieces of music. I could mention a lengthy list but I choose
just one: the magnificent but highly demanding version of Hard Hearted
Barbara (H)elen sung by Stephen Varcoe and accompanied by Penelope
Thwaites. It has Grainger’s loving detail from the performances of his
beloved folksingers, the flexibility of rhythm fitting the words, with singer
and piano sometimes going their own way, always with the intensity of
Grainger’s immense musical imagination. As I remarked earlier, Grainger
is not just a composer, or a pianist, or an arranger, he is a phenomenon.
And in The New Percy Grainger Companion we are given a vision of that
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phenomenon in the wealth of his music and in his wide global context.
David Tall
The publisher Boydell & Brewer has kindly offered Delius Society Members a
special offer price: £33.75 for this book. To order from Boydell & Brewer, choose:
• Securely online at: www.boydellandbrewer.com
• By post at: Boydell & Brewer Ltd, PO Box 9, Woodbridge, Suffolk, IP12 3DF
• By telephone: 01394 610 600
• Or via e-mail: trading@boydell.co.uk
Postage: Please add £3.00 for the UK, for Europe £6.50 per book (up to a maximum
of £26.00), international £10.00 per book. In all instances please be sure to quote
reference 11001. Offer ends 31st July 2011.


SONG IN GOLD PAVILLIONS:
RONALD STEVENSON ON MUSIC
Edited by Chris Walton
Sun Press 2009, 148pp
ISBN 987–1–92010–68–4

This short and attractive selection of Stevenson’s writings on music
gives us a glimpse of his erudition and shows him to be accessible to the
musical general reader. This selection has been assembled by Chris Walton,
who is the managing director of the Orchestre Symphonique Bienne in
Switzerland and an extraordinary professor at Stellenbosch University in
South Africa. This volume offers a wide selection of Stevenson’s writings:
on his own works, on British music, and on the music of the Continental
traditions. The title of this book is derived from a line in Stevenson’s song
cycle Border Boyhood to texts by Hugh MacDiarmid (Christopher Grieve).
The first part of this collection concerns Ronald Stevenson’s writings
on his own music. Stevenson is interviewed by Phillip Hutton and then by
Martin Anderson, there are also articles on such subjects as his Passacaglia
on DSCH. Also in this part we have One Pianist’s Credentials And Credo.
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The collection of articles constituting the second part of this book
concern British composers. There are pieces here on Delius, Elgar, Francis
George Scott, Grainger, Alan Bush, Walton, Britten and Bernard Stevens.
The two articles on Delius contained here are of particular interest. Firstly
we have Frederick Delius And the Wisdom Of Life, from The Listener, Vol.
80, No. 2059, 12th September 1968. Here Stevenson is commenting on a
Proms performance of Delius’s Requiem. He mentions that Delius owned
Gauguin’s picture Nevermore and that Delius sang of the hedonism
which Gauguin painted. This is an atheist Requiem and Stevenson is
surprised that no similar work has been forthcoming from any composer
from the Soviet Union. We are given a brief analysis of this work and
the details of its performance history. Stevenson points to the striking
similarity between the beginning of the Requiem and the opening theme of
Schubert’s Unfinished Symphony No. 8. I must say this had never occurred
to me before, but on listening again I see the similarity of the two ideas.
Interestingly Stevenson says of the last part of the Requiem that it is similar
to some Nordic and highland music. This is pentatonic music in the Lydian
mode. The second of these two articles is Delius’s Sources from Tempo No.
151, December 1984. Stevenson begins by comparing Delius with Chopin
in the light of Delius’s recollection of hearing a Chopin Waltz played to him
when he was ten years of age, and of how this had made a great impact on
him. Stevenson believes that Grainger has explained the kinship between
Delius and Chopin, in an article called About Delius, by suggesting that
they were both musical aristocrats – an aristocracy of the musical mind.
The impact of that first performance of Chopin for Delius seems to have
stayed with him throughout his life.
Next we have a varied selection of writings on Scottish music. This
part included articles on Scottish fiddlers, Gaelic music and the clarsach
or Scottish harp. Lastly the book consists of a section where Stevenson
considers continental composers. Gathered here are articles on Schubert,
Schumann, Meyerbeer, Rachmaninov and Stravinsky amongst others.
In conclusion, what you will gain from the book is a clear understanding
of Stevenson’s broad musical interests as well as his aesthetic. Stevenson is
an artistic democrat with great compassion for his fellow artists. This is as
good a place to start understanding Ronald Stevenson the performer and
creative artist.
Paul Chennell
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EXHIBITION
GAUGUIN: MAKER OF MYTH
Tate Modern, London

30th September 2010 – 16th January 2011
National Gallery of Art, Washington
27th February – 5th June 2011
This exhibition on show from September 2010 to January 2011 at Tate
Modern, London and then at The National Gallery of Art, Washington
from February to June 2011, takes a fresh look at the work of Paul Gauguin
by focusing on myth, storytelling and the construction of narrative in his
life and art. This was the first major exhibition of work by Gauguin to be
held by the Tate Gallery in 50 years and attempted to get beyond the myth
of the artist who was reborn in Tahiti, revealing him as an artist who is
interested in mixing his own mythology with those of others in France and
Tahiti. Among these lush, vivid paintings there is a man artfully placing
himself at the heart of the myth.
Nevermore is given pride of place in this exhibition. When Gauguin
painted it, or Nevermore O Tahiti, to give it is its full name, he was interested
in symbolism. In 1899 he wrote of one of his paintings that it was: ‘a
musical poem without a libretto.’ This adds to the interest of Nevermore
in particular for Delians. Of Nevermore Gauguin told Daniel de Monfreid
in a letter that: ‘I wished to suggest by means of a simple nude a certain
long-lost barbarian luxuary.’ Later in this same letter he continues: ‘The
title is Nevermore; it is not the raven of Edgar Poe but the bird of the devil
that is keeping watch. It is badly painted (I’m so nervy and can only work
in bouts) but no matter, I think it’s a good canvas’.
The exhibition in London occupied eleven rooms covering various
topics: Identity And Self –Mythology Making The Familiar Strange; Life
And Times 1848 – 1891; Gauguin’s Drawings; Landscape And Rural
Narrative; Sacred Themes; The Eternal Feminine; Life And Times 1889
– 1903; Gauguin’s Titles; Teller Of Tales and finally Earthly Paradise.
Nevermore was shown in Room 9, Gauguin’s Titles. Interestingly for
Gauguin as for Delius the title of a work of art was in some cases highly
significant. We learn from the exhibition catalogue that: ‘Words are an
integral element in Gauguin’s work.’ Devising the title of his pictures
was a vital process in creating a story that justified his aesthetic decisions,
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the literary part of producing a painting. In January 1899 Gauguin wrote
to Daniel de Monfreid: ‘You did well to let Delius have the picture
Nevermore.......You remember you reproached me for having given a title to
this picture: Don’t you think that this title Nevermore is the reason for this
purchase – perhaps?
‘Whatever the case I am very glad that Delius is its owner, seeing that
it isn’t a speculative purchase for resale, but bought because he likes it;
then some other time he’ll want another, especially if callers compliment
him on it or get him to talk about this subject’.

Paul Gauguin

Self-portrait with Manao tu papau 1893
Oil on canvas 460 x 380 mm Painting
Paris Musée d’Orsay
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In Delius: A Life In Letters Volume 1, 1862 – 1908, p141, Lionel Carley
tells us that apart from Nevermore, Delius is known to have possessed a
number of wood carvings by Gauguin. Delius sold Nevermore in 1920
to raise much-needed money and it eventually found its way into the
collection of Samuel Courtauld.
In order to determine which sculptures by Gauguin were bought by
Delius I have looked at Christopher Gray’s The Sculpture and Ceramics
of Paul Gauguin (The Johns Hopkins Press, 1963). Here I can find only
three items of any interest and they are: firstly on p113, Standing Woman
La Petite Parisienne, a wooden sculpture, which was at one point in the
possession of Karl Ernst Osthaus himself painted by Ida Gerhardi; then
I found in Christopher Gray’s Catalogue Raisonné, mention of two items
at one time owned by Alden Brooks and photographed by him: firstly on
p198, a wooden jug in the form of a beer stein, at one time in the possession
of Emil Schuffencker and at one time in the possession of Alden Brooks.
The accompanying notes state that; ‘According to Mr. Brooks, he bought
this piece in Paris about 1919 from the dealer Vidrac.’ Secondly and lastly
I found on p223 Hina, a wooden figure, signed on the side P. G. O., owned
at one time by Alden Brooks and photographed by Alden Brooks.
Having read through this book it is clear that a large number of items
were bought up by agents and gallery owners such as Ambroise Vollard,
who then sold them on to private collectors. So many of these items
remain rather obscure and it is unclear as to their ownership. So of course I
cannot be sure which items might have been owned by Delius, and if some
of them might at some time have been in the possession of Alden Brooks at
one time. Only these two items I have mentioned are supported with notes
which specifically mention Brooks.
One of Gauguin’s sculptures was in the possession of Alden Brooks, as
explained by Eric Fenby in Fenby On Delius (Thames Publishing 1996) p113.
This appears to be Hina, A Wooden Figure.
None of these three items found in Christopher Gray’s book were
included in the current exhibition at Tate Modern. Of the show itself
my impression was that it was all very high tech for an art gallery. Not
only were people listening to the customary spoken guides from handheld devices, but some were walking around with grand looking mobile
phones and iPads with the Gauguin apps on show. But of course the most
important items are the pictures, drawings, ceramics and sculptures. I
was disappointed by some pictures where it seemed to me Gauguin had
fallen short of his very best achievements. I was of course delighted to see
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Nevermore again, but also very pleased to encounter - for the first time - a
number of beautiful wooden figures and wonderful drawings. One has
to try and put out of mind the presence of quite big crowds whilst one
attempts to drink in Gauguin’s bright and vivid images.
This exhibition was most welcome as it gave us a thorough review of
Gauguin’s art, whilst it showed how he manipulated the facts of his life –
particularly that in the South Seas – as well as his art for his audience and
posterity. This is also a great opportunity for Delians to gain more learning
regarding Gauguin and Delius. This was probably the last occasion for
many years to see so many works by Gauguin collected together.
Paul Chennell
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CD REVIEW
DELIUS & IRELAND:
SONATAS ARRANGED BY LIONEL TERTIS

Delius: Violin Sonatas Nos. 2 & 3 (arr.1929 / 1932)
Ireland: ’Cello Sonata / Violin Sonata No. 2 (arr.1941 / 1918)
Roger Chase: viola
Michiko Otaki: piano
DUTTON EPOCH CDLX 7250 £9.99
Like
the
proverbial
omnibus, it seems that
recordings of Lionel Tertis’s
Delius
arrangements
for viola come along not
singly but in pairs. Fresh
on the heels of an excellent
interpretation of the Violin
Sonata No. 3 by Enikő
Magyar and Tadashi Imai
for Naxos (see my review
in DSJ 148) comes this
equally essential disc from
Dutton Epoch in which
the second Delius sonata
is included as well as the
third, complemented with two very striking works by John Ireland. The
musicians are the viola-player Roger Chase and the pianist Michiko Otaki
and there’s a further star performer with the presence of the celebrated
Montagna viola which Tertis himself played on in his prime and which
was subsequently passed on to his pupil Bernard Shore. It now belongs to
Roger Chase who savours its magnificent tonal power on this recording
and who has written a most illuminating article for the booklet giving
an insider’s view as to what precisely Tertis was about when he made
these arrangements. He points out that “(Tertis) felt that the C string (i.e.
the lowest of the four) should have quite a distinct character and not that
of a bloated and flabby violin with grave health problems in the lower
register!” Dropping some phrases down an octave – which is the core
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of what Tertis is really “arranging” – gives them a much more idiomatic
intensity on the viola. I was also fascinated to learn how sensitive Tertis
was to his instrument’s tonal colour and how he therefore specified certain
bowings and fingerings – he himself could produce different qualities of
sound from each of his left-hand fingers, for example. These markings
may now seem merely quaint and irrelevant but not to Roger Chase who
has found that Tertis “knew best, that nothing is mere caprice.” How wise.
The results of this deeply considered approach are, quite simply,
stunning. The music takes wing, soars and sings its heart out with an
almost inexhaustible palette of tone-colour. The greatest compliment I can
pay, is to say that I had no sense of these being second-best versions merely
made to fill-out an exiguous repertoire. On the contrary, the two composers
might have originally envisaged and created their sonatas for this very
same medium; just sample the slow movement of Ireland’s wonderful
’Cello Sonata for example and you’ll see what I mean: it has an identity all
its own that is quite independent of the ’cello.
The interpretations of the Delius works struck me as consistently
idiomatic with well-judged speeds and that intuitive sense of Delian
“line” in which there should always be a sense of onward direction but
without setting off the speed-camera. The chosen tempo of the andante
scherzando of the Third Sonata is a very good example of this; Michiko
Imai, a sensitive partner throughout, with a fine piano at her disposal, also
phrases the slower middle-section melody most beautifully (the one that
poor young Fenby got in such a state about). So Delians will be able to
relax when listening knowing that there are going to be no disconcerting
musical jolts or bumps en route but rather that this will a journey of
delightful rediscovery of some of the very best of Delius’s slender but not
inconsequential output of chamber music.
Having been familiar with the John Ireland sonatas for many years
I wondered whether I would take to them as much in their new guise;
but I find that I do (the recording of the second violin sonata is a world
première, by the way). Again the chosen works become imbued with a
fresh identity and of course they are both masterpieces, representing some
of the very best of this still under-rated composer.
So an unqualified thumbs-up for this magnificent disc and one which
you should not hesitate to acquire.
Paul Guinery
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CONCERT REVIEWS
THE SONG OF THE HIGH HILLS

The BBC Symphony Orchestra, Sir Andrew Davis, conductor
The Barbican Hall, London
8th October 2010

The following review first appeared in The Times on 11th October, 2010 and is
reproduced here with the kind permission of the Editor of The Times and Times
Newspapers Ltd. (Ed.)
To misquote Lionel Shriver we need to talk about Delius. We should start
now, because 2012 will be the 150th anniversary of the Bradford-Born
composer’s birth. Expect much debate about which of Delius’s underrated
works should make the cut – and then a post-anniversary analysis in which
many are dumped back into obscurity.
Delius’s The Song of The High Hills, an ecstatic paean to nature crested
by a wordless chorus and inspired by the composer’s journeys in Norway,
is unashamedly sentimental, but no less so than Richard Strauss’s Alpine
Symphony and constructed with far more concision. Andrew Davis, making
a welcome return to the podium with the BBC Symphony Orchestra,
conducted it with fabulous control. The orchestra caressed its delicate,
gradually intensifying lines with great skill, while the BBC Symphony
Chorus hymned with authority and feeling.
The two, equally wordless soloists – the tenor Christopher Bowen
and the soprano Olivia Robinson – could have been punchier. But the
impression was much less wispier than the work’s reputation suggests: as
we staggered down the slopes, Davis turned the heat up from blue-white
to incandescent red, suggesting not only the marvel of nature but also
one’s own amazement at being alive to experience it.
Too airy-fairy? For ruder, ruddier English music, Elgar’s Falstaff fitted
the bill perfectly and Davis gave it a suitably meaty treatment, from the
swagger of the fat knight rampant to the droop of his bassoon-led snores.
I’d have liked to have started this review with the world premiere of
Edwin Roxburgh’s Concerto for Orchestra, commissioned by the RPS Elgar
Bursary, but it’s hard to respond to a piece that seemed to have so little to
say while throwing so many ingredients into the pot. An anxious workout
for its hard-working players, with inoffensive harmonies pummelled by
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frenetic percussion, it tumbled past my ears without reaching my brain.
Apparently the Elgar Bursary chooses composers who “may push back
musical boundaries, but not at the expense of accessibility and integrity”.
It’s an idiotic brief.
Neil Fisher
(©The Times, 11th October, 2010/nisindication.com)


IDYLLE DE PRINTEMPS

The Hallé Orchestra, Sir Mark Elder, conductor, Nikolaj Znaider, violin
Bridgewater Hall, Manchester.
Thursday 14th October 2010
The British strand that runs through this Hallé season was introduced
in the Thursday Series by two of the greatest names, Elgar and Vaughan
Williams, with centrepieces of the repertoire. We were given a thrilling mix
of new and old in an account of Elgar’s Violin Concerto by the gifted Danish
musician Nikolaj Znaider. He played the very violin, a 1741 Guarneri del
Gesù, on which Fritz Kreisler gave the work its first performance almost
exactly a hundred years ago. However, Znaider’s virtuosity and his
intensity are entirely his own. Sir Mark Elder, unequalled in the authority
and sensitivity he brings to British music, rounded off the evening with
Vaughan Williams’s moving and dramatic portrait of England’s capital
and its various inhabitants.
This unfamiliar piece by Delius, as with all of the works in this concert,
was beautifully played by the Hallé under Sir Mark Elder. The Idylle de
Printemps is an early work composed in 1889, reminiscent of Summer
Evening which it predates and even the Florida Suite. This is immediately
attractive music which will certainly repay repeated listening. In the
radio broadcast on 19th October Sir Mark told us that this is a rather bare
score and that he had presented what he hoped would be a successful
interpretation; Sir Mark Elder said he hoped he had charted a way through
it, and he had tried to bring it to life. Certainly Sir Mark was successful
in this aim. I particularly enjoyed some lovely woodwind playing in this
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piece. The Idylle de Printemps was first performed in 1995 (Delius Society
Journal 118, p64).
If the Elgar was slow to get going, matters soon improved. Whilst some
people will think this is not a performance to live with, it was certainly
good to have heard it, especially on Kreisler’s fiddle, one hundred hears
after the premier. Snaider does not fully understand the emotional charge
behind this work. He is a fine player but I suspect knows little of Elgar,
his music and his real achievement, as an artist, musician and autodidact.
I may be wrong but that is how it sounded. However this concerto is one
of those works that cannot easily be ruined even by a performer who is not
completely sympathetic.
The Vaughan Williams symphony was given a good, straightforward
performance. Here certainly was beautiful playing from all sections of
the orchestra. The slow movement of this symphony was particularly
successful and moving. Sir Mark Elder is always successful at capturing
the idiom of this piece.
Paul Chennell


SONGS OF FAREWELL

The New London Sinfonia, Southampton Philharmonic Choir
David Gibson, conductor
Southampton Guildhall
27th November 2010
The front of the programme said “150 Glorious Years” – and this was
the quite excellent final concert of Southampton Philharmonic Choir’s
quinquecentenary celebrations, with Mendelssohn’s The Hebrides Overture,
an extremely rare performance of the Songs of Farewell, and a semi-staged
version of Ibsen’s Peer Gynt, in a brand-new translation by Beryl Foster (who
is the Chairman of the Grieg Society) with the entirety of Grieg’s incidental
music. Delius was not even a gleam in his mother’s eye when the Choir
was formed in 1860 - and with the chances of there being a performance
of the Songs in 2012 being relatively low (although, who knows!) it was a
most welcome, if slightly early, lead in to our own celebrations.
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The New London Sinfonia is an excellent professional orchestra,
working mainly in the South of England and made up of members of the
Royal Philharmonic, the London Mozart Players, the Royal Ballet Sinfonia,
the Philharmonia and the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra - and they
provided some beautiful and sensitive playing under David Gibson, who
was also celebrating 20 years as the Choir’s conductor.
The sea is, of course, portrayed in completely different ways by
Mendelssohn and Delius.The Hebrides could hardly be about anything
else, with the rise and fall of the waves so subtly reflected – the listener
is actually out there in a small boat – and the performance was alert and
positive, with some very good playing. The central section was most
sensitively done, and the whole piece had a definite ‘sea feel’ to it.
Delius, on the other hand, makes no effort actually to portray the
sea – he had probably said everything that he could about it almost 30
years earlier in Sea Drift – and while Songs of Farewell ‘translate’ Whitman’s
evocative poetry into gorgeous music, it is not music that tells of the swell
of the ocean or the immensity of the seascape seen from a distance.
The chorus comes in halfway through the first bar, with only one chord
in the orchestra, which makes it very hard for them to pitch their entry.
The Overture is, however, in B minor, and that chord is for all practical
purposes one of B minor too – so not only was the start just marvellously
in tune, but it stayed that way right to the end. Without doubt, the hardest
thing for a chorus singing Delius is to keep in tune – for the parts more
often than not move just in tones and semitones (for example, all eight
of them at “Joy, shipmate, joy” in the middle of the fourth movement),
and everyone has to be continually conscious of the ‘rule’ “think a bigger
interval going up, and a smaller one coming down”.
That start was an immediate demonstration of the quality of the
Choir. It has a lot of young sopranos (some of whom were members of the
Southampton University Phil) – I only counted 5 white heads! – and their
top C in “Passage to you”, and the many top Bs there and elsewhere, were
thrilling. There was no ‘wooliness’ among the altos; the tenor section is
healthily large, and produced a good ringing tone, while the basses made
a fine sonorous sound. They were clearly not only very well trained but
enjoying themselves too – despite the fact that, it must be said, the Songs
are not the most exciting work in the repertoire to sing. David Gibson
was a very sensitive conductor, always maintaining a good forward pulse
through the generally slow tempi markings in the score – and producing
blazing sound at the climaxes.
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Although Grieg and Delius were the greatest of friends, and Grieg’s
influence is easy to hear in much of Delius’s early work, the incidental music
to Peer Gynt could not possibly have been written by Delius! Although it
has many tender moments, the overall feeling, when played with the
stage action, is of an earthy, energetic vibrancy – and that was exactly the
quality of this performance. The 26 separate numbers were linked by an
amusing and quite contemporary resumé of the action, brilliantly spoken
by Sam West (in English!) – and all three soloists, singing Solveig, Anitra
and Peer Gynt did so very well. We had a real Hardanger fiddle, played
from one side of the stage, a number of ‘walk-on’ actors completed the
cast - and a fine time was had by all. The Choir and David Gibson are to be
congratulated on their adventurous spirits and high standards!
Martin Lee-Browne


BRIGG FAIR

George Caird, oboe; Zoltán Vincze, trumpet
Birmingham Conservatoire Symphony Orchestra, Lionel Friend, conductor
Town Hall, Birmingham
Thursday, 16th December 2010
This concert was rather special as it marked the departure from the
Birmingham Conservatoire of its Principal, George Caird after seventeen
eventful and fruitful years. Appropriately, the evening commenced with
a ceremony during which George was thanked for his tremendous
contribution to the life of the Conservatoire and then received an Honorary
award of Fellowship of Birmingham Conservatoire which was conferred
on him by Professor David Tidmarsh, Vice Chancellor of Birmingham City
University, the Conservatoire’s parent institution. In his address, George
spoke affectionately and modestly of his achievements. We can be sure
that David Saint, (who has taken over as Acting Principal) will find the
Conservatoire in good order.
The concert opened with Elgar’s Overture: In the South (‘Alassio’)
which was given a rousing performance, the opening woodwind passages
beautifully shaped and setting the mood for the excitement and drama to
come. This was a fine performance with the young players fully equal to
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the challenges of this demanding score.
The Armenian composer Alexander Arutjunjan, born in 1920, may
not be well known to audiences in this country but on the evidence of his
1950 Trumpet Concerto in A flat, we should be interested to hear more
of his music. The work consists of three linked movements, the first of
which introduces the soloist with a taxing opening passage, thereafter this
alternates with warm and lyrical sections offering the soloist opportunities
to contrast with light and shade. The central movement contains some
exquisite softer passages and the piece ends with a sprightly final
movement containing a cadenza. The soloist, Zoltán Vincze, appropriately
studied at Birmingham Conservatoire in 2009/2010. Originally from
Hungary he has now settled in the Midlands. His performance was a
delight, with a technique clearly equal to the most demanding passages,
and he was warmly applauded.
It was fitting that the programme should include a work by Delius
because of course George Caird and the Conservatoire have generously
hosted our Delius Prize for the last two years. Brigg Fair was no token
offering and, if we needed any convincing, it was perfectly clear that
young people, given the opportunity, will respond to this fine score and
play from the heart. Lionel Friend held the piece together wonderfully well
and never let it sag. Delians like myself in the audience were well satisfied.
The opening ceremony had lasted for around half an hour so this was
a long evening for George Caird, he having already delivered a substantial
address. Now, to conclude the concert he stepped on to the platform to
perform the full-scale oboe concerto by Richard Strauss and could have
been forgiven for flagging. But this was a faultless performance of a
long and demanding work, with few bars rest for the soloist, and every
mood lovingly captured and the cadenza in the final movement played
to perfection. The soloist received a standing ovation not only for his
performance but most certainly for his contribution to the musical life of
Birmingham and to the Conservatoire in particular. Had it been possible to
purchase a CD of the performance on the way out I would certainly have
joined the queue!
Full marks to the conductor, Lionel Friend. His beat was precise; his
shaping of each phrase always felt right and his accompaniments in the
concertos were reliable and sympathetic. The students were clearly very
well prepared for this testing programme. A thoroughly enjoyable evening.
Michael Green
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DOUBLE CONCERTO
THE WALK TO THE PARADISE GARDEN

Brighton Philharmonic Orchestra, Tamsin Waly-Cohen, violin
Gemma Rosefield, ’cello, Stephen Bell, conductor
Brighton Dome Concert Hall, Brighton
16th January 2011
The Brighton Philharmonic is a professional orchestra whose members
are drawn chiefly from the main London orchestras. Most players are
‘regulars’ and performances are to a very high standard, despite the fact
that there are usually no more than two rehearsals for each concert. This
concert was no exception, with assured playing throughout.
We had a programme of two rarities: the Delius Double Concerto
and Tchaikovsky’s The Tempest, plus two very familiar works: The Walk
to the Paradise Garden and Tchaikovsky’s Fifth Symphony. This sort of
programming follows a welcome recent trend by putting Delius alongside
a wide variety of composers, not just his English contemporaries with
whom his works were almost always coupled in the past. I am sure this
more imaginative approach to concert planning gives his music wider
exposure than it would otherwise receive and is to be encouraged.
The concert opened with The Tempest, a rarely played but delightful
and highly imaginative work which, despite a slightly unsteady start,
showed what the orchestra was capable of. Especially notable was the
warm string sound (from a section that was not exceptionally large) and
some lovely woodwind decoration.
Next we had The Walk to the Paradise Garden played in the usual
reduced orchestration by Beecham. Again, the start was slightly uneven
perhaps because the conductor had a tendency to begin each item rather
suddenly before everyone was quite ready. This was a rather plain, staid
performance but it contained some exquisite woodwind and horn solos,
particularly from the quite outstanding principal clarinet. Readers of the
Journal and regular attendees at the Society’s London meetings will know
that I am not a fan of Beecham’s version because it removes too many
instruments from Delius’s original but it is all that is currently available for
hire as a concert piece and in this case its orchestration fitted in with the
rest of the programme.
The work of greatest interest to Delians will undoubtedly be the
Double Concerto which ended the first half. There are a fair number of
violin and ’cello concertos but only those by Brahms and Delius are by well
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known composers. It is generally accepted that writing such a concerto is
a major challenge (which is why there are so few familiar examples) – the
difficulty being to write clear, meaningful parts for each instrument that do
not get in the way of each other or are obscured by the orchestra. This was
generally a fine performance, with brisk tempi in the opening and closing
sections which helped keep the piece moving and conceal occasional weak
moments. The work is no masterpiece but it is by no means the failure
claimed by most early writers on Delius. Once again there was much
beautiful and subtle playing from the orchestra but the main problem
throughout was the difficulty in hearing the solo parts. I do not think
that this was the fault of the soloists who were clearly capable of forceful
delivery (and were heard to great effect in the strange and hauntingly
beautiful cadenza section) but regrettably I have to say that it is the way
the parts are written. There is much ‘busy’ writing for both instruments
(perhaps too much) which one is constantly straining to hear – this is a
particular problem for the cello line. But what I could hear was impressive,
and the chamber-like cadenza section and closing bars were especially
memorable. Perhaps this concerto will never work properly in the concert
hall and its future may be in the recording studio. I hope that this violin
and ’cello duo (who play together regularly) will record it.
The concert ended with Tchaikovsky’s Fifth Symphony. No hesitant
opening here – the orchestra were on home territory and it showed! We
had a spirited and rousing performance, balanced with some lovely quiet
playing, particularly the horn solo in the wonderful slow movement. The
symphony may be hackneyed and the finale a bit weak but Tchaikovsky
knows how to make the orchestra sound wonderful and it was an exciting
end to this rewarding concert. And as we were leaving I discovered
that the orchestra is planning more rarely played Delius! I got into
conversation with my neighbour and learned that in response to an
audience questionnaire they are programming Over the Hills and Far Away
next year with their regular conductor, Barry Wordsworth. In the 1980’s I
remember his spirited performance of this work with the Royal Tunbridge
Wells Symphony Orchestra and I look forward to its future appearance in
Brighton under his baton. Keep an eye open for it in the Newsletter and the
Journal!
Tony Summers
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DELIUS SOCIETY MEETINGS
DELIUS SOCIETY LONDON BRANCH MEETING

New Cavendish Club, 13th September 2010
A Tribute to Sir Charles Mackerras
By Lyndon Jenkins and Malcolm Walker

The two speakers at this well-attended London branch meeting who are
of course well-known to Society members devoted their talk to memories
and an appreciation of Sir Charles Mackerras, our late Vice President. This
meeting was arranged to commemorate Sir Charles who died in July 2010.
Lyndon and Malcolm began by telling us that they had known Sir Charles
from their work at City Hall, Birmingham and EMI respectively. We heard
how Sir Charles was born in the U.S.A and began his career as an oboist
with the Sydney Symphony Orchestra. Once he arrived in London he was
introduced to Sir Adrian Boult by Eugene Goossens. He declined an offer
to work with Sir Malcolm Sargent.
Sir Charles Mackerras initially went to study conducting with Václav
Talich in Prague. He actually studied the Janáček scores, not conducting,
with Talich in 1947. When he heard Káťa Kabanová it made a tremendous
impact on him. When performing Janáček Talich used his own performing
versions.
Sir Charles moved back to London in 1948. He always said that the
performance of Gilbert and Sullivan was something of a family tradition,
and in 1950 he produced a brilliant ballet score, Pineapple Poll, based on
Sullivan’s scores: this was our first music of the evening. When Sir Charles
performed Káťa Kabanová at Saddler’s Wells for the first time the box office
takings were appalling, but the critics liked it. Sir Charles visited various
Czech towns to perform the Janáček operas. We then heard our second
musical extract: the Finale of Act One of The Cunning Little Vixen.
His performance of Jenůfa at the Vienna State Opera was the most
exciting performance for Sir Charles Mackerras. He was the first foreigner
to conduct Janáček in Czechoslovakia. He also had a great interest in
period performances of early music, and developed into a fine choral
conductor particularly successful at The Proms. This led us on to our next
music, Handel’s oratorio Israel in Egypt. Sir Charles enjoyed great success
at English National Opera in the 1970s and Welsh National Opera in the
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1980s. He undertook distinguished work in many European countries. He
had conducted the BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra in 1954 and was to
do so again at the end of his life.
One of Sir Charles’s great strengths was his ability, quickly to deputise
for other conductors. This meant that he had great success with recordings
when others had to pull out at the last minute. This was of course very
helpful for the recording companies he worked for. He was honest, hardworking, and sometimes blunt He was not always popular with colleagues.
Earlier in his career Sir Charles Mackerras did not record much English
music. However, our speakers did include here one such recording: Elgar’s
Imperial March. Sir Charles worked for many years with the Scottish
Chamber Orchestra. Our speakers reminded us how good these recordings
of Mozart by Sir Charles and the Scottish Chamber Orchestra were. As an
example of this, we heard part of Mozart’s Symphony No. 40 conducted
by Sir Charles. Mention was then made of his outstanding technical
ability. We were told of his recreation of the score of Victor Herbert’s ’Cello
Concerto, the original of which was lost in a fire. Part of his recording
of this attractive concerto was then played. We heard about Sir Charles’s
work in Birmingham. To end the first part of this evening’s meeting, a
performance of The Vicar of Bray conducted by Sir Charles was played.
Our speakers then turned to the performance of Delius’s music by Sir
Charles Mackerras. He played the music of this composer more than other
British composers in the 1980s and 90s. He had no exclusive contract with
any recording company. Mackerras at this time was working with many
recording companies. A major highlight was his recording of A Village
Romeo and Juliet in Vienna. Other Delius recordings were undertaken in
Wales. Mackerras also conducted Fennimore and Gerda at the Coliseum with
the English National Opera.
Our speakers speculated as to why Mackerras chose to conduct Delius.
It might have had to do with his Australian straightforwardness. At the
very beginning of his life he had heard the Beecham recordings of this music
which had so impressed him. Mackerras excelled at presenting an overall
picture of Delius’s music, which gave it structure. His tendency very often
to take quite brisk tempos helped in this achievement. The performances
by Mackerras are very distinct interpretations of Delius’s music. We were
then played an extract from Paris. This was a clear, exciting performance
of this score by Delius. The Violin Concerto was then considered. Tasmin
Little is supported magnificently in this beautiful music by Sir Charles.
Tasmin Little’s performance here is a passionate interpretation of this work.
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We then heard an extract from Brigg Fair. Lyndon and Malcolm
remarked that Sir Charles’s performance of Brigg Fair is in fact rather
unusual and is certainly not in the same tempo as the original folksong as
performed by Joseph Taylor. This performance of Brigg Fair is important
and interesting with regard to Mackerras’s success in retaining excellent
balance in the orchestra and movement forward with the score. Time was
beginning to run short so we then heard a duet from A Village Romeo and
Juliet – one of Mackerras’s finest recordings.
Finally there was a discussion of the Double Concerto and its
performance by Sir Charles, with Tasmin Little and Raphael Wallfisch.
The talk ended with an extract from this remarkable performance of one of
Delius’s very finest works.
The vote of thanks was given by Tony Austin who congratulated them
for this enjoyable tribute from the well-known pair of society members.
Paul Chennell


DELIUS SOCIETY LONDON BRANCH MEETING
New Cavendish Club, 13th October 2010
Ida Gerhardi
A talk by Jerry Rowe
It was a refreshing change to have a non-musical subject for a Branch
Meeting. Jerry Rowe, a longstanding Member of the Society, has made a
study of the continental paintings and drawings of the late 19th and early
20th century, and he gave a most illuminating talk on the Delius’s friend,
the German painter Ida Gerhardi, and her circle. His interest in her was
prompted by a coincidental acquaintanceship with an unconnected family
in Lüdenscheid, where she lived in her later years, and knowing of her
friendship with Jelka Delius.
She was born in the same year as Delius, 1862, and soon after her
family moved to Detmold. The Rosen family lived there too, and, although
Ida was six years older than Jelka, they got to know each other. Ida went to
study in Munich (with her brother as chaperone) in 1890, and stayed there
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for some six months; however, she did not enjoy it as much as she had
hoped, for the work pressures were high, she received very formal teaching
and she had to do almost entirely line drawing, whereas she would have
much preferred to paint en plein air as many of the Impressionist artists
were by then doing.
Then, in 1891, she went to Paris, where, within a year or two, Jelka
joined her. In those days, it was most unusual for art schools to accept
girls without chaperones, but one that did so was the Académie Colarossi,
in Montparnasse – the cultural centre of Paris – and they studied there
together. Ida was really happy in its relaxed atmosphere, and enjoyed close
contact with her tutors in one-to-one, as well as group, discussions. In the
summer, there were occasional trips to Brittany to paint out of doors. She
lived at 12 Rue de la Grand Chaumière, opposite the Crémerie, whose
generous and canny proprietress, Mme Charlotte, attracted many soon-tobe influential figures in the worlds of art, music and drama, in particular
the three dominant personalities Gauguin, Strindberg and Mucha, as well
as Munch, Delius himself and others. Ida would have encountered all of
them, as well as Strindberg, who also lived for a time in number 12.
One of the many pictures of which we saw slides during the evening
was the well-known photograph of Ida and Jelka (with two other students
and a third lady, possibly a teacher) in the studio at the Academie Colarossi,
which has been the subject of some ‘which of them is whom?’ speculation –
and Lionel Carley intervened to confirm that Ida is the standing girl on the
right, and that Jelka is centre back, not the kneeling one. Ida remained at the
Académie for three years, and she then went to live permanently with Jelka
in the latter’s house at Grez. From about 1895 or 1896, Jelka had stayed
there from time to time to paint in the garden, and then (with the help of
a loan from her mother) she bought the property in 1891. Ida and Jelka
enjoyed an idyllic life, painting in a calm and secluded paradise - although,
as in the well-known story of the Curé in the adjoining Presbytère and his
friends looking down from a terrace on their beautiful nude models shows,
not always alone!
In the early years of the 20th century, Ida painted Parisian life, at smart
balls and in dance halls – where she went to great trouble in getting a sense
of movement – and in cafés. She did portraits throughout her career –
including the two well-known ones of Jelka and the one of Delius, and
several interesting self-portraits at different stages of her life – and at the
end of it, when she could not get out and about, she turned to still lives.
We were reminded that the first child in a family often tends to have a
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forceful and positive outlook on life – and Ida was no exception to that.
First, she was extremely active in promoting her German and French
painter-contemporaries, and her greatest achievement in that field was the
organisation of a major exhibition of modern art at the Schulte Gallery in
Berlin in 1907; the works shown included some by very significant names
indeed, such as Gauguin, Denis, Redon, the sculptor Maillol, (all sometime
members of the Pont Aven group in Brittany), and Picasso (on view for the
first time in Germany), as well as by the German artists Christian Rohlfs,
Käthe Kollwitz, Adele von Finck - and Ida herself. Both she and Jelka also
knew Rodin and were effusive about his work. Secondly, her character
showed itself even more positively in her almost relentless (and successful)
efforts to persuade the conductor Hans Haym, whom she knew slightly,
and subsequently other German conductors, to play Delius’s music. But
for her, his career might never have taken off – for the performances they
gave as a result brought his name and his music to a discerning, if not large,
public who seemed to like it.
The combination of the speaker’s knowledge of painting, and the
many pictures he showed, made for a most interesting evening.
Martin Lee-Browne


THE DELIUS SOCIETY, MIDLANDS BANCH MEETING
24th October 2010 at ‘Ravensdale’, 41 Bullhurst Lane,
Weston Underwood, Derby
York Bowen – The Last English Romantic.
A talk by Paul Guinery
The Midlands Delius Society Branch meeting held on 24th October was a
repeat (with variations) of the talk by Paul Guinery given in London on 26th
November 2009 (see review in Journal 147, Spring 2010). The variations
were that Paul played several of the piano pieces live on the piano. These
were:
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Three Serious Dances Op.51 No. 2
Preludes Op. 102 nos. 7 (in E flat),
				
16 (in G minor),
				
17 (in A flat), and
				
1 (in C)
Berceuse Op.83
Paul’s talk was a revelation to most of the audience who were not familiar
with York Bowen’s music. The event was followed by a splendid tea
provided by Wyn Evans and Gwen Parsons.
Richard Kitching


PHILADELPHIA BRANCH REPORT
On 7th November 2010 Rolf Kristian Stang gave a one-man show called
My Name is Grieg, Edvard Grieg at the Library of the German Society of
Pennsylvania.
He came, saw and we were conquered! Rolf Kristian Stang appeared
in full period formal regalia as Edvard Grieg. An enraptured audience was
fascinated by Rolf’s depiction of Grieg on his 64th birthday in his apartment
in Bergen, Norway, on 15th June 1907. Rolf entered from the rear of the
room wearing a tux, cape and top hat. His facial hair complemented the
image completely, and one was drawn into the presentation as if Rolf was
indeed Grieg himself. The entrance music via a CD was Grieg’s song With a
Water Lily, Op. 23 sung by Kirsten Flagstad accompanied by Gerald Moore.
We were given a tale of Grieg’s time in Leipzig and thereafter. The
next music was Grieg’s Symphonic Dance No. 2, Op. 64 in a performance by
the Oslo Philharmonic under Mariss Jansons. But to the delight of all the
Delians we had a trip in the sleigh as Rolf narrated the ride and pauses in
Delius’s Sleigh Ride as played by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra under
Sir Thomas Beecham. Rolf mentioned that the piece was originally called
Norwegian Sleigh Ride and noted many Grieg-like passages in the music. We
heard the piece like never before.
There was some discussion of the Hardanger fiddle, one which has
strings below the body of the instrument as well as on top. We heard
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some Hardanger fiddle
music transcribed by Grieg
for the piano and the same
on the fiddle itself. In the
discussion of folk music
Percy Grainger’s name came
to the fore, and of course
Grieg and Percy did know
each other.
We laughed as Rolf, as
Grieg, said he wrote one
piece of trash! This was
In the Hall of the Mountain
King from Peer Gynt Suite
No. 2 which we heard played
by the London Symphony
Orchestra under Per Drier.
Of course the ‘trash’ was one
of Grieg’s money makers.
But of course Grieg never
spoke of money, you see.
A rarity came in the
Rolf Stang as Grieg,
form of the Homage March
in his One-Man Show
from the incidental music to
Sigurd Josalfar (Sigurd, the Crusader): again it was played by the LSO under
Per Drier. At age 29 Grieg did in two or three pages what Wagner would
have taken ten to do!
One curious part of the play was the story that John Wanamaker had
invited Grieg to come and play the organ for the sum of $25,000. Grieg
declined because he got seasick. But this could not be a performance in
the Philadelphia store, I don’t think. Perhaps it was for the organ in the
New York store if that instrument was then in place. The Philadelphia
Wanamaker’s was dedicated by President Taft in 1911.
As we went on our way, we heard the Praeludium to The Holberg Suite,
Op. 40 played by the Norwegian Chamber Orchestra under Terje Tønnesen.
A delighted audience gave thunderous applause.
Eleven of us followed up the performance at the Silk City Diner
one block away for a bit of good food in a somewhat funky and noisy
atmosphere.
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Postscript: one non-Delian friend was so inspired by Rolf’s show that
he went to the Free Library and checked out some Grieg piano music to
play.
Bill Marsh


THE DELIUS SOCIETY, LONDON BRANCH

New Cavendish Club, 23rd November 2010

‘Those Commiserating Sevenths’
A talk with musical illustrations at the keyboard by Alan Rowlands
Over the years Delius Society Branch meetings have adopted many formats:
talks, recitals, lecture recitals, film shows and slide shows but I wonder if
this is the first meeting at which the audience had to sing? Alan Rowlands
kept us amused and spellbound for the whole evening with his impressive
demonstrations at the piano of the way Delius’s harmony so often uses
chains of sevenths (his title, incidentally derives from a poem by Browning)
and these demonstrations twice involved asking the audience to sing major
and minor sevenths, an experience which amply displayed the dissonance
of these intervals!
Alan Rowlands is a long-standing Society member and will be well
known to many for his skilful piano transcriptions of Delius’s orchestral
works, some of which were recorded on the CD ‘When Spring & Summer
Sang’, issued some years ago. His formidable ability to play accurately
Delius’s complex harmony at the piano was put to impressive use during
the evening. Essentially, the evening consisted of a detailed demonstration
of the way Delius uses chains of sevenths – usually descending minor
sevenths - as one of his many novel ways of harmonising melodies, often
creating surprising dissonances on the way. He began by showing that
using chains of sevenths as a harmonic device is not new by playing a quite
extraordinary passage from Bach’s Cantata No. 60 which sounds as if it
might have been written in the 20th century! Other pre-Delius examples
using chains of sevenths which he played included extracts from Chopin’s
Mazurka No. 21, Schumann’s Manfred Overture, Wagner (Tristan and Parsifal)
and two examples from Grieg which sound very close to Delius.
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But it was demonstrations from the works of Delius that made up the
bulk of the evening. Alan explained how Delius so often creates moments
of tension by harmonising a rising melody with descending chromatic
sevenths and he played a telling example from near the end of Brigg Fair.
He analysed in detail the dissonant effect of chromatic sevenths with many
examples drawn from the Serenade from Hassan, the violin solo variation
from Dance Rhapsody No. 1, the opening bars of Dance Rhapsody No. 2 and
the Air and Dance. Playing harmonic sequences from these works slowly at
the piano and emphasising the seventh interval buried within each chord
revealed just how subtly Delius uses chains of sevenths – notes in a chord
do not necessarily all move together, creating unexpected suspensions.
This is at the heart of Delius’s mature harmonic language: he seldom moves
predictably from one chord to the next.
Another characteristically Delian device involves moving from a
major to a minor seventh – effectively lowering the top note of the seventh
by a semitone. The emotional impact of this was clearly demonstrated with
examples on the piano from Sea Drift, The Song of the High Hills and the
Requiem, whose polytonal ending is unlike anything else in Delius and
perhaps gives a glimpse of the way his music might have evolved had he
not been weakened by illness.
The evening ended with a recording Alan made with a friend of
Grainger’s two-piano transcription of Dance Rhapsody No. 1. We were told
that Grainger had taken certain liberties with Delius’s score (probably to
make the piano version sound more impressive) but Alan had restored the
piano parts to something closer to Delius’s original. The two-piano copy
used for the recording is a historic document: once belonging to Balfour
Gardiner, bearing Delius’s signature at the top (though probably forged by
Jelka!) and presented to Alan by Sir Thomas Armstrong, an old friend from
university days. This was an impressive end to a fascinating and unusual
evening, given by an expert pianist with a deep and detailed knowledge of
Delius’s harmonic language. There are few with the special combination
of abilities needed for this and we are lucky to have Alan Rowlands as a
member of our Society.
Thanks must be recorded to Alan Gout who kindly loaned an electronic
keyboard for this occasion.
Tony Summers
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MISCELLANY
Let Beauty Awake
Elgar, Vaughan Williams and Literature
This collection of essays edited by Julian Rushton, published by Elgar
Editions, 2010, is based on the proceedings of an international symposium
jointly organised by the Elgar Society and the Vaughan Williams Society.
The symposium was held at the British Library in November 2008. This
book is dedicated to the memory of the late Richard Hickox and is in
two parts, with an epilogue and a CD containing a recording of Stephen
Connock talking to Richard Hickox. Part One includes essays on such
subjects as Parry, Elgar and Vaughan Williams, influences and aspirations;
Elgar’s literary choice; and Elgar’s Falstaff. In Part Two there are pieces on
Vaughan Williams and literature; Vaughan Williams and Whitman; and
an article on Vaughan Williams and Shakespeare. The CD accompanying
this enjoyable book contains what is now a most poignant and moving
interview, as it was undertaken very shortly before Hickox’s death. It must
be said however, that this is a very entertaining and revealing interview.
This book is available from: Martin Murray, 2, Lambeth Hill, London EC4V
4GG. ISBN 978–0–9548553–4–5.


Sorabji At Sotheby’s
Bill Marsh writes to say that the Delius Society Philadelphia Branch has
sold the manuscript of Sorabji’s Il Tessuto d’Arabeschi for flute quintet
which was commissioned for the Delius Society Philadelphia Branch by
Norman Gentieu in 1979. It was sold in a Sotheby’s sale in London on 10th
December 2010. It is inscribed ‘to the memory of Delius’ and was Sorabji’s
only commission, and one of about two works he wrote without a keyboard
part. Il Tessuto d’Arabeschi was first performed on 2 May 1982, and is
unusual among Sorabji’s compositions being relatively brief. Nevertheless
this tapestry of sound is replete with characteristically complex metres and
cross-rhythms. Sorabji commented in a letter to Norman Gentieu: “It is
designed as all my later works are, as a seamless coat, what I call a tessuto
in sound from which the threads cannot be disassociated or − if you like
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− disentangled without destroying the Tessuto”. In this elegantly written
manuscript, the visual effect of the textures is dramatic and striking.


Tommie Haglund
It was good to see that our member Tommie Haglund has received, last
September, such a superb review on Musicweb of the recent recording
of three of his compositions. This new CD, entitled Hymns to the
Night, includes his composition, To The Sunset Breeze, which is subtitled
In Memory Of Frederick Delius. The reviewer, Nick Barnard, is highly
complementary about Mr. Haglund’s music.The common ground between
the two composers is analysed in this review. All works on this CD are
thoroughly described. You can now read the entire review by Nick Barnard
on the Musicweb website: http://www.musicweb-international.com/
classrev/2010/Sept10/Haglund_PSCD184.htm


Seldwyla Folks
Recently I heard from Tony Noakes who sent me the following: ‘It must
be 60 years since I first heard The Walk to the Paradise Garden on a 78
rpm Beecham record and nearly 50 since I saw the opera staged at the
Bradford Centenary Festival and subsequently in London. It is only fairly
recently that it has occurred to me to wonder what Gottfried Keller’s
story, the basis of the opera, was like. So I asked Bev, my gatekeeper to
the wonderful cybernetic world, if she would google Seldwyla. At http://
www.freefictionbooks.org/books/s/23090-seldwyla-folks-by-gottfriedkeller she found Seldwyla Folks by Gottfried Keller, containing Three
Singular Tales in translation, the last of which is Romeo and Juliet of the
Village (pp 76-127). The Preface, pp. 1-3, gives interesting information
about Keller and about the translation, which has some curious spellings
and archaic usages that may attempt to mimic Keller’s Swiss-German
dialect.
		
‘I thought that this would be of interest to Delius Society members,
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unless (unknown to me) it has already
been copied and circulated to the
membership. I don’t know what the
copyright situation would be, but it
would be nice if it could be included
in a future journal issue, or perhaps
as a special publication for the 2012
celebrations. A shame that Sir Charles
Mackerras’s death has caused the
cancellation of the VR&J staging
planned for this year.
		 ‘I was intrigued to discover that
the Australian writer Charmian Clift
had written a novel, Walk to the Paradise
Gardens, but was disappointed to find
only a passing reference to Delius’s
work. I think that Clift just liked the
sound of the words!’

Gotfried Keller 1885.

I am not aware that a translation of Keller’s story has appeared in The Delius
Society Journal. We shall investigate copyright and possibly include some if not
all the text in the future. Watch this space. Ed.


A Delius Discovery
It is time to celebrate the remarkable musical achievement of Sir Thomas
Beecham on this 50th anniversary of his death. I was very pleased to see
a more considered examination of his reputation and achievements by
Rob Cowan in the March 2011 edition of The Gramophone, where instead
of repeating all of the ‘Beecham stories’ and cliché conclusions about this
conductor we so often hear, Cowan gave a serious review of the musical
legacy. EMI, Pristine Records and Somm are reissuing many Beecham
recordings.
		
Of particular interest is Sir Thomas Beecham – The Great Communicator
from EMI. This is an Audio Documentary by Jon Tolansky, and is a box set.
This documentary contains a ten minute recording of Beecham speaking
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about A Village Romeo and Juliet at a public meeting. This was not generally
known to have existed until it was found recently at the Abbey Road
Studios. Pristine Classics is reissuing recordings of A Mass Of Life, music
from Hassan and North Country Sketches. Somm Records has reissued In A
Summer Garden, on a CD containing music by Wagner and Schubert. The
biggest set of reissues of interest to Delians however, will be the six-disc
EMI set Sir Thomas Beecham: English Music by Delius, German, Bantock, Bax
and Lord Berners. Five of the six discs in this set contain music by Delius,
including many well-known recordings and one or two less familiar
recordings of Delius’s scores.


Classic Delius
It was heartening to see a well written feature on Delius in the December
2010 Classic FM Magazine. This was a good place for those new to Delius
to start reading and thinking about the music. Readers were given the
basic facts of his life, and simple comments on some of the most important
scores. The first column on the page lists the major composers from the
mediaeval period to today, placing Delius in the late romantic/20th
century group. Four significant Delius works are characterised as ‘happy’
(Midsummer Song); ‘sad’ (Late Swallows); ‘thoughtful’ (’Cello Concerto,
first movement), and ‘angry’ (A Village Romeo and Juliet, end of Scene III).
Tasmin Little gives a personal view of the music of Delius. Mention is
made of the work of Eric Fenby with Delius, and we are told of Delius’s
world including small mentions of Grieg, Beecham, Walt Whitman, Jelka,
Florida and Grez. Finally we are given a list of his 10 essential works
and brief notes on his major musical contemporaries. Sadly there was no
mention of The Delius Society, though a letter was sent to the Editor of the
magazine and hopefully this will inform those who might like to join us.
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Delius And Slovak Radio
We recently heard from Peter Ratcliffe: ‘Still nothing to report regarding
my Delius article, let’s hope that everything does indeed come to those
who wait. Yet another recent outing for the Richard Hickox/Northern
Sinfonia FD miniatures CD on Slovak Radio – Radio Devin is now
becoming extremely repetitive and the situation won’t improve in light of
forthcoming cuts in state broadcasting here. Well, let’s be grateful for small
mercies – at least the listings stated that they were going to play Delius,
unlike the BBC listings on the Radio 3 and iPlayer webpages for October
19th’s ‘Performance on 3’, which somehow managed completely to
avoid mentioning Delius’s Idylle de Printemps. This began a Hallé
programme performed on 14th October that also included Elgar’s Violin
Concerto and Vaughan Williams’s A London Symphony. Of course, the
latter works were the main items on the programme, but for a scheduled
work (complete with a short introduction from Sir Mark Elder that showed
his regard for both the work and the composer, as one would expect of a
Delius Society Vice-President) to be ignored while the makeweight items of
baroque Latin American music were studiously noted smacks of a studied
insult. If it hadn’t been for a throwaway remark by the presenter after the
live performance on 8th October of The Song of the High Hills (again given
a glowing introduction by its conductor, another Society Vice-President,
Sir Andrew Davis), I would have been none the wiser about looking out
for another (alas, rare) Delius performance on Radio 3. To quote the title of
Lionel Carley’s article from DSJ 146: “What is it with the BBC?”
		 ‘Radio Devin has again programmed Delius, for once not the
miniatures in Richard Hickox’s interpretation. You may remember from
the Autumn 2009 Journal that the Songs of Sunset were played on Radio
Devin at 10.30 a.m. on 30 August (Sunday) in the Fenby Unicorn-Kanchana
recording with a brutal amputation of the last song. Today (a little later, at
about 10.45 a.m.), I’m glad to say the whole of the Songs of Sunset (same
interpretation) were played unexpurgated.’
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Delius On Swiss Radio
Our member Jerome Rossi writes to say he was interviewed recently by the
RSR (Radio Suisse Romande) in Lausanne for his new biography of Delius
– the first French-language biography of this composer. He has made five
radio programmes of one hour each, broadcast every day between 14th and
18th March, between 2pm and 3 pm; these radio programmes tell Delius’s
story and there will be a lot of music from Zum Carnival (opus 1) to Songs
of Farewell. All of the programmes will be available after the broadcast
(from the afternoon of 14th March) on podcasts at http://radiotime.com/
program/p_228976/Musique_En_Memoire.aspx.


The International Music Score Library Project (IMSLP)
Tony Summers writes: ‘I was pleased to see that attention was drawn to the
IMSLP website in DSJ 148 (page 118) where many scores are available for
free download, including a number by Delius. Having used this website
frequently to access music by many composers I would like to elaborate a
little on the list of Delius works on the website which were shown in DSJ
148 because when you look further at each one you may not find quite
what you expect! Here are my comments which readers may find useful:

1.

The website lists Appalachia and Paris in addition to the works shown
in DSJ 148.
2. Orchestral and chamber works on IMSLP often have scores and parts
but for the Delius works listed Brigg Fair has orchestral parts only, Dance
Rhapsody No 1, Paris, A Song Before Sunrise, The Song of the High Hills and
Songs of Sunset have scores only.
3. Appalachia is a piano reduction (effectively a vocal score), the Piano
Concerto is the version for 2 pianos, the Violin Concerto is for violin and
piano and A Village Romeo and Juliet is actually the piano version by Harold
Perry of the Walk to the Paradise Garden – none of the rest of the opera is
there!
4. Before accessing/downloading scores in IMSLP you have to agree to
a disclaimer that the work in question is not in copyright in your country.
The following Delius works are stated not to be in the public domain in
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the USA: Midsummer Song, 5 Pieces, 3 Preludes and The Splendour Falls on
Castle Walls. In addition, the Requiem is not in the public domain in the EU,
possibly because the text is still in copyright. You have been warned!’


Mackerras And The Critics
In the last Journal we included a letter written by Richard Kitching to
The Gramophone, concerning the omission of any mention of the advocacy
of the music of Delius by our late Vice President, Sir Charles Mackerras.
In response to Richard Kitching’s letter Peter Ratcliffe writes: ‘in connection
with Richard Kitching’s letter to The Gramophone re Rob Cowan’s obituary
of Sir Charles Mackerras, I think it should be pointed out that Mr Cowan
is probably the Society’s best friend (with the obvious exception of Paul
Guinery) at Radio 3, he often includes Delius on his programmes and
speaks well of his works. I believe that his omission was an oversight more
than anything, and there’s no point looking for more Delius-haters when
there seem to be enough of them to be going on with! No disrespect to
Richard, he was right to point out Sir Charles’s sterling efforts in recording
Delius.’


Delius Recordings on the Way
It is good to learn that our Vice President Sir Andrew Davis has recorded
the Violin Concerto, the ’Cello Concerto, and the Double Concerto, and the
CD is due out later this year I believe. We will give more details when we
have them, and reviews will of course appear in due course. Sir Andrew
has also recorded with the BBC Symphony Orchestra, Appalachia and The
Song Of The High Hills on a CD which is available from Chandos now, and
is magnificent. A new recording of music by Delius is promised from the
Hallé Orchestra and another of our Vice Presidents, Sir Mark Elder, this
spring, also due for reviewing in the Delius Society Journal in the Autumn.
Danacord will continue their recordings of Delius Masterworks. As readers
will know Danacord has already released two CDs called Delius Danish
Masterworks and Delius Norwegian Masterworks. Both featured Henriette
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Bonde Hansen, Johan Reuter, the Aarhus Symphony Orchestra and
conductor/composer/arranger Bo Holten. The same forces will record
Delius French Masterworks, Delius American Masterworks and Delius English
Masterworks. All the coming releases will feature songs arranged by Bo
Holten and will all be first ever recordings. First session will be in October
2011 and it is planned to record the last pieces in June 2012. If all goes well
Danacord hopes the three releases will be out in Autumn 2012.
		
I am sure you are curious to know what will be recorded, so here is
the list we have from Bo Holten, via Danacord. A few changes might still
occur, however this is pretty accurate:
American Masterworks
Sea Drift (Johan + chorus)
Koanga Intermezzo 11 (arr Stanford Robinson – never before recorded) +
Palmyras aria from the same opera (Henriette)
Appalachia (Johan + chorus)
French Masterworks
Paris
Margot La Rouge Prelude
In a Summer Garden
Verlaine songs (Henriette)
Il pleure (orch)
Le ciel est (orch)
La Lune blanche (orch)
Chanson d’automne (no orchestration)
Avant que tu (no orchestration)
English Masterworks
Songs of Sunset (Henriette + Johan + chorus)
North Country Sketches
Shelley songs (no orchestrations)
Indian Love Song
Love’s Philosophy
To the Queen
Plus a few more.
We are expecting a new CD from Danacord of rare Delius recordings to
celebrate the 150th anniversary of his birth in 2012. Also we can report that
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a fascinating new CD has appeared from Dutton, CDLX 7264. containing:
Life’s Dance (Lebenstanz) (1901 rev. 1912); Irmelin (1890-92): Suite (edited
and arranged by Sir Thomas Beecham, 1955); Poem of Life and Love (1918);
A Village Romeo and Juliet (1900-01): Suite (arranged by David Matthews,
1987, rev. 2010), all performed by The Royal Scottish National Orchestra
conducted by our Vice President David Lloyd-Jones. These new discs will
of course be reviewed in the Journal as soon as we receive them.


News From Down Under
Tony Noakes writes from Australia: ‘I am still trying to fly the flag for
Delius here in Australia. Percy Grainger would be dismayed at the neglect
of Delius’s music in his native land.
		 ‘Earlier I wrote to the Western Australian Symphony Orchestra (a
very good one) suggesting they include some Delius in 2012. They have
anticipated this, and will include the Cuckoo in a Prom in August 2011,
whose main work will be Belshazzar’s Feast. I complained that WASO had
not played a note of Delius in the 12 years since I came to live here. They
agreed, but there had been two performances in the mid ’90s.
		
‘I am glad to be kept in touch with The Delius Society by way of the
ever-excellent Journal and more than a little envious on reading accounts of
Society meetings and of reading of 3 performances of A Mass Of Life, which
in spite of an attempt of mine, has not I think yet been performed in the
Southern Hemisphere. There are many consolations though, for living in
Perth – mainly climatic.
		
‘Many thanks to you as Editor and greetings to fellow Delius Society
members.’


Celebrating English Song at Tardebigge
As the critic of The Birmingham Post wrote last summer, ‘Tardebigge
has become an annual fixture approaching the likes of Aldeburgh and
Presteigne’. Now we do take this with a large pinch of salt, but we know
that there are many people who treasure this series greatly, as do the
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musicians who perform.
		
The three concerts are well spaced apart, in June, July and August and
are held in a lovely calm eighteenth century church, set on a hill with views
towards the Severn plain.
		
Sunday 5th June at 3.00 pm brings James Rutherford (baritone) and
Simon Lepper (piano) in a programme with a theme of WWI. Finzi’s Earth
and Air and Rain, Howard Ferguson’s Twa Corbies and A Lyke-Wake Dirge,
John Pickard’s The Burning of the Leaves (première) – and six songs by
Gurney: Edward, Edward; The Twa Corbies; In Flanders; Severn Meadows; E’en
such is time and By a Bierside.
		
Sunday 24th July at 3.00 p.m. has Mark Stone (baritone) and Stephen
Barlow (piano) with, to delight members of the Delius Society, Delius’s
Spring, the sweet spring and Autumn. Finzi’s Before and after summer, the
première of The Music of Whitman by Ronald Corp, and the unjustly
seldom sung Songs from a Shropshire Lad by C.W. Orr complete a fascinating
programme.
		 The last concert on Sunday 28th August is something completely
different. Mezzo Diana Moore with Christopher Glynn bring Feminine
Charms – a revealing journey through the music of some of the women
pioneers in song composition, a plethora of musical gems that deserve to
become part of the English song legacy. Featured are Amy WoodfordeFinden, Frances Allitsen, Adela Maddison, Liza Lehmann, Maude Valerie
White, Muriel Herbert, Ethel Smyth, Mary Plumstead, Elizabeth Poston,
Phyllis Tate, Rebecca Clarke, Madeline Dring and the première of three
songs by e e cummings by Lynne Plowman.
		
For more information please look at www.celebratingenglishsong.
co.uk or ring Jennie McGregor-Smith on 01527 872422.


Bill Thompson’s Website
Readers are encouraged to look at Bill Thompson’s website where he has a
wealth of Delius-related information. The website can be found at: http://
thompsonian.info/delius.html. Last October he wrote with the following:
‘You can hear a recording of Eric Fenby conducting the LSO in Delius’s
Appalachia at this link: http://www.thompsonian.info/Delius-AppalachiaFenby-LSO-1982-07-11.mp3. I have also added that link to the Delius Radio
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page. The tape was provided by some friends in Florida.’
		 And yet another example of the riches on Bill’s website: ‘Lotte
Schnepel has edited the 1958 BBC broadcast of Delius’s Koanga into
individual tracks and posted them in a single .RAR file on RapidShare. The
link is contained in the message below. When you get to the RapidShare
page, just click the Download button in the ‘Free User’ column. After
downloading, you will need the free WinRAR program to unpack the
.RAR file into individual tracks. http://download.cnet.com/WinRAR32-bit/3000-2250_4-10007677.html. The trial version of the program works
fine. Thanks again to Alan Becker who provided the original reel to reel
tape several years ago.’


Rolf Herbrechtsmeyer
Last Autumn I received information concerning Rolf Herbrechtsmeyer
who took part in a concert on 12th February 2011, which included music
of Delius. Together with the pianist, Grigor Asmaryan, he performed the
Romance as part of a programme for ’cello and piano, with music from
Western and Eastern Europe.


A Late Lark
I must correct an omission on the part of the editor, in the last Journal. Both
the reviewer of the recent recording of A Late Lark and I completely forgot
the recording mentioned here, in an email from Clifford Bennett, who
writes: ‘Having just read the review of A Late Lark in the current journal,
claiming to be a premier recording, I think members would like to know
of another recording on the Dinemec label, DCCD019, by the American
soprano Carole Farley recorded in 1997. As lovely as this recording is,
it just fails to convince me that it is right for soprano. She is supported
by the Rheinische Philharmonie under Jose Serebrier. Also on this disc,
beautifully sung are four further English and Scandinavian songs plus
Seven Danish Songs and most importantly, a very rare recording of the
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Irmelin Suite. The only other recording I know of is Beecham’s 1954 proms
recording on BBC Legends.
		
‘The final items on this CD are the Air and Dance and Two Aquarelles
finely performed by Hugh Bean. I do hope all the foregoing will be of
interest.’
		
The recording Clifford Bennett refers to was in fact reviewed in DSJ
122, pp 74-75. I also had an email on this matter from Dr. Harry Fröhlich,
who writes to remind me that for the sake of completeness we should have
mentioned the Farley recording. Dr. Fröhlich thinks this is a very fine CD.
My thanks for these corrections and apologies to anyone else who has
noticed the editor nodding. Ed.


For Sale
We have heard from Paul Dallosso, who has some LPs and 78s for sale.
Those members who are interested should contact Mr. Dallosso direct at:
42 Woodhatch Spinney, Coulsdon, Surrey CR5 2SU (tel: 020 8668 3429).
The 78s were issued by The Delius Society and are as follows:
Columbia SDX 15 to SDX 19 (SDX 17 missing)
Appalachia, LPO & BBC Chorus, Beecham
Columbia SDX 20 Hassan, closing scene, LPO & Royal Opera Choir,
Beecham
Columbia SDX 21 La Calinda, LPO, Beecham
Irmelin, Intermezzo, LPO, Beecham
Stereo LPs:
Unicorn-Kanchana DKP 9008 & 9009
The Fenby Legacy
RPO, Fenby
HMV ASD 329
Florida Suite etc.
RPO, Beecham
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HMV ASD 357
Brigg Fair etc.
RPO, Beecham
Sine qua Non SA 2037
Sonatas for violin & piano
Dean & Hancock
HMV SLS 966
A Village Romeo & Juliet
RPO, Davies.
Two sets, one has a few marks & no booklet.


Delius In Dublin
I have just heard from Frank Hamill in Ireland who writes to say: ‘On
hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring was broadcast twice recently on RTE’s
Lyric FM:
‘1, Monday 7th February at circa 4.40 p.m. on Classic Drive – The Hallé
Orchestra conducted by Sir John Barbirolli (Greensleeves – EMI);
‘2. Wednesday 9th February at 10.10 a.m. on Paul Herriott In Tempo – The
City of London Sinfonia conducted by Nicholas Cleobury, Relax-Classic
FM.
‘Paul Herriott has played Delius’s shorter pieces quite a number of times
on his morning programme.’


Delius In French
The chance to publicise a new Delius biography comes along very rarely.
Our member, the composer, pianist and lecturer, Jérôme Rossi teaches at
the University of Nantes. He is the author of numerous articles on the
music world and post-Romantic relationship of music and cinema. He
writes regularly for documentary films and fiction. The present study,
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Delius, is the result of a passionate encounter; it is the first biography in
French of Delius. A review will appear in the Autumn 2011 Delius Society
Journal.
Publication details are as follows:
Frederick Delius by Jérôme Rossi
Publisher, Éditions Papillon, Switzerland (info@editionspapillon.ch)
Format: A5, 256 pages
ISBN: 2-940310-38-6 Price: 26 euros€


Delius At St. Gabriel’s
Society members in or near London in June, please note that Paul Guinery
will be giving a piano recital on Friday, June 24th at St Gabriel’s Church,
Warwick Square, SW1 (nearest tube: Victoria / Pimlico) at 7.30 pm. The
second half will consist of English piano music including works by Delius,
O’Neill, Frederick Austin, Moeran, Balfour Gardiner, Grainger etc. Tickets
available on the door.


Deadlines
The copy deadline for the next Delius Society Newsletter is 18th June 2011.
The copy deadline for the next Delius Society Journal is 15th August 2011.


My thanks to Roger Buckley; Bill Marsh; Lionel Carley; Tony Noakes;
Malcolm Walker; Michael Green; Peter Ratcliffe; Jennie McGregor-Smith; Rolf
Herbrechtsmeyer; Bill Thompson; Clifford Bennett; Dr. Harry Fröhlich; Tony
Summers; Paul Dallosso; Jérôme Rossi and Frank Hamill, all of whom have
provided material for Miscellany this time. Ed
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EVENTS 2010-2011
Details of events are included in an attempt to give as complete a coverage as
possible, even if some recent concerts have taken place by the time members receive
the Journal. Ed.
London Branch Season, 2010/2011
N.B. Unless otherwise stated, all meetings of the London Branch
take place at the Centenary Room, New Cavendish Club, 44 Great
Cumberland Place, London. W1H 8BS. Tel. 020 7723 0391.
Nearest Underground, Marble Arch (Central Line).
Wednesday 13th October 2010 at 7.15 p.m.
The Delius Society, London Branch Meeting
‘Ida Gerhardi’
A talk by Jerry Rowe
Sunday 24th October 2010 at 2.30 p.m.
The Delius Society, Midlands Branch Meeting
“Ravensdale”, 41 Bullhurst Lane, Weston Underwood, Derby
‘York Bowen – the last English Romantic
A talk by Paul Guinery with illustrations at the piano
Wednesday 27th October, 2010 at 7.30 p.m.
Malmö Konserthus, Sweden
Delius: The Walk to The Paradise Garden
and works by Berg, Ives and Stenhammar
Malmö Operaorkester, Malmö Operakö
Joseph Swensen, conductor
Tuesday 23rd November 2010 at 7.15 p.m.
The Delius Society, London Branch Meeting
‘Those commiserating sevenths!’
A talk by Alan Rowlands with illustrations at the piano
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Saturday 27th November 2010 at 7.30 p.m.
Southampton Guildhall
Delius: Songs of Farewell
and works by Grieg (Peer Gynt, complete incidental music: first
performance of a new English performing translation commissioned from
Beryl Foster) and Mendelssohn (Hebrides Overture)
Southampton Philharmonic Choir,
Southampton University Philharmonic Choir
New London Sinfonia, David Gibson, conductor
Sunday 28th November 2010 at 3 p.m.
The Stag Community Arts Centre, Sevenoaks
Sevenoaks Symphony Orchestra, Darrell Davison, conductor
Thursday 16th December 2010 at 7.30 p.m.
Town Hall, Birmingham
Delius: Brigg Fair
and works by Elgar (Overture In the South), Arutiunian (Trumpet
Concerto) and Strauss (Oboe Concerto)
George Caird (oboe), Zoltan Vincze (trumpet)
Birmingham Conservatoire Symphony Orchestra,
Lionel Friend, conductor
Thursday 13th January 2011 at 10.30 a.m. and 8.00 p.m.
Boston Symphony Hall, Boston, MA, USA
Delius: Paris: The Song of a Great City
and works by Mozart (Piano Concerto No. 21)
and Strauss (Till Eulenspiegel)
Lars Vogt, piano
Boston Symphony Orchestra, Sir Mark Elder, conductor
Concert repeated 14th, 15th and 18th January 2011
Sunday 16th January 2011 at 2.45 p.m.
Brighton Dome Concert Hall
Delius: The Walk to the Paradise Garden
Delius: Concerto for Violin and ’Cello
and works by Tchaikovsky
Tamsin Waley-Cohen (violin) and Gemma Rosefield (’cello)
Brighton Philharmonic Orchestra, Stephen Bell, conductor
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Sunday 23rd January 2011 at 4.00 p.m.
Leiden, Netherlands
Delius: To be Sung of a Summer Night on the Water
Delius: Sea Drift
and works by Finzi, Ireland, Elgar and Vaughan Williams
StadzgehoorzalVoorburgs Vocaal Ensemble & Toonkunstkoor, Leiden
John Macfarlane, conductor
Saturday 29th January 2011 at 2.00 p.m.
The Delius Society, London Branch Meeting
‘Members’ Choices’
Chairman: Michael Green
Saturday 29th January 2011 at 2.00 p.m.
St. Paul’s Lutheran Church, Glenside, PA, USA
Annual Delius Birthday Party.
Delius: Lullaby for a Modern Baby and Winter Night
and music by Grieg, Clarence Dickinson, Whitlock and Guilmant
Rae Ann Anderson (organ) and Eric Anderson (euphonium)
Saturday 12th February 2011 at 7.30 p.m.
Pacific Road Arts Centre, Birkenhead
Delius: Irmelin Prelude
and works by Elgar (Serenade for Strings) and Sibelius (Violin Concerto
and Symphony No. 3)
Jiafeng Chen (violin)
The Liverpool Mozart Orchestra, Mark Heron, conductor
Thursday 17th February 2011 at 7.30 p.m.
St. Wilfrid’s Church, Grappenhall
Delius: Late Swallows
and works by Mozart, Bridge and Beethoven
The Barbirolli Quartet
Thursday 17th February, 2011 at 7.30 p.m.
Malvern Concert Club
Delius Violin Sonata No. 2
and works by Elgar, Brahms and Beethoven
Tasmin Little (violin) and Piers Lane (piano)
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Thursday 17th February 2011 at 7.00 p.m.
National Centre for the Performing Arts, Jamshed, Mumbai, India
Delius: La Calinda
and works by Prokofiev and Mahler
The Symphony Orchestra of India, Adrian Leaper, conductor
Saturday 19th February 2011 at 7.30 p.m.
The Bridgewater Hall, Manchester.
Delius: La Calinda
and works by Vaughan Williams, Holst, Elgar, Butterworth and Elgar
Natalie Klein, ’cello
Hallé Orchestra, Neil Thomson, conductor
Monday 28th February 2011 at 7.15 p.m.
The Delius Society, London Branch Meeting
‘Sir George Dyson’
A talk by Paul Spicer
Saturday 5th March at 7.30 p.m.
Epsom Playhouse
Delius: On hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring
and works by Elgar (Overture: In The South), Rand (Piano Concerto No. 4)
and Shostakovich (Symphony No. 5)
Epsom Symphony Orchestra, Darrell Davison, conductor
Sunday 6th March 2011 at 7.30 p.m.
Wycombe Swan Theatre, High Wycombe
Delius: Air and Dance
with works by Mozart, Arensky, Butterworth and Tchaikovsky
City of London Sinfonia, Nicholas Ward, conductor
Saturday 12th March 2011 at 7.30 p.m.
Bournemouth Pavilion
Delius: On hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring
and works by Vaughan .Williams (Overture The Wasps & The Lark
Ascending) and Beethoven (Symphony No. 6)
Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra, Shuntaro Sato, conductor
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Thursday 17th March 2011 at 7.30 p.m.
The Bridgewater Hall, Manchester
Delius: Sea Drift
and works by Britten (Four Sea Interludes from Peter Grimes)
and Berlioz (Harold in Italy)
Roderick Williams (baritone)
Hallé Choir, Hallé Orchestra, Mark Elder, conductor
Sunday 27th March 2011 at 3.00 p.m.
The German Society of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, USA
Works by Delius, Elgar, Vaughan Williams, Beethoven, and Grieg
Nancy Booth (violin) with Davyd Booth (piano)
Wednesday 30th March, 2011 at 7 p.m.
The Delius Society, London Branch Meeting
Steinway Hall, 44 Marylebone Lane, London W1U 2DB
Delius: Songs
and songs by Grieg and Ireland
Delius: Caprice and Elegy
and works by Daish (Homage to Delius – first performance)
and Bridge (’Cello Sonata)
Claire Lees (soprano) and Agnieszka Strzeiczyk (piano)
Philip Handy (’cello) and Robert Markham (piano)
Tuesday 5th April 2011 at 1.05 p.m.
Adrian Boult Hall, Birmingham
Delius: ’Cello Sonata
and a work by Rebecca Clarke (Viola Sonata, arr. Baillie)
Alexander Baillie (’cello) and John Thwaites (piano)
Wednesday 6th April 2011 at 2.15 p.m.
Symphony Hall, Birmingham
Delius: Summer Night on the River
and works by Walton, Benjamin, Haydn Wood, Sullivan, Harty, Elgar,
Toye and Coates
City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, John Wilson, conductor
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Saturday 16th April 2011
The Delius Society, Midlands Branch Meeting
A recital by Mark Bebbington (piano)
Saturday 16th April 2011 at 7.30 p.m.
St. Luke’s Church, Cambridge
Delius: Brigg Fair
and works by Dvořák (Slavonic Dances),
Schubert (Andante from Grand Duo, arr. Britton)
Cambridge Sinfonietta, Peter Britton, conductor
Sunday 17th April 2011 at 7.30pm
Haverhill Arts Centre
Delius: Late Swallows
and works by Copland, Bach, Glazunov, Jenkins, Górecki and van Goens
Arnold Sinfonia/Kevin Hill with Mikhail Nemtsov (’cello)
Sunday 1st May 2011 at 12.40 p.m.
St. Chad’s Music Festival, St. Chad’s Church, Shrewsbury
Delius: Sonata for Violin and Piano No. 3 (arr. Summers, first public
performance)
and works by Poulenc and Gaubert
Katherine Baker (flute) and Johnny Baker (piano)
Tuesday 3rd May 2011 at 1.00pm
Adrian Boult Hall, Birmingham Conservatoire
Philip Handy, cello, with Robert Markham, piano
Delius: ’Cello Sonata;
and works by Daish (Homage to Delius) and Bridge (’Cello Sonata)
Saturday 14th May 2011 at 7.30 p.m.
Steyning Centre, Steyning
Delius: Sonata No. 2 (arr. Tertis)
and works by Enescu: Konzertstück; Bartók (6 Romanian Folk Dances)
and Brahms (Viola Sonata No. 1)
Enikö Magyar (viola) with Tadashi Imai (piano)
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Saturday 21st May 2011 at 7.30 p.m.
Bedford Corn Exchange
Delius: Brigg Fair: An English Rhapsody
and works by Vaughan Williams (Serenade to Music)
and Holst (Suite: The Planets)
Bedfordshire Symphony Orchestra, Michael Rose, conductor
Friday 27th to Monday 30th May 2011
English Music Festival based in Dorchester upon Thames
www.englishmusicfestival.org.uk/programme.html,
or telephone: 07808 473889
Saturday 28th May 2011 at 7.00 p.m.
Dorchester Abbey
Delius: On Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring;
Summer Night on the River
English String Orchestra, James Rutherford, conductor
Sunday 29th May 2011 at 9.30 p.m.
Dorchester Abbey
Jazz improvisations on works by Finzi, Delius, Walton
and Vaughan Williams
Avalon Trio
Monday 30th May 2011 at 7.00 p.m.
Dorchester Abbey
Delius: The Walk to The Paradise Garden
and works by Vaughan Williams (Five Variants on Dives and Lazarus, The
Garden of Proserpine [World Première]), Bowen (Rhapsody for ’Cello and
Orchestra), Holst (Egdon Heath)
Janice Watson (soprano) and Raphael Wallfisch (’cello)
Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra, David Hill, conductor
Friday 17th June, 2011 at 11 a.m.
Birmingham Conservatoire, Paradise Place, Birmingham B3 3HG
Delius Society AGM and Lunch
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Friday 17th June, 2011 at 2.00 p.m.
Birmingham Conservatoire, Paradise Place, Birmingham B3 3HG
The Delius Prize (Eighth year)
Adjudicator: Mark Stone
Friday 24th June at 7.30 p.m.
St. Gabriel’s Church, Warwick Square, London SW1,
Piano Recital, including works by Delius.
Paul Guinery (piano)
Saturday 25th June 2011 at 7.30 p.m.
Church of St John Sub Castro, Lewes, Sussex
Delius: To be sung of a Summer Night on the Water;
The Splendour Falls on Castle Walls
and works by Brahms, Schumann and Schubert
Esterházy Chamber Choir, Sandy Chenery, conductor
Sunday 26th June 2011 at 3.00pm
Another venue (to be announced)
Programme as above
Artists as above
Saturday 2nd July 2011 at 7.30 p.m.
Fareham Hall, Fareham
Delius: Violin Concerto
and works by Balakirev (In Bohemia) and Brahms (Symphony No. 2)
Leland Chen (violin)
Havant Symphony Orchestra, Samuel Draper, conductor
Sunday 24th July, 2011 at 3.00 p.m.
Tardebigge Church, Bromsgrove
Delius: Spring, the sweet Spring; Autumn
and works by Finzi (Before and After Summer), Orr (7 Songs from A
Shropshire Lad) and Ronald Corp (The Music of Walt Whitman)
Mark Stone (baritone) with Stephen Barlow (piano)
Pre-concert Talk: Setting Walt Whitman Poetry, by Christopher Morley
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Sunday 7th August 2011 at 7.00 p.m.
Blossom Music Centre, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, USA
Delius: The Walk to The Paradise Garden
and works by Walton (Spitfire Prelude and Fugue),
Bruch (Violin Concerto No.1) and Parry (Blest Pair of Sirens)
Baiba Skride (violin)
Blossom Festival Chorus Cleveland Orchestra,
Bramwell Tovey, conductor
Friday 12th and Saturday 13th August 2011 at 7.30 p.m.
Perth Concert Hall, Perth, Western Australia
Delius: On Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring
and music by Purcell, Walton (Belshazzar’s Feast, Crown Imperial),
Vaughan Williams (The Lark Ascending) and Parry (I was glad)
with Peter Rose (baritone),
the WASO Chorus and the Tasmanian Symphony Orchestra Chorus
West Australian Symphony Orchestra/Paul Daniel
2012
Saturday 7th January 2012 at 8.00 p.m.
Progress Energy Centre for the Arts, Mahaffey Theatre, St Petersburg,
Florida, USA
Delius: Sea Drift; Appalachia
and works by Beethoven (Cantata: Calm Sea and Prosperous Voyage) and
Copland (A Lincoln Portrait)
Florida Orchestra/Stefan Sanderling with Leon Williams (baritone) and
The Master Chorale of Tampa Bay
Sunday 8th January 2012 at 7.30 p.m.
Ruth Eckerd Hall, Clearwater, Florida, USA
Programme and performers as above
Sunday 8th January 2012 at 4.00 p.m.
‘Tea Concert’ (venue to be announced)
Delius: Complete works for ’Cello and Piano
Raphael Wallfisch (’cello)
Accompanist to be announced
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Sunday 29th January 2012 (timing to be announced)
The German Society of Pennsylvania, 611 Spring Garden Street,
Philadelphia, USA
Anniversary Concert and Dinner
with Tasmin Little (violin)
Accompanist to be announced
Sunday 29th January 2012 at 3.00 p.m.
Royal Festival Hall, London
Delius: ’Cello Concerto; Brigg Fair
and works by Vaughan Williams (The Lark Ascending)
and Elgar (Enigma Variations)
Julian Lloyd Webber (’cello) and Zsolt-Tihamér Visontay (violin)
Philharmonia, Sir Andrew Davis, conductor
AS WE GO TO PRESS WE HAVE LEARNED THAT TICKETS FOR THIS 150TH
BIRTHDAY CONCERT ARE RAPIDLY SELLING OUT, SO WE SUGGEST THAT
YOU LOSE NO TIME IF YOU ARE PLANNING TO BOOK SEATS.

Sunday 29th January 2012 at 7.00 p.m.
Royal Festival Hall, London
‘Song of Summer: Frederick Delius’
As part of the 150th anniversary celebrations of Delius’s birth, Ken
Russell introduces his 1968 film documentary ‘Song of Summer’; this will
be followed by a round table discussion with Ken Russell, Julian Lloyd
Webber and other guests.
Sunday 29th January 2012 at 6.30 p.m.
Conway Hall, London
Delius: String Quartet
Remainder of programme to be announced
Fitzwilliam String Quartet
Saturday 24th March 2012 at 7.30 p.m.
Royal Festival Hall, London
Delius: Sea Drift
and works by Anderson (new work) and Elgar (Symphony No. 1)
Roderick Williams (baritone)
London Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir Mark Elder, conductor
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Friday 20th April 2012 at 7.30 p.m.
Barbican Hall, London
Delius: The Walk to The Paradise Garden
And works by Rautavaara (’Cello Concerto No. 2 ‘Towards the Horizon’,
UK première), Bridge (The Sea) and Sibelius (Symphony No. 5)
Truls Mørk (’cello)
BBC Symphony Orchestra, John Storgårds (conductor)
Sunday 6th May 2012 at 1.00 p.m. or 2.30 p.m. (timing to be announced)
Longwood Gardens, Philadelphia, USA
Delius: organ transcriptions
Michael Stairs (organ)
Saturday 16th June 2012 (timing to be announced)
Venue to be announced
Delius: Over the Hills and Far Away
Farnborough Symphony Orchestra
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